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Abstract
Peterson, Michael Ray. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
Wright State University, 2008. Evolutionary Methodology for Optimization of Image
Transforms Subject to Quantization Noise
Lossy image compression algorithms sacrifice perfect image reconstruction in fa-
vor of decreased storage requirements. Modern lossy compression schemes, such as
JPEG2000, rely upon the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to achieve high levels of
compression while minimizing the loss of information for image reconstruction. Some
compression applications require higher levels of compression than those achieved
through application of the DWT and entropy coding. In such lossy systems, quan-
tization provides high compression rates at the cost of increased distortion. Unfor-
tunately, as the amount of quantization increases, the performance of the DWT for
accurate image reconstruction deteriorates. Previous research demonstrates that a
genetic algorithm can improve image reconstruction in the presence of quantization
error by replacing the wavelet filter coefficients with a set of evolved coefficients.
This dissertation develops a methodology for the evolution of digital filters capa-
ble of outperforming the DWT for image reconstruction at a given compression rate
iv
in the presence of quantization error. This dissertation compares potential fitness
measures for evaluating reconstruction error. Experiments compare the usefulness of
local versus standard population initialization and mutation operators. In order to
perform an efficient yet thorough traversal of the search space, several recombination
operators developed specifically for real-valued evolution are evaluated. Additionally,
this dissertation presents and develops a novel technique to emphasize the reconstruc-
tion of the high-spacial frequency areas of an image through use of edge detection
algorithms and focused evolution. An analysis of the ease of traversal through the fit-
ness landscapes defined by various image quality measures supports the development
of a framework for evolving robust image transform filters.
Particular emphasis is placed upon the development of transforms that provide
consistently accurate reconstruction of quantized satellite and aerial reconnaissance
images. The development of transforms that preserve the intelligence that can be
gained from highly compressed images transmitted over a limited bandwidth is of
defense and security interest. This dissertation assembles a database of publicly
available satellite images collected for a wide range of subjects, including aircraft
and airfields, naval bases, army bases, cities, and factories. Experiments employing
these images are geared toward the development of filters appropriate for civilian
and military aerial reconnaissance applications requiring limited bandwidth for im-
age transmission. Because the evolution employs the DWT algorithm, the resulting
filters are easy to implement in hardware appropriate for digital signal processing
applications.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview – Contributions of the Dissertation
This dissertation describes novel contributions in the fields of image and signal pro-
cessing through the application of evolutionary computation (EC) techniques. This
investigation develops a framework for the evolutionary optimization of transform
filters that outperform standard wavelet filters for image compression and recon-
struction under conditions subject to quantization noise. Many modern applica-
tions of image processing require the transmission of copious amounts of data across
bandwidth-limited channels, thus requiring aggressive use of lossy compression tech-
niques. These bandwidth restrictions necessitate the development of algorithms that
outperform current image processing techniques by maximizing image quality while
minimizing data loss.
Expanding upon published techniques for evolutionary filter design (Moore et al.,
2005; Moore, 2005a), this effort explores various approaches for image filter optimiza-
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tion. Digital filters implementing the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for image
decomposition and the corresponding inverse transform (DWT−1) may be replaced by
evolved transform filters providing improved performance under lossy conditions. Be-
cause these filters are represented as a series of real-valued numbers, the evolutionary
search space for even the simplest filters is incredibly large (potentially infinite except
for the limited floating-point representation in digital computers). Because of the dif-
ficulty in locating a globally optimum filter represented by n real-valued coefficients
in a n-dimensional search space, this research effort places considerable effort upon
the examination and development of evolutionary techniques that provide a highly
efficient and successful traversal of the potential filter solution space. To this end, this
research examines many aspects of the evolutionary approaches undertaken in pre-
vious research and develops several innovative improvements that taken as a whole,
represent a robust framework for the evolution of DWT-inspired image transforms.
Experiments compare the use of global random genetic algorithm (GA) popula-
tion initialization with local initialization in the neighborhood of the original DWT
filter coefficients. Significant effort is placed upon testing and comparing advanced
real-coded GA mutation and recombination operators. While many such operators
have been proposed in the literature the performance of various operators depends
upon selected optimization test problems. As suggested by the no-free-lunch theorem
(Wolpert and Macready, 1997), there is no globally best operator set or optimization
algorithm for all possible optimization problems. Many popular mutation and re-
combination operators are thus implemented, parameter-tested, and experimentally
compared in order to identify the operator set providing the greatest potential for suc-
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cessful evolution in the image transform domain. A number of potential image quality
measures are analyzed and compared for possible use as evolutionary fitness functions.
Theoretical properties of landscapes including ruggedness, smoothness, and neutrality
affect the likelihood of successful evolutionary traversal within landscapes (Vassilev
et al., 2003). Using these properties, image quality measures are compared in or-
der to help predict the likelihood of evolutionary search success. Additionally, this
investigation develops a novel technique for improving the reconstruction of object
edges within images. Traditional DWT transforms and transforms evolved to provide
reconstruction over entire images tend to exhibit higher error rates near image object
edges. Using an edge detection algorithm, the novel technique creates a mask isolat-
ing edge regions within a training image. This mask is used to evolve a transform
filter designed for reconstruction of the areas adjacent to object edges only. The re-
mainder of the image is reconstructed using a second filter optimized to reconstruct
areas of the image that are not adjacent to edges. The resulting image demonstrates
improved reconstruction over images reconstructed using either the original DWT−1
filter or a globally optimized filter.
Collectively, the experimental results, algorithmic techniques, and theoretical
analysis presented in this dissertation provide a framework for the evolution of im-
age transforms that exhibit improved reconstruction over industry-standard DWT−1
transforms. The contributions of this investigation to the current state-of-the-art
include techniques for the rapid development of image transforms suitable for de-
manding tasks in scientific, commercial, defense and security applications of image
processing.
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1.2 Motivation
Though a significant effort is required to develop techniques providing near-optimal
evolutionary search through a very large search space, there are strong motivations
supporting the development of such techniques. Within the past decade, wavelets
have become a popular technique for image coding (Davis and Nosratinia, 1998) and
provide the algorithmic basis for the JPEG 2000 image compression standard (Sko-
dras et al., 2001). In ideal conditions, the DWT−1 algorithm provides near-perfect
reconstruction of a DWT-decomposed image signal. However, for some applications,
such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) or satellite reconnaissance missions, higher
compression ratios are required than can be achieved by DWT decomposition and
entropy encoding alone. In such cases, a quantizer transforms the DWT-decomposed
signal to a smaller alphabet before entropy encoding (Usevitch, 2001). A correspond-
ing dequantizer translates the decoded signal back to the original alphabet before
image reconstruction via the DWT−1 algorithm. This process is demonstrated in
figure 1.1.
Quantization typically requires discarding low-order bit information to transform
a signal into a signal with a smaller alphabet. Larger quantization step sizes result
in higher compression ratios, at the expense of greater information loss. The infor-
mation lost during quantization is of course irretrievable. Figure 1.2 demonstrates
the significant amount of information loss that occurs when using quantization. In
this case, the canonical ’fruits’ image has been decomposed using the Daubechies-4
(Daub4) DWT (Daubechies, 1992), quantized at a fairly large quantization step of
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Figure 1.1: A simplified wavelet-based image transform coder and decoder subject
to quantization error. An image is decomposed via the discrete wavelet transform.
The resulting signal, γ is then subjected to quantization. The quantized signal Q(γ)
is further compressed via lossless encoding. After data storage or transmission, a
decoding algorithm retrieves the quantized signal. The signal is dequantized resulting
in a signal γ′ 6= γ. Finally, an inverse wavelet transform reconstructs an image
that approximates the original image. The wavelet algorithm and the amount of
quantization determine the degree to which the reconstructed image matches the
original.
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        Original ‘fruits’ image                          Quantized ‘fruits’ image 
Figure 1.2: Demonstration of information loss due to quantization. The original
’fruits’ image is shown on the left. The image has been DWT decomposed, quantized
with a quantization step size = 64, and then reconstructed on the right.
64, and then reconstructed using the inverse transform. In this case, the quantization
results in an image containing only nine discrete shades of grey, as opposed to the
original 256 shade range.
While quantization may be necessary to achieve high compression ratios, an ap-
propriate image coding system seeks to minimize the resulting information loss. For
many application domains, there may be stringent compression requirements that do
not permit great loss of resolution. Image and signal processing are active areas of
military research. Satellites and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) potentially collect
huge amounts of image data during surveillance missions. Sonar and radar systems
process huge amounts of sensor data in real time. The requirements to minimize
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mission cost while maximizing effectiveness necessitates the development of compres-
sion techniques that simultaneously minimize storage and bandwidth requirements
while maintaining maximum signal information. With these requirements in mind,
quantization of digitized data is often necessary for military digital signal processing
(DSP) applications.
Figure 1.3 shows a publicly available satellite image of the U.S. Air Force Mu-
seum in Dayton, OH, taken approximately in 2003 (Google, 2006). This image shows
a diverse set of aircraft, two existing hangers, and a third hanger under construction.
This low-resolution image is representative of the type of image that may be obtained
by an expendable UAV during a reconnaissance mission in hostile territory. The fig-
ure additionally shows the same image after it has been compressed with the Daub4
DWT, quantized with a quantization step of 64, dequantized, and reconstructed by
the DB4 inverse transform. Note the loss of information due to quantization. The
darker aircraft and the detail in the hanger construction become difficult to discern.
Additionally, the edges surrounding the white aircraft are blurred, which may hinder
identification of the aircraft make by an intelligence expert. A military grade system
must minimize the detail loss to maximize the intelligence that may be gathered while
maintaining a desired compression ratio. Though the contributions of this investi-
gation are generally applicable to the image coding community, this research places
particular attention upon the development of techniques and evolution of filters that
perform well in a military intelligence and reconnaissance domain. The resulting evo-
lutionary framework is particularly well-suited to the development of image transform
filters for military-grade UAV and satellite applications. Because the resulting filters
7
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Figure 1.3: Loss of intelligence gathering capabilities due to quantization. The orig-
inal image (left) shows aircraft, hangers, and construction of a third hanger. After
image quantization, the resolution of these objects decreases, limiting the amount of
useful intelligence that may be gathered from the image.
modify only the parameters and not the implementation of the DWT algorithm, fil-
ters evolved using this framework are easy to implement in hardware through a simple
modification to existing DWT hardware implementations (Savaton et al., 2003).
1.3 Desired Outcomes
The overriding goal for this research effort is the development of a robust methodology
for the evolutionary optimization of image transform filters capable of outperforming
standard wavelets in bandwidth-limited channels There are many steps required in
the development of this methodology. The desired objectives for this research effort
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are:
Collect a diverse set of satellite test images – Image processing algorithms re-
quire high standards of image compression and reconstruction in a wide variety
of domains including fingerprint databases (Hopper et al., 1993), facial recogni-
tion for homeland security (Phillips et al., 2005), or surveillance missions with
unmanned aerial vehicles (Ulvklo et al., 2004). This research effort is primarily
concerned with the optimization of image transforms suitable for the process-
ing of satellite or UAV captured images that must be transmitted in a noisy or
bandwith-limited channel. To that end, a diverse set of test images must be
collected for use during evolutionary optimization and filter evaluation.
Identify appropriate training images – Many problems are prone to the overfit-
ting of solutions upon a training sample employed for fitness assessment during
optimization (Hawkins, 2004). Such solutions do not generalize well to un-
seen related test problems. In the case of image transform filter evolution, an
evolved filter may provide very good reconstruction of the training image em-
ployed during optimization but may demonstrate little or no improvement in
the reconstruction of similar unseen test images. Care must be taken to iden-
tify training images that result in evolved filters that consistently improve the
reconstruction of unseen test images to a strong degree.
Demonstrate the practicality of evolutionary filter optimization –
Early efforts in this investigation explore the use of genetic algorithms for im-
age transform filter optimization and demonstrate improved performance over
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existing wavelet-based transform techniques under conditions subject to signif-
icant quantization error. This initial investigation leads to the areas of deeper
inquiry addressed in this research effort.
Identify appropriate genetic operators for filter optimization – The no free
lunch theorem proves that no single optimization algorithm provides optimum
performance over all other algorithms for all optimization problems, so care
must be taken to identify an algorithm that provides strong performance for
a given problem of interest (Wolpert and Macready, 1997). In the field of
evolutionary computation, many methods implementing recombination, muta-
tion, and selection functions for genetic algorithms have been developed (Bäck
et al., 2000a). The selection of appropriate operators for an optimization task
presents a difficult challenge. Operators vary according to their computational
efficiency, their suitability for a given optimization task, their interaction with
other selected operators, and their difficulty in selecting appropriate settings for
tuneable parameters. The identification of appropriate genetic operators and
parameter settings, particularly recombination and mutation, for image filter
evolution represents a major objective for this investigation.
Improve reconstructed image resolution near object edges –
Traditional image transformation algorithms are concerned with minimizing
the global error between a reconstructed image and its original counterpart.
In image reconnaissance and surveillance for defense applications, the identi-
fication of objects displayed within images is of paramount importance. This
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requires maximum resolution of the edges surrounding objects, such as buildings
or vehicles, in order to maintain the likelihood of their correct identification by
human or artificial agents. This research effort seeks to maximize the resolution
that may be retained near object edges when images are subject to significant
information loss due to quantization. This requires the development of novel
image decomposition and reconstruction techniques to optimize reconstruction
near object edges.
Compare evolvability of various image quality measures – The term “evolv-
ability” refers to the ease or difficulty of evolutionary optimization for a given
problem. Image transform filters are evolved to provide improved image recon-
struction, which may be assessed with a number of image quality measures. Var-
ious measures demonstrate varying performance in the search for near-optimal
filter coefficients. This investigation seeks to compare the utility of alterna-
tive image quality measures through an analysis of the theoretical properties
describing fitness landscapes induced over each measure. These properties in-
clude fitness landscape deceptiveness, ruggedness, smoothness, neutrality, and
modality, permitting an examination of the relative evolvability of each im-
age quality measure. This investigation seeks to provide a comparison of the
suitability of various image quality measures for image filter evolution through
extensive analysis of these landscape properties. This analysis also yields addi-
tional insight into the nature of these fitness landscapes to provide guidance in
configuring genetic algorithms that demonstrate a high level of performance for
11
the given optimization task.
The collective results of this work represent a robust evolutionary methodology for
the optimization of image transform filters suitable to image processing applications
requiring significant information loss due to quantization.
1.4 Dissertation outline
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents pre-
vious and relevant research in this area and other background material. Particular
emphasis is placed upon the use of wavelets for image compression, the various mu-
tation and recombination operators developed for real-coded genetic algorithms, and
the theoretical approaches for evaluating and comparing fitness landscapes given pre-
defined genetic operators.
Chapter 3 describes the canonical and satellite test images used to evolve image
transform filters. Results of experiments ranking and validating the satellite images
as training and test cases are included. The images themselves are provided in the
appendix.
Chapter 4 describes early research in developing strategies for evolving image
transforms. Experiments focus upon empirical comparisons of the fitness function
employed, the use of local versus global population initialization and mutation oper-
ators, and the use of a local optimization algorithm for further refinement of evolved
filters. Experiments examine evolutionary performance at both one and three-level
DWT decomposition. Experiments focus upon the canonical images presented in
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chapter 3 and provide directions for the experimental approach presented in the fol-
lowing chapters.
The fifth chapter examines the performance of real-valued mutation and crossover
operators for evolving image transform filters. The selection of these variation op-
erators significantly affects the search performance of the GA. Hence, extensive ex-
periments are conducted to compare the performance existing operators. A thorough
statistical analysis of experimental results identifies genetic operators that consis-
tently provide strong performance for image filter evolution.
Chapter 6 presents a novel approach for improving image reconstruction using
both a globally evolved filter and a second evolved filter designed to improve local
reconstruction near the edges present in an image. The chapter initially demonstrates
how both the original wavelet algorithm as well as filters evolved using the entire
training image tend to exhibit larger errors near the edges of objects in images. The
chapter also presents an algorithm that combines a GA with an appropriate edge
detection algorithm to evolve a filter capable of improving the reconstruction of the
edges within an image. Combining local edge reconstruction using such a filter with
reconstruction of the rest of this image using the globally evolved filter consistently
results in improved reconstruction. The chapter discusses a set of algorithms and
experiments to evaluate the performance of this approach as well as a discussion of
the applicability and limitations of such an approach.
Chapter 7 presents a analysis of fitness landscapes using different image quality
measures. This analysis enables a robust comparison of the relative evolvability of
various image quality measures and provides a theoretical basis for the selection
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of GA mutation rates and population initialization schemes. These results aid in
the development of GAs that provide a high likelihood of identifying robust image
transform filters. The evolvability of an image measure depends upon the ruggedness,
neutrality, modality, and deceptiveness of the underlying landscape. These properties
are analyzed through a set of experiments employing replicated sets of random walks
through the landscapes.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this proposal with a discussion of research results
and collaborative directions of inquiry, an identification of open research questions
and future lines of investigation.
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Chapter 2
Background
The development of an evolutionary methodology for the optimization of image trans-
form filters requires broad knowledge related work in a number of fields, including
image processing, evolutionary computation, and fitness landscape theory. This chap-
ter provides a discussion of related background material required to understand and
expand this field of inquiry. The chapter opens with a discussion of lossy image
compression, wavelets and quantization. An exploration of evolutionary computation
follows with particular emphasis upon the difficulties encountered with evolution op-
timization for real-coded problem domains. State of the art techniques for the study
of the theoretical properties of fitness landscapes in an optimization domain are addi-
tionally presented. The chapter closes with an overview of related efforts to optimize
wavelets and image processing applications using evolutionary approaches.
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2.1 Lossy Image Compression
A typical representation of a color image in a digital computer stores red, green, and
blue components for every pixel. If each component is discretized into one of 256
intensity values, a single pixel requires three unsigned 8-bit integers, or 24 bits. If
shade intensities (brightness) are also represented, the pixel requires four eight-bit
bytes. Thus, an n ×m dimension color image requires n ×m × 4 bytes. It quickly
becomes prohibitive to store uncompressed high-resolution images. Even classical
lossless algorithms such as Huffman encoding (Huffman, 1952) or Lempel-Ziv encod-
ing (Ziv and Lempel, 1978) do not provide sufficient compression for many image and
video applications. Shannon’s information entropy model places a theoretical limit
on the possible rate of lossless compression for a given signal (Shannon and Weaver,
1964). This necessitates the need for lossy image compression algorithms that maxi-
mize compression while minimizing image quality loss. Lossy compression algorithms
sacrifice perfect image reconstruction in favor of improved compression rates. By
far, the JPEG compression standard is the most widely employed image compression
technique in use today. The JPEG standard redistributes the information in an im-
age through application of the discrete cosine transform (DCT), followed by lossless
image encoding. The DCT results in information loss, which may be scaled to achieve
a desired compression ratio (Wallace, 1992). Though popular, the JPEG standard
is not without its disadvantages, requiring restrictions on compression bit-rate and
often demonstrating distortion near areas of high frequency color transitions (Lee,
2005). To address these shortcomings, the JPEG committee developed the more ro-
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bust JPEG 2000 compression standard based upon wavelets (Skodras et al., 2001;
Usevitch, 2001). Wavelets have become a popular technology for information redis-
tribution for high-performance image compression algorithms (Davis and Nosratinia,
1998).
2.1.1 Wavelets and Image Compression
Wavelets transform continuous or discrete time domain signals into a time-frequency
domain (Daubechies, 1992). A DWT convolves a signal against specific wavelet filter
coefficients at various time scales and positions, resulting in a compressed representa-
tion of the original signal. The compression is reversed via the corresponding DWT−1
by convolving the compressed signal against an inverted order of the original wavelet
filter coefficients to produce an approximation of the original signal.
Wavelets provide desirable properties for signal compression tasks. Wavelets con-
serve energy and redistribute the bulk of that energy to the “first trend” subsignal
(Walker, 1999). Most of the transformed signal’s remaining values outside of the first
trend are insignificant and are typically eliminated without significant loss of informa-
tion, providing a favorable compression rate at the expense of perfect reconstruction.
Lossy wavelet coders provide much greater energy compaction than lossless methods,
efficiently representing large amounts of data (Daubechies, 1992).
A scaling function φ(t) and a wavelet function ϕ(t) characterize any DWT as
follows:
φ(t) =
∑
n
hnφ(2t− n) (2.1)
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ϕ(t) =
∑
n
gnφ(2t− n) (2.2)
where hn is the scaling filter’s impulse response, gn is the wavelet filter’s impulse
response, and n is the translation parameter. The scaling number set h1 = {hn} and
wavelet number set g1 = {gn} provide coefficients corresponding to the projection of
the basis functions for the DWT’s low-pass and high-pass filters (Daubechies, 1992,
54–56). h1 and g1 for the Daub4 wavelet are shown in equations 2.3 and 2.4, where
P = 4 is the size of each set and n = 1...P is the position of the coefficient within the
ordered set.
h1 ={
√
2 ∗ (1 +
√
3)
8
,
√
2 ∗ (3 +
√
3)
8
,
√
2 ∗ (3−
√
3)
8
,
√
2 ∗ (1−
√
3)
8
} (2.3)
g1 =− 1n ∗ h1{P − n} (2.4)
Sets h2 and g2, consisting of mirror images of sets h1 and g1, define the DWT
−1. The
convolution filters for Daub4 using these coefficients are shown in figure 2.1. The
inverse transform reconstructs an approximation of the original signal by convolving
the compressed signal using h2 and g2. For image applications, a two-dimensional
(2D) DWT compresses a discrete image f consisting of M rows and N columns by
first applying a one-dimensional (1D) DWT to the columns of f and then repeating
the transform for the rows (Skodras et al., 2001). Likewise, a 2D DWT−1 reconstructs
the image by applying a 1D DWT−1 first to the rows and then to the columns of the
compressed signal.
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Figure 2.1: The four filters used for the Daubecheis-4 discrete wavelet decomposition
and reconstruction transforms
A single level DWT applied to f results in subimages h1, d1, a1, and v1, each
of size M/2 by N/2. a1 is the first trend subimage of f, concentrating most of the
information in f. The remaining subimages, h1, d1, and v1 are its first horizontal,
diagonal, and vertical fluctuation subimages, respectively. By containing most of the
information in a1, improved compression levels may be obtained during entropy cod-
ing. The small values in the fluctuation subimages require fewer bits to encode. By
employing multiple resolution analysis (MRA), the DWT may be recursively applied
to up to k ≤ log2(min(M,N)) times. At each step, the DWT is recursively applied
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to a1i−1, where i is the current level of decomposition. When i = 1, the first level
of decomposition, ai0 is the original, uncompressed image f. By applying multiple
recursive decomposition steps, the majority of the energy within the image signal is
restricted to smaller and smaller trend subimages, minimizing the number of large
data values requiring more bits to encode while maximizing the number of smaller,
less expensive signal coefficients in the fluctuation subimages occurring at each de-
composition level. MRA reconstruction occurs in reverse order of decomposition by
combining the subimages at level i, applying the DWT−1 to obtain ai−10 , and repeat-
ing until the image is reconstructed. Figure 1.1 summarizes the DWT-based image
decomposition and reconstruction process, including quantization, entropy coding,
and image transmission.
2.1.2 Quantization
An ideal compression algorithm would achieve a very high level of compression while
achieving perfect image reconstruction. Unfortunately, Shannon’s theorem places
mathematical limits on the amount of compression achievable by any lossless en-
coding algorithm (Shannon and Weaver, 1964). In order to achieve higher rates of
compression through higher energy compaction than lossless encoders allow, filtering
algorithms must permit some loss of information. In such lossy systems, quantization
is the most common source of distortion (Davis and Nosratinia, 1998). Quantization
refers to the mapping of all the values in a sampled signal x onto a small range of
values Q(x) (Gersho and Gray, 1991). For example, representing 64-bit data with
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only 48 bits results in discarding the least significant 16 bits of the data. The resulting
loss of data allows for greater compression of the data, though perfect reconstruction
becomes impossible due to data loss.
In a typical wavelet image coding system, the 2D DWT is first applied to the
original image. The resulting signal is quantized (Q) and entropy coded. For image
reconstruction, the compressed signal is decoded, dequantized, and passed through
a 2D DWT−1 (figure 1.1), resulting in an approximate reconstruction of the original
image. The signal γ emerging from the DWT is subjected to quantization Q(γ).
This signal, Q(γ) is typically not changed by encoding or decoding. However, apply-
ing dequantization to Q(γ) results in a dequantized signal γ′ 6= γ rendering perfect
reconstruction of the original signal by the DWT−1 impossible due to the loss of data
(Usevitch, 2001). Figures 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate the increasing loss of information
due to quantization. Figure 2.2 (left) shows a grayscale circular gradient image con-
taining all possible pixel shades in the range of 0 (black) to 255(white). The figure
on the right illustrates the same image after it has been subjected to DWT decom-
position, level 64 quantization, dequantization and DWT−1 reconstruction. Most of
the information has been lost; only nine discrete pixel shades remain in the final
image. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the increasing information loss as the quantization
level increases from 2 up to 64 in powers of two. At each quantization increase, the
information present in an image is halved, though this information loss is barely vis-
ible to the naked eye, if at all. At high quantization levels though, the loss is highly
visible. Image processing applications requiring high levels of quantization must seek
to preserve as much useful visible information in an image as possible, sometimes at
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Original Image Q = 64 
Figure 2.2: The loss of information due to quantization. The original image and its
corresponding histogram are shown on the left. The DWT decomposed, quantized,
and reconstructed image is shown on the right, with a histogram. Histogram noise is
due to jpeg compression for printing.
the expense of increased information loss in remaining portions of an image.
2.1.3 Evaluating Image Quality
There are several measures available to evaluate the quality of a reconstructed image,
given the original. Perhaps the simplest and most common method, mean square error
(MSE) provides a simple statistical measure to estimate the error of one image as an
approximation of another (Rosner, 2005; Moore, 2005a). Let x = {xi|i = 1, 2, ..., N}
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Figure 2.3: The effect of increased quantization. Every time the quantization step
size is doubled, the amount of information retained in the quantized image from the
original image is halved. This data loss quickly becomes noticeable at quantization
step sizes of 16 and larger.
and y = {yi|i = 1, 2, ..., N} represent the original and test images, with xi and yi
representing individual pixel shade values at a given pixel location within a given
color component. The MSE between the test and original images is defined as:
MSE(x, y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (2.5)
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An MSE = 0 in a reconstructed image indicates that image x is a perfect reconstruc-
tion of y, increasing values correspond to increasing error. An optimization algorithm
seeking to improve image reconstruction can seek to minimize MSE as an objective
fitness measure.
Related to MSE, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) relates the ratio between
a signal’s maximum power and the power of corrupting noise (Yuanji et al., 2003).
PSNR is typically expressed in a logarithmic decibel scale and is computed as follows
PSNR(x, y) = 10 log
(
MAX2I
MSE(x, y)
)
= 20 log
(
MAXI√
MSE(x, y)
)
(2.6)
where MAXI is the maximum value of the possible pixel range (255 for 8-bit pixels
in black and white images).
Error summation methods such as MSE or PSNR do not always correlate to sub-
jective human judgement of image quality. Wang and Bovick (2002) propose an image
error measurement designed to provide an objective mathematical method that bet-
ter correlates with human perception of image quality. Their universal quality index
(UQI) considers loss of correlation, contrast distortion, and luminance distortion.
Simplifying these terms following Wang and Bovick (2002) into a single equation
defines the UQI as:
UQI(x, y) =
4σxyµxµy
(σ2x + σ
2
y)[µ
2
x + µ
2
y]
(2.7)
where µx and µy are the mean pixel values in images x and y, σ
2
x and σ
2
y are the
variances of pixel values in x and y, and σxy is the covariance of pixel values between
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x and y. The dynamic range of UQI is [−1, 1]. UQI is one if and only if x and y are
perfect copies; UQI = -1 only occurs if y is a perfect inverse image of x. UQI may
provide a better objective function for a GA seeking to optimized digital filters for
image reconstruction.
The authors of UQI developed a related image quality mesure, termed the struc-
tural similarity measure (SSIM) (Wang et al., 2004a). This measure attempts to
mimic the ability of human visual perception to extract structural information from
a scene. SSIM assesses image quality based upon the degradation of structural infor-
mation. The basic equation for SSIM is:
SSIM(x, y) =
(2µ́xµ́y + C1)(2σ́xy + C2)
(µ́2x + µ́
2
y + C1)(σ́
2
x + σ́
2
y + C2)
(2.8)
where C1 and C2 are small constants and µ́x, σ́2x, and 2σ́xy are based upon mean pixel
intensity, pixel variance, and pixel covariance but incorporate localized windowing
functions throughout the images. SSIM simplifies to UQI when C1 and C2 are set to
zero and the windowing is removed in favor of global computation of µx, µy, σ
2
x, σ
2
y,
and σxy. Wang’s MATLAB implementation to assess SSIM (Wang et al., 2004b) em-
ploys the default values of C1 = 0.01 and C2 = 0.03 and utilizes localized windowing
during SSIM computation.
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2.2 Evolutionary Computation
A diverse assortment of optimization techniques have been developed in the com-
puter science and topological mathematics fields. Some algorithms, such as gradient
descent, are appropriate for finding the global minimum (or maximum) value in a
smooth, differentiable search space or for finding a local minimum in rugged search
spaces where the global optimum is hidden or difficult to locate. For such spaces,
many stochastic global search algorithms such as simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick
et al., 1983) have been proposed. The family of techniques modeled after processes of
natural selection and Darwinian evolution are collectively referred to as evolutionary
computation (EC). These methods have been studied from a wide range of viewpoints,
leading to a number of effective algorithms and techniques (Fraser, 1957; Bremermann
et al., 1966; Crosby, 1967; Reed et al., 1967; Fogel, 1998; Bäck et al., 2000a).
Within the realm of natural science, evolution works as an optimization process
(Mayer, 1988). Over very long periods of time, evolution serves to optimize the struc-
ture of biological organisms through processes of mutation, reproduction, and natural
selection (i.e. survival of the fittest). Within the field of evolutionary computation,
these concepts are abstracted as a means to search for an optimal solution to a dif-
ficult problem, given a complicated hypothesis space (Fogel, 2000a). As a subfield
of evolutionary computation, genetic algorithms (GAs), first proposed by Holland
(1975), have frequently been used to solve a number of difficult problems. GAs and
other simple evolutionary algorithms work by first creating a population of randomly
generated hypotheses. Over a number of generations, new hypotheses are created
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by mutating and recombining hypotheses from the previous generation. Among the
total population, the best hypotheses (solutions) are then selected for survival to the
next generation based on some fitness criteria that is used to compare hypotheses.
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Figure 2.4: A simple model of a genetic algorithm.
2.2.1 The Traditional Genetic Algorithm
During GA execution, when a preselected termination condition is met, the best
hypothesis, selected by an objective fitness function measuring hypothesis quality, is
returned as the result of the search. Figure 2.5 provides pseudocode for a generic GA.
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begin
t = 0;
initialize P(t);
evaluate hypotheses in P(t);
while termination condition not satisfied do
begin
t = t + 1;
select_for_reproduction C(t) from P(t-1);
recombine and mutate structures in C(t)
forming C’(t);
evaluate structures in C’(t);
select survivors P(t) from C’(t) and
P(t-1);
end
end
Figure 2.5: Pseudocode for a generic genetic algorithm (Eschelman, 2000).
Figure 2.4 shows a general model of the optimization process followed by a typical
genetic algorithm. The GA is initialized by creating a random population P of hy-
potheses (hereafter referred to as individuals) and determining their initial fitnesses.
After population initialization, the GA then enters a generational loop. During each
iteration t, a subset of the population, known as the parent set C(t), is selected for
reproduction. From this set, a set of individuals (children, C’(t)) is created using
the reproduction operators, which are then mutated according to mutation operators.
The GA then evaluates the fitness of each child. At this point, the original population
P(t-1) is combined with the child population C’(t), and a subset of these individuals
is selected to survive to the next generation, according to fitness. The selected indi-
viduals form the new population P(t). The selection operator is generally stochastic,
and biased such that individuals with lower fitness are less likely to survive to the
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next generation. The average fitness over the entire population should increase from
generation to generation. When a termination criterion is met, the generation loop
exits, and the current best individual is returned, representing the best hypothesis
found by the GA search. Thus, GAs accomplish optimization by modeling evolution
to search complex hypothesis spaces.
Typically, GA performance tuning represents a difficult task because there are
many ways to implement each major operator (i.e. fitness evaluation, reproduction,
mutation, and survival selection (Bäck et al., 2000a)). Additionally, the representa-
tion of hypotheses affects GA performance. Hypotheses are traditionally represented
in a binary chromosomal structure consisting of a set of bits, or genes (Holland,
1975). Bits may be on or off to indicate activation or deactivation of specific genes.
While binary representations are very common, integers, real numbers, or other data
structures provide alternative hypothesis representations.
Typically, fitness evaluation comprises the most computationally intensive aspect
of GAs, because the fitness function is implemented specifically for each problem
that must be solved. Because the fitness function is called frequently, it should be
implemented in a computationally efficient manner.
2.2.2 GA Reproduction
The reproduction operator in a genetic algorithm generates child chromosomes from
two or more parent chromosomes when generating new populations from one gener-
ation to another. There are several ways to implement the reproduction operator. A
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common method is to create a child from two parents using a technique known as
“crossover” (Bäck et al., 2000a, chapter 32). A crossover mask dictates which parent
determines the value of each attribute within the child. In one-point crossover, a
crossover point p between 1 and n, where n is the number of attributes in an indi-
vidual’s representation, is randomly selected. Let ax represent an attribute position
within an individual. For x ≤ p, attribute ax of the child is copied from the first
parent. For x > p, the child’s attribute comes from the second parent. For example,
if there are eight attributes and the randomly-selected crossover point is three, then
the crossover mask is 11100000, indicating that the first three attributes in the child
are copied from the first parent, and the last five attributes are copied from the second
parent.
For two-point crossover, two crossover points are randomly chosen, (p1, p2|0 <
p1 < p2 ≤ n). For x ≤ p1or x > p2, attribute ax on the child is copied from the
first parent, otherwise it is copied from the second parent. In this case, if the first
crossover point is three and the second crossover point is six, then the crossover mask
becomes 11100011, indicating that the first three and last two attributes come from
parent 1, the remaining attributes are copied from parent two.
In addition to one and two-point crossover, another frequently used reproduction
operator is uniform crossover. Under uniform crossover, bits on the crossover mask
are randomly selected, independently from one another. A randomly generated mask
might look like 10010110. As before, the value of each bit indicates the parent pro-
viding the value of the corresponding attribute (Mitchell, 1997). Uniform crossover
produces greater diversity in the population than its simpler counterparts. Typically,
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after creating the first child, the crossover mask is “inverted” and a second child is
created from the same set of parents. It is not required, however, that two children
be created from each set of two parents. While these reproduction methods are gen-
erally applicable, for certain types of reproduction they may not be appropriate. For
instance, if a hypothesis is represented by a tree, there are constraints as to how
trees may be pruned and recombined. Booker et al. (2000) present several advanced
reproduction operators, while Spears (2000) discusses the theory behind the impact
of reproduction.
2.2.3 GA Mutation
Mutation operators introduce diversity into the population. Recall that GA “learn-
ing” can be viewed as a search through a complex hypothesis space. As the number
of completed generations increases, the population begins to converge to a target hy-
pothesis. While the hypothesis may be locally optimal within the search space, it may
not be the globally optimal solution to the problem at hand. By randomly mutating
attributes within the chromosome, it may be possible to move an individual away
from a local solution and closer to an optimal solution. Mutation is often used to
control an “exploration versus exploitation” tradeoff in genetic optimization. The GA
“exploits” areas of high fitness within a fitness landscape in the hopes of identifying
solutions of even higher fitness, but risks becoming trapped in a local optima. Raising
the mutation rate lowers the amount of fitness exploitation and permits the GA to
explore a wider range of solutions. If the GA has difficulty converging to acceptable
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solutions, the mutation may be lowered in order to increase the amount of fitness
exploitation.
Initially, mutation was viewed as being supplementary to reproduction operators;
mutation was initially employed to assure that the full range of values for each at-
tribute was accessible to the search algorithm (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989a). In
recent years, however, the role of mutation as a search operator has gained increased
emphasis (Bäck et al., 2000b). An appropriate rate of mutation prevents premature
convergence within the population, but such a mutation rate can be difficult to se-
lect for a particular task. Mutation rate is defined as the probability of mutating a
given hypothesis or attribute, depending upon the employed mutation operator. If
the mutation rate is too low, the population may converge prematurely, whereas if the
rate is too high, the GA has difficulty converging to a good solution, because learned
attributes are constantly replaced with mutated values. If no prior domain knowledge
is used to select a mutation rate, a commonly employed rule of thumb is to use 1/
√
n
as the initial mutation rate, where n is the number of attributes used to describe an
individual, and then to experiment with variations on that rate until a good value
is found (Bäck et al., 2000b). Such a mutation rate has been empirically shown to
provide a good tradeoff of exploration versus exploitation for many test functions,
but may not be appropriate for every optimization problem. Of course, this is not
the only approach to selecting a mutation rate. Fogarty (1989), for instance, suggests
starting with an initially high rate of mutation that decreases over time.
In addition to the mutation rate, the effectiveness of the mutation operator de-
pends upon the type of mutation employed. If the attributes for an individual are
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represented as bit strings, then the simplest form of mutation is to invert the bit at
a given position. Depending on the object or concept that the bits represent, other
types of mutations may be more appropriate. If for instance, if the groups of bits
represent a single object, it may make more sense to mutate the entire group as op-
posed to single bits within the group. If the attributes are represented as integers
or real-valued numbers, then a mutation may consist of picking any value within the
entire set of valid values to replace the attribute. Alternately, mutation may apply a
small, randomly selected perturbation to the current attribute value. If the attributes
are real-valued attributes, then the mutated value can be based on the variance of
that attribute over the entire current population. In this case, values mutate over a
wide range initially, but as the population approaches a solution, smaller mutations
are made, resulting in smaller refinements to the hypothesis. This approach has the
advantage that mutation can often quickly improve a hypothesis within a local search
space. The obvious disadvantage to this approach lies in the fact that as mutations
become smaller in magnitude, it becomes more likely that the population converges
to a solution that is not globally optimal, since it becomes more difficult to mutate
away from a locally optimal solution. Of course, the method used to implement the
mutation operator may depend heavily upon the specific problem domain. There is
a good discussion of various types of mutation operators in Bäck et al. (2000b).
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2.2.4 GA Selection
The final major GA operator implements the selection of survivors from one popu-
lation to the next. Darwinian evolution depends upon selection pressure to increase
the genetic fitness of a population from generation to generation. Highly fit individu-
als mate with one another, increasing the likelihood of producing highly fit children.
Likewise, weak individuals do not reproduce; their genetic material is removed from
the collective gene pool. Within the context of a GA, the selection operator selects
individuals of high fitness for reproduction. The selection operator is thus important
for controlling the amount of evolutionary pressure placed upon a genetic popula-
tion from generation to generation. After creating a set of child individuals within
the population, the GA considers both the children and the pre-existing individuals
when determining which individuals should survive from generation to generation. In
order for the GA to “learn”, the average fitness of the population must increase from
generation to generation. This implies that survival selection is somehow related to
fitness.
There are several common techniques used to select survivors from generation to
generation. In cases where a poor method of selection is employed, the population
may converge prematurely. A simple method of selection is to sort all individuals by
fitness and then to keep the p most fit individuals, where p is the base population
size. This “sort and keep the best” method is quick to compute and works well for
simple search spaces. Unfortunately, when the search space is complex, this selection
operator leads to premature convergence, since it discourages diversity among the
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population (Mitchell, 1997).
A more robust method of selection, known as “fitness proportionate selection”,
determines a probability of survival for each individual. This probability is based upon
the proportion of each individual’s fitness to the total fitness of all other individuals
in the population (Mitchell, 1997). Specifically, the probability of selecting individual
xi is:
P (xi) =
Fitness(xi)∑p
j=1 Fitness(xj)
(2.9)
where p is the population size. Because selection is based upon fitness proportionate
probability, it is possible that individuals with lower fitness survive from generation to
generation. This technique provides a scaling of the fitness by increasing the selection
pressure on poor individuals by generally favoring stronger individuals. Simultane-
ously, the potential for individuals of lower fitness to survive promotes a wider search
of the solution space and reduces premature convergence. Thus, fitness proportion-
ate selection increases the diversity of the population over the “sort and keep the
best” method, and the GA has more opportunity to search for a globally optimal
hypothesis.
A common alternative to fitness proportional selection, “tournament selection”,
randomly selects individuals to compete in “tournaments” with one another. The
winner of each tournament is the individual with the better fitness. After a set number
of tournaments have been fought, the p individuals with the most tournament wins
are selected for survival. Like fitness proportionate selection, tournament selection
promotes diversity within the population. Because individuals with lower fitnesses
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sometimes compete in tournaments with each other, they have the opportunity to
win tournaments. Since individuals are chosen randomly to fight in tournaments,
it is possible for individuals with low fitnesses to gain enough tournament wins to
survive to the next generation. The tournament size (i.e. the number of individuals
competing the tournament) affects the selection pressure upon the population. As
the tournament size increases, the probability that an individual of high fitness enters
the tournament increases, thereby decreasing the likelihood that an individual of low
fitness wins a tournament and is selected for survival or reproduction. There are many
variations on tournament selection, some of which are discussed in (Bickle, 2000).
In addition to the selection methods discussed, there are many other selection
operators that have been defined. Because selection plays a strong role in the diversity
of a population and thus in the GA’s power to learn from generation to generation,
it is important to choose an appropriate selection operator for the specific solution
space to be explored.
2.2.5 GA Run-time Parameters
In addition to selecting appropriate evolutionary operators for selection, reproduction,
and mutation, it is also important to choose appropriate run time parameters in order
to improve GA performance. For instance, the number of individuals comprising the
GA population influences the convergence rate. A small population size leads to faster
GA execution but may lead to premature convergence, resulting in a poor solution.
A large population size promotes diversity and delays convergence, at the expense
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of additional computation. Additionally, one must select an appropriate stopping
condition for the GA. In some cases, it may be appropriate to allow the GA to run to
population convergence. In cases where convergence does not occur in a reasonable
amount of time, the GA may halt either after a set number of generations have passed
or after a predetermined fitness level has been attained by any or all members of the
population. It is also necessary to select an appropriate solution representation for the
GA chromosome. The quality of the evolutionary search depends heavily upon the
solution representation. As an example, consider the use of a GA to find potential
solutions to the traveling salesman problem (TSP). A potential solution might be
represented as an ordered list of cities to visit. Unfortunately, when representing
specific cities on the chromosome, almost all evolutionary operators result in non-
viable solutions because a city may be represented twice. Representations appropriate
to a problem domain often improve GA performance. As with evolutionary operators,
the appropriate selection of solution representation, population size, and stopping
criteria depend upon the specific problem addressed by the GA.
2.2.6 Additional Comments on Evolutionary Computation
The various major approaches within evolutionary computation emphasize different
operators to drive the search and optimization process. Traditionally, genetic al-
gorithms employ recombination as the primary search operator, while mutation is
emphasized in other EC approaches, such as evolutionary programming (Fogel et al.,
1966) and evolutionary strategies (Schwefel, 1977). Nevertheless, is is possible for
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a genetic algorithm to rely primarily on mutation, with recombination playing a
supporting role. As the EC field grows, the traditional boundaries between genetic
algorithms and other EC approaches is becoming increasingly blurred.
In summary, genetic algorithms are powerful optimization tools. However, as this
discussion demonstrates, selection of operators and parameters for EC algorithms
can be complex. Problem-solving approaches employing genetic algorithms must
tune each GA to the specific problem domain to which it is applied. GAs often
outperform heuristic deterministic approaches to solving problems, but due to the
stochastic nature of evolutionary computation, searches employing GAs should be
repeated several times, since their performance varies from run to run.
2.3 Real Coded Genetic Algorithm Considerations
In the early 1990’s, there was considerable debate over the utility of a real-coded
alphabet over a binary alphabet, with researchers presenting theoretical evidence
both for and against the use of real-coded search strings. Building on the classic
schemata theorem of Holland (1975), Goldberg (1991) developed a theorem describing
the amount of implicit parallelism inherent with various encoding alphabets:
THEOREM 1: For a given information content, strings coded with
smaller alphabets are representatives of larger numbers of similarity sub-
sets (schemata) than strings coded with larger alphabets.
An important result follows from this theorem:
RESULT 1: The binary alphabet offers the maximum number of
schemata per bit of information.
Implicit parallelism refers to the property that GAs exploit schemata across the
entire population during evolution. Result 1 follows from Theorem 1 because the
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binary alphabet allows the sampling of the maximum number of schemata per chro-
mosome in the population, maximizing the amount of implicit parallelism. By this
reasoning, the GA should achieve the maximum efficiency using the binary alphabet.
Despite the theoretical arguments for the binary representation, in practice the
binary alphabet causes difficulties for GAs searching continuous spaces in a large
number of dimensions when a great level of precision is required. In such cases, a
very large number of bits may be needed in the chromosome to achieve the required
precision. Herrera et al. (1998) present the following example to illustrate this point:
For 100 variables with domains in the range [−500, 500], where the pre-
cision of six digits after the decimal point is required, the length of the
binary solution vector is 3000. This, in turn, generates a search space of
about 101000 possible solutions.
Binary-coded GAs exhibit poor performance for such problems (Schraudolph and
Belew, 1992). In early generations, the GA wastes considerable effort searching the
least significant digits, though their optimum values depend upon those of the most
significant digits. Once convergence of the most significant digits occurs, it is not
necessary to waste further search effort on them; the algorithm should shift its focus
to refinement of the least significant positions. Binary-coded GAs treat all digits
the same during search so generally fail to provide an efficient traversal of high-
dimensional problem spaces.
Another problematic effect of the use of binary alphabets for continuous domain
optimization is known as the Hamming cliff which occurs when the binary encoding
of adjacent values are different at many positions (Goldberg, 1991). The binary
strings 1000 and 0111 represent the values 16 and 15 respectively. Though their
integer values are adjacent, their binary representations have a Hamming distance
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of 4 from one another since they differ in 4 positions. It would be difficult for a
binary-coded GA to transition from one value to the other since four changes are
required. The Hamming cliff may cause the failure of the GA to converge to a global
optimum. The use of the Grey code, in which adjacent values have Hamming-adjacent
bit representations, removes the Hamming cliff effect (Caruana and Schaffer, 1988).
Unfortunately, the Grey code introduces high-level nonlinearities after application of
the crossover operator, reducing the level of implicit parallelism (Goldberg, 1989b).
Binary representations may also cause a level of redundance in genomic mapping.
2n chromosomes are represented by n bits. If the number of unique legal chromosomes
is less than 2n, as is generally the case, then some chromosomes are either invalid or
redundant. In either case, computational effort is required to flag and perhaps fix
such chromosomes during GA execution.
While there are several disadvantages in using binary representations in continuous
domains, the use of real-valued representations provides several natural advantages. If
n continuous genes are represented by n real variables, there is a one-to-one mapping
from “genotype” (chromosome representation) to “phenotype” (a specific solution
instance). Such problems are said to be isomorphic and avoid the problems of redun-
dance encountered with binary representations (Herrera et al., 1998). Furthermore,
the use of real parameters allows the representation of very large domains, which may
be problematic with binary representations (Schraudolph and Belew, 1992). GAs with
real parameters are able to exploit graduality in continuous functions. Graduality oc-
curs when slight changes in variables result in slight changes in function values. This
permits the fine-tuning of solutions with RCGAs after higher-order decimal places
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in genes have converged. Some real-coded operators, such as nonuniform mutation
(Michalewicz, 1992), encourage fine-tuning by favoring large mutations in early gen-
erations and small mutations in later generations. Because of the many advantages
of real coding over binary coding for continuous problems, attention is restricted to
the use of real representations for evolving DWT-based digital filters in this research
effort.
As with many EC techniques, “premature population convergence” may occur in
real-coded evolutionary algorithms. Premature convergence refers to the loss of di-
versity within the population from generation to generation resulting in the members
of the population moving to a single-suboptimal point in the solution search space
before reaching a globally optimum value. Premature convergence has been identified
as a common cause of failure in evolutionary algorithms (Goldberg, 1989a; Eshelman
and Schaffer, 1991). The selection operator in a GA tends to remove less-fit indi-
viduals from the population each generation. While this moves the population to
an overall higher average fitness, it typically comes at the expense of a diversity of
values within the population. In order to delay or prevent premature convergence,
mutation and recombination operators must provide a sufficiently diverse coverage of
the search space. Following this desired behavior, Beyer and Deb (2000) provide two
postulates for the design of operators for real-coded EAs:
Postulate 1 The variation operator(s)1 should not change the expected population
mean.
Postulate 2 The variation operators(s) should increase the expected population
variance in successive generations.
1Beyer and Deb (2000) refer to mutation and crossover operators collectively as variation opera-
tors. This convention is followed when not specifically addressing mutation or crossover.
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Following these postulates with a sufficiently large population and an appropriate
selection operator, the population should drift in directions of improving fitness while
providing a diverse coverage of the search space.
Because of the threat of premature convergence, the huge size of real-coded search
spaces, and the properties of search spaces for particular problems to be solved, the
selection of appropriate variation operators may significantly influence the perfor-
mance of a real-coded GA. According to the no-free-lunch theorem (Wolpert and
Macready, 1997), there is no universally best optimization algorithm for all possible
problems. It follows that there is no best operator set for GAs designed to address
all real-coded optimization problems. Hence, the appropriate selection of variation
operators is problem dependent. As advanced EC algorithms have emerged in the
past two decades, many real-coded variation operators have been developed. These
operators were designed with different properties and goals in mind and none provides
a universally best result. A good survey of early real-coded mutation and crossover
operators is presented in Herrera et al. (1998). The mutation and recombination op-
erators described below represent the most popular operators applied in RCGAs. A
subset of these operators are implemented and tested in this work for use in RCGAs
employed for digital image filter evolution.
2.3.1 Real-Coded Mutation Operator Considerations
Real-coded mutation operators have a long history, dating back to the works of Bre-
mermann (1962), Bremermann et al. (1965), and others. Given a parent vector p, a
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new child vector c is typically created by applying some mutation vector M to p as
such:
c = p+M (2.10)
In the simplest mutation operators, M is often sampled from a random variable with
zero mean such that E(c) = p. In this case, the average expected average difference
between the parent and child populations is zero after application of the mutation
operator. Mutation operators following this property may collectively be referred to as
zero-mean mutation operators Fogel (2000b). Problems with bounds on gene values,
mutation steps that fall outside of the bounds may either be set to the boundary
value, or the distribution can be resampled until the mutation step is within the
predefined bounds.
Gaussian mutation – The use of the Gaussian (or ’normal’) probability distribu-
tion for mutation in EC algorithms dates as far back as the works of Rechenberg
(1973) and Schwefel (1981). This operator is commonly applied for Evolution-
ary Strategies and Evolutionary Programming (Fogel and Atmar, 1990; Bäck
et al., 1993; Fogel and Stayton, 1994). Gaussian mutation remains a very pop-
ular operator for real-coded evolutionary algorithms. The probability density
function (PDF) for unbounded gaussian mutation to create child gene ci from
parent gene pi is:
ci =
(
1
σ(2π)1/2
)
e
(
−(pi−µ)
2
2σ2
)
(2.11)
Typically, µ = 0 and the standard deviation σ of the distribution controls the
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scaling of the distribution, such that Small values of σ provide small mutation
steps while high σ values provide an increased likelihood of larger mutation
steps.
Cauchy mutation – The tails of the Gaussian probability distribution function fall
to nearly zero quickly, making the probability of a large mutation step very
small. For some problems, the identification of improved solutions may require
large mutation steps. In Yao and Liu (1996) and Yao et al. (1999), the Cauchy
probability distribution replaces the Gaussian distribution as the mutation op-
erator in an otherwise standard evolutionary programming algorithm. The tails
of the Cauchy PDF decrease so slowly that the mean and variance of the dis-
tribution cannot be mathematically defined (Yao and Liu, 1996). However, a
location parameter x0 and a scale parameter γ control the location and shape
of the Cauchy PDF in a similar manner to controlling the Gaussian distribution
by setting the mean µ and variance σ2. The Cauchy PDF is:
f(x;x0, γ) =
1
πγ(1 + (x−x0
γ
)2)
(2.12)
Mutation step sizes can be obtained using the inverse cumulative distribution
function (CDF−1):
F−1(p, x0, γ) = x0 + γ tan(π(p− 0.5)) (2.13)
When U and V are two independent normally-distributed random variables
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with expected value 0 and variance 1 the ratio U/V has the standard Cauchy
distribution with x0 = 0 and γ = 1. Hence, a Cauchy distribution may be
sampled by multiplying U/V by γ and adding x0. In the case of a mutation
operator, x0 = 0 provides a zero-mean mutation operator, while γ controls
the expected amount of mutation. The long tails of the Cauchy distribution
provide an increased probability of larger steps during mutation. Yao and
Liu (1996) report that for some test problems involving large search spaces
with widely distributed solutions, EP+Cauchy required fewer fitness evalua-
tions than EP+Gaussian because the use of larger mutation steps permitted
faster identification of promising regions within the fitness landscape.
Lee and Yao (2004) use a Lévy distribution for mutation in evolutionary pro-
gramming. As in Yao and Liu (1996), the authors applied the Lévy distribution
in order to increase the probability of taking larger mutation steps. The Cauchy
distribution is a special case of the Lévy distribution, and is easier to compu-
tationally sample. Hence, the Cauchy distribution has seen wider use than the
Lévy distribution in real-coded EC mutation operators.
Nonuniform mutation – Michalewicz (1992) presents a real-coded mutation oper-
ator that provides large mutation steps in early generations and small steps in
late generations. At generation t, if gene i has a lower bound ai and an upper
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bound bi, then a child gene ci is created from parent gene pi:
ci =

pi +4(t, bi − pi) if u < 0.5
pi −4(t, pi − ai) if u ≥ 0.5
(2.14)
u ∈ [0.1] is a uniform random variable and 4(t, x) returns a value in the range
[0, x] such that the probability that 4(t, x) is close to zero increases as t in-
creases:
4(t, x) = xu(1− t/T )b (2.15)
Where T is the maximum number of generations and b is a parameter con-
trolling the speed of decent of maximum step sizes possible at each generation.
At any given generation, the nonuniform mutation operator samples a uniform
distribution, though the width of this distribution is nonuniform and decreasing
across generations. Unlike Gaussian and Cauchy mutation, nonuniform muta-
tion requires that lower and upper bounds be provided for each gene.
Mühlenbein’s mutation – (Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993) describe
a mutation operator that generates a child gene ci from parent pi as follows:
ci = pi ± 0.1(bi − ai) · γ (2.16)
where ai and bi are the minimum and maximum bounds on gene i, the + or −
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sign is selected with probability 0.5, and
γ =
15∑
k=0
αk2
−k (2.17)
αi ∈ {0, 1} is randomly selected with p(αi = 1) = 1/16. The term 0.1(bi − ai)
controls the range of mutation, the constant can be increased or decreased
within the range [0, 1] to prefer smaller or larger mutation steps. All values
generated by this operator will lie in the interval [pi−0.1(bi−ai), pi+0.1(bi−ai)],
with the probability of ci being generated closer to pi being very high.
Discrete and modal mutation – Voight (1994) developed two operators based
upon Mühlenbein’s mutation, differing only in the generation of γ. The dis-
crete operator proceeds as follows:
γ =
δ∑
k=0
αkB
k
m
δ =
⌊
log(pi − 0.1(bi − ai))
log(Bm)
⌋
The parameter Bm > 1 is referred to as the base of the mutation. The contin-
uous mutation generates gamma using a set of triangle distributions:
γ =
δ∑
k=0
αkφ(B
k
m) (2.18)
with φ(zk) sampling a symmetric triangle distribution with bounds
Bkm−B
k−1
m
2
≤
zk ≤ B
k+1
m −Bkm
2
. For a given parent position and set of gene bounds, Mühlenbein’s
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mutation and the discrete modal mutation can create a child gene at a discrete
set of points whereas the use of a probability distribution to generate γ ensures
that the continuous modal mutation allows the possibility of creating a child
at any point within the mutation range. All three operators are zero-mean
operators that do not change the expected value of a gene.
Polar coordinate mutation – Ghozeil and Fogel (1996) adapt the earlier work of
Bremermann and Rogson (1964) to develop a mutation technique operating in
polar coordinates. New offspring are generated by selecting a random direction
(φ) and moving in that direction from the parent p by a small step size (r).
The step size r may be sampled from any distribution; Gaussian, Exponential,
or uniform distributions are often used.
A potential pitfall of “polar coordinate mutation” occurs for problems with
varying gene ranges. Suppose that gene 1 is bounded by [−1, 1] and gene 2
by [−100, 100]. Unlike previous operators that were applied independently to
each gene, polar coordinate mutation performs a single perturbation using all
gene dimensions simultaneously. Therefore a single mutation may create a huge
change to gene 1 while providing a negligible change to gene 2. Gene range
normalization before mutation may be used to counteract this effect by ensuring
that the mutation is not biased toward genes with smaller ranges.
Recently, Sierra and Echeverŕıa (2006) proposed an alternate form of polar
coordinate-based mutation. They replace the standard Gaussian mutation in
an ES with an operator that mutates the angles of a parent’s polar coordinates
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to generate a child. The distance from the origin, r, does not change. Imagine
that a parent lies on the surface of a hypersphere with the coordinate origin
located at the sphere’s center. Under this operator, the child lies on the surface
of the same hypersphere, a small distance from the parent. The authors argue
that this operator is appropriate for certain constraint problems that require an
equal norm for all potential solutions.
Local mutation for wavelet-based filters – Previous attempts to evolve DWT-
based filters for image processing employ a local mutation scheme designed
to apply small perturbations to filter coefficients (Moore et al., 2005; Moore,
2005a). Each gene in parents selected for mutation has a 5% chance of being
altered. Selected genes are mutated via the noiseFactor() method. The range
for mutation factors is [∼0.880,∼1.107]. Mutated children are very close to their
parents with typically zero, one, or two coefficients mutated. Figure 2.6 shows
pseudocode for this operator.
When a gene is mutated, there is a 5% chance that the sign of the coefficient
is flipped instead of application of a multiplicative factor. This is motivated by
the fact that with traditional wavelets, the reconstruction coefficients are math-
ematically related to the decomposition coefficients, with some reconstruction
coefficients defined as sign-inverted copies of their decomposition counterparts
(see section 2.1.1). Occasional sign negation may allow the GA to simulate this
wavelet filter coefficient inversion behavior faster than simple application of a
multiplication factor would. In fact, the use of a multiplicative factor instead
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mutate(parent)
for i = 1:chromosome length
noise = random[0..1000];
if(noise > 950)
child(i) = parent(i) * noiseFactor();
else
child(i) = parent(i);
return child
noiseFactor()
noise = random[0..1000];
if(noise < 950)
factor = sqrt(1+((475-noise)/2100));
else
factor = -1.0;
return factor;
Figure 2.6: Pseudocode for wavelet-based mutation.
of an additive perturbation never allows the negation of a filter coefficient. The
inclusion of occasional sign negation allows the GA to reach areas of the search
space that would not otherwise be possible with this mutation operator.
2.3.2 Real-Coded Crossover Operator Considerations
Generally, crossover operators generate one or two children c1 and c2 through some
combination of two selected parents p1 and p2. In the description of common real-
coded crossover operators below, let n be the number of genes, and let i ∈ [1...n] be
a legal gene position in the chromosome unless otherwise noted.
Simple (1-point) crossover – Wright (1991) describes a simple adaptation of bi-
nary 1-point crossover for RCGAs. Instead of operating at the bit level, this
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crossover is applied at the genomic level. A random position i ∈ [1...n − 1] is
chosen and two new child chromosomes are generated:
c1 = (c
1
1, c
1
2, ..., c
1
i , c
2
i+1, ..., c
2
n) (2.19)
c2 = (c
2
1, c
2
2, ..., c
2
i , c
1
i+1, ..., c
1
n) (2.20)
Because of the limited number of children that may be created given two parents,
this crossover operator generally does not provide sufficient coverage of the
search space and may lead to premature convergence A similar adaptation may
be made to the traditional 2-point crossover operator for binary representations.
Discrete (uniform) crossover – This operator described in Mühlenbein and
Schlierkamp-Voosen (1993), is equivalent to the uniform crossover operator de-
fined for binary representations, except that it operates at the gene level rather
than the bit level. A child c = (c1, ..., ci, ..., cn) is generated where ci is randomly
uniformly selected from the set {p1i , p2i }. Consider a hypercube in n-dimensional
space bounded in dimension i by min(p1i , p
2
i ) and max(p
1
i , p
2
i ). p1 and p2 both
lie on corners of this hypercube. Each child resulting from this crossover will
lie on a randomly selected corner of this hyperplane. Though this operator is
simple to implement, it does not provide sufficient coverage of the search space
due to the discrete number of children that can be created from any application
of this operator to two given parents (Herrera et al., 1998).
Flat crossover – This operator described in Radcliffe (1991), is similar to the uni-
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form crossover operator described above, except that a child may be created
anywhere in the hypercube bounded by the genes of two parents in each dimen-
sion. A child c = (c1, ..., ci, ..., cn) is generated where ci is randomly uniformly
selected in the interval {p1i , p2i } assuming without loss of generality that p1i ≤ p2i .
Essentially, both parents are used to define a hypercube, and a child position is
randomly uniformly selected from within this hypercube. Any given application
of this operator may result in a practically infinite number of children (bounded
by digitial computer decimal precision), though the locations of those children
are only loosely biased by the positions of parents.
Arithmetical crossover – Michalewicz (1992) describes an operator that generates
children through an arithmetical combination of the genes of two parents. A
child is generated such that for each gene i:
ci = λp
1
i + (1− λ)p2i (2.21)
λ may be chosen as a constant (uniform arithmetical crossover) or may vary by
generation (nonuniform arithmetical crossover). When λ = 0.5, the resulting
child is the average of the two parents. Arithmetical crossover may easily be
extended to k > 2 parents:
ci = λ1p
1
i + λ2p
2
i + ...+ λkp
k
i (2.22)
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such that
k∑
j=1
λj = 1 (2.23)
In the two parent case, a child lies on the line connecting the two parents, with
the λ parameter biasing the child toward one parent or the other. If λ < 0 or
λ > 1, the child is not between the two parents.
Geometric crossover – This operator replaces the arithmetic mean of the arith-
metical crossover operator with the geometric mean (Michalewicz et al., 1996).
TA child is calculated from two parents such that for each gene i:
ci =
√
p1i ∗ p2i (2.24)
The geometric crossover performs well when gene values are defined on a log
scale; in other situations the geometric mean may result in deteriorated perfor-
mance relative to more commonly applied operators (Michalewicz et al., 1996).
Extended line crossover – This crossover implements an arithmetical combina-
tion of two parents with a randomly selected bias towards one parent or the
other (Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen, 1993). A child gene is created
from parent genes as follows:
ci = p
1
i + λ(p
2
i − p1i ) (2.25)
where α is randomly selected in the interval [−0.25, 1.25]. The child lies on
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the line connecting parents. This operator is equivalent to the arithmetical
crossover except that λ is randomly chosen for each application of the operator.
Blend (BLX-α) crossover– The blend crossover (Eschelman and Shaffer, 1993) ex-
tends the flat crossover beyond the hypercube bound by the gene values of two
parents. At gene position i, a child gene value ci is selected from a uniform distri-
bution bound by the interval [pmin− I ·α, pmax + I ·α], with pmin = min(p1i , p2i ),
pmax = max(p
1
i , p
2
i ), and I = pmax − pmin. BLX-0.0 is equivalent to the flat
crossover, with greater values of α providing greater extension to the hypercube
bounding the space from which children may be created. The BLX-α operator
represents an attempt to promote diversity and prevent premature convergence
within the GA population. Assuming that parents are selected randomly, BLX
with α > 0.0 increases the expected variance of the population without chang-
ing the expected mean of the population. This effect counteracts the expected
decrease in variance that typically results from application of survival selection
operators that generally prefer individuals exhibiting higher fitness. Tuning the
α parameter allows the researcher to identify a good tradeoff between fitness
exploitation and population diversity preservation.
Wright’s heuristic crossover – A child is created from two parents biased in the
direction of the parent with better fitness (Wright, 1991). Assuming p1 has
better fitness than p2, then a child gene i is created as:
ci = r · (p1i − p2i ) + p1i (2.26)
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r is randomly chosen in the interval [0, 1]. This operator is noteworthy because
it represents one of the first real-coded crossover operators to consider the fitness
values of parents when creating children.
Linear BGA crossover – This operator, described in Schlierkamp-Voosen (1994),
is based upon Mühlenbein’s mutation (Mühlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen,
1993). A child gene i is created from two parents as follows:
ci = p
1
i ± rangi · γ · Λ (2.27)
Λ =
p2i − p1i
‖p1 − p2‖
(2.28)
γ =
15∑
k=0
αk2
−k (2.29)
The ’-’ sign is selected with probability 0.9. rangi = 0.5 · (maxi −mini) where
mini and maxi are the minimum and maximum allowable values for gene i.
αk ∈ 0, 1 is randomly generated with p(αk = 1) = 1/16.
Fuzzy-connectives based (FCB) crossover – In Herrera et al. (1994), the au-
thors note that RCGAs often suffer from premature convergence due to a lack
of population diversity. They note that many GAs suffer from a disproportion-
ate focus of fitness exploitation over evolutionary exploration through increased
population diversity. In order to achieve a better balance between exploitation
and exploration, the authors introduce their fuzzy-connectives based crossover
operator. They first define an action interval for each gene. Let mini and
maxi represent the minimum and maximum allowable values for gene i, and
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let p1i , p
2
i ∈ [mini,maxi], p1i < p2i be values from two parents to cross over for
gene i. The action interval [mini,maxi] is divided into three regions: [mini, p
1
i ],
[p1i , p
2
i ], and [p
2
i ,maxi]. The middle region is considered the exploitation region
since it encapsulates values between the two parent genes. The outer regions
are called exploration zones. A fourth region [xi, yi] with |yi−xi| slightly wider
than |p2i − p1i | is also considered and is referred to as the relaxed exploitation
region. Given two parents, the FBC creates four children, one of which lies in
each region. A set of fuzzy connectives consisting of t-norms, t-conorms, aver-
aging functions, and generalized compensation operators (Mizumoto, 1989a,b)
ensure that one child falls into each of these regions. Implementation details
may be found in Herrera et al. (1995) and Herrera and Lozano (2000). The
idea behind this operator is to ensure a good mix of children located within
the hypercube bound by parents, where improved solutions may be found, and
beyond the hypercube in regions of the search space that may not have been
explored before the application of the crossover operator.
Fuzzy recombination (FR) – Voight et al. (1995) present this crossover operator
inspired by fuzzy set theory. Given parent genes p1i and p
2
i , the probability that
the child gene ci has value xi is given by a bimodal distribution:
p(xi) ∈ {φ(p1i ), φ(p2i )} (2.30)
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where φ(r) represent triangular distributions having modal values p1i and p
1
i :
φ(p1i ) = p
1
i − d · |p2i − p1i | ≤ p1i + d · |p2i − p1i | (2.31)
φ(p2i ) = p
2
i − d · |p2i − p1i | ≤ p2i + d · |p2i − p1i | (2.32)
for p1i ≤ p2i and d ≥ 0.5. Typically, d may be set equal to 0.5, where the tri-
angle distributions centered on each parent gene do not overlap but cover the
entire distance between parent genes. The FR operator may be implemented
by randomly selecting one of the two triangle distributions and sampling its in-
verse cumulative distribution function with a random value uniformly selected
in [0, 1]. A precursor to the FR operator was the fuzzy min-max crossover oper-
ator (Voigt, 1992). Like the FCB crossover, FR attempts to provide a tradeoff
between exploitation and exploration. By selecting a triangle distribution inde-
pendently for each gene, FR can be considered a fuzzy version of the discrete
(uniform by gene) crossover. Each child gene is biased towards the gene value
of one randomly selected parent, while both parents are required to determine
the range of the triangle distribution centered on the selected parent.
Unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX) – This widely used opera-
tor, originally presented in Ono and Kobayashi (1997), addresses problems with
epistasis (dependence) among parameters (genes). Previously developed opera-
tors including FR and BLX-α exhibit performance degradation under epistatic
problems (Ono et al., 1996; Salomon, 1996). UNDX attempts to address the
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shortcomings of previous operators through approximate preservation of the
population distribution statistics (the mean and covariance matrix) and the
preservation of diversity. To achieve this, UNDX creates children sampled from
an ellipsis-shaped distribution centered on the axis between two parents with
a third parent determining the width of the ellipsis. Details are found in Ono
et al. (2003). While UNDX traditionally requires three parents, Kita et al.
(1999) presents a multi-parent extension to UNDX allowing the use of four or
more parents to create each child. Ono et al. (2003, p. 235) provides a practical
algorithm for the implementation of UNDX using two parents. This algorithm
assumes an isotropic search space, meaning that each axis of the space is of
equal size. For problems violating this constraint, normalization may be used
to achieve an isotropic search space. UNDX may be implemented as follows:
1. Given three parents p1, p2, and p3, generate t = (t1, ..., tn) where ti ∼
N(0, (Dση)
2. D is the shortest distance of p3 to the line connecting p1 to
p2. ση = 0.35/
√
n, where n is the number of parameters.
2. Subtract the primary search line component from t:
t← t− (t · e0)e0, e0 =
p2 − p1
|p2 − p1|
(2.33)
3. Add the parallel component ξd to t:
t← t + ξd (2.34)
where ξ ∼ N(0, σξ), σξ = 1/4, and d = p2 − p1.
4. Obtain offspring c1 and c2 as follows:
c1 =
p1 + p2
2
+ t, c2 =
p1 + p2
2
− t (2.35)
Simplex crossover (SPX) – Tsutsui et al. (1999) introduces a multiparent
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crossover operator that creates children from m > 2 parents by defining a
simplex using the parents and then uniformly sampling that simplex. In <n,
n+ 1 independent points form a simplex. For instance, in 2-dimensional space,
three parents can define a triangle. The triangle is expanded from the center of
mass of the three parents past the location of each parent by a certain amount
to enable both exploration and exploitation within the search space. Children
would be sampled from within this triangular simplex. In higher dimensions,
once a simplex is formed children are uniformly sampled from within the sim-
plex. In a three parent case, this amounts to sampling a bound area of the
hyperplane that all three parents lie on. Like the UNDX, SPX is invariant to
coordinate rotation and may perform better than traditional operators such as
BLX-α on certain large epistatic problems.
Simulated binary crossover (SBX) – EC techniques such as evolutionary strate-
gies and evolutionary programming exhibit self-adaptation to provide a robust
search in problem domains where the location of good solutions may not be
know a priori (Bäck, 1997; Fogel et al., 1995). The simulated binary crossover
described in Deb and Agrawal (1995) and Deb and Kumar (1995) and refined
in Deb and Beyer (2001) attempts to provide self-adaptive search for RCGAs.
Given two parents, SBX generates two children as follows. For a given gene
position i, define the spread factor βi as the ratio of the absolute difference in
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children gene values to parent gene values:
βi =
∣∣∣∣ c2i − c1ip2i − p1i
∣∣∣∣ (2.36)
The spread factor defines three classes of crossovers:
1. (β < 1)→ contraction: the parent points enclose the children points.
2. (β > 1)→ expansion: children points. enclose the parent points
3. (β = 1)→ stationary: parent and children points are the same.
Children may be created from a probability distribution defined for βi:
P(βi) =

0.5(η + 1)βηi , if βi ≤ 1;
0.5(η + 1) 1
βη+2i
, otherwise.
(2.37)
Here, η is any nonnegative real number. Smaller values of η generate children
farther away from their parents, large values of η create children near their
parents. To generate children using this distribution, first generate a random
variable ui between 0 and 1. Then, use ui to calculate βqi from equation 2.37
by sampling the inverse cumulative distribution function:
βqi =

(2ui)
1
η+1 , if ui ≤ 0.5;(
1
2(1−ui)
) 1
η+1
, otherwise.
(2.38)
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Now, using βqi, calculate child genes as follows:
c1i = 0.5
[
(1 + βqi)p
1
i + (1− βqi)p2i
]
(2.39)
c2i = 0.5
[
(1− βqi)p1i + (1 + βqi)p2i
]
(2.40)
This process is repeated for each gene position to create children. The two
children are symmetric about the positions of their parents in order to avoid
any bias towards a particular parent. Deb and Beyer (2001) report that this
implementation of SBX exhibits self-adaptive behavior remarkably similar to
self-adaptive ESs (Bäck, 1997) for a number of test functions.
Parent centric crossover (PCX) – Deb et al. (2002) distinguish between what
they term ’mean-centric’ and ’parent-centric’ crossover operators. By their ter-
minology, mean-centric recombination techniques create children distributed
around the center of mass defined by the positions of their parents. Such
operators include BLX-α, UNDX, and SPX. Parent-centric operators on the
other hand produce children centered around specific parents but somehow in-
fluenced by the location of other parents. FR and SBX may thus be consid-
ered as parent-centric crossover operators. The authors propose a multi-parent
crossover operator inspired by UNDX but exhibiting parent-centric behavior
to create children. To create children from µ parents, the center of mass g of
the parents is computed. For each child, one parent pi, i ∈ [1..µ] is randomly
selected. A direction vector d = pi − g is calculated. For each of the remaining
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µ − 1 parents perpendicular distances Dj to the line d are computed and the
average distance D̄ is found. The child is created as follows:
c = pi + wζ |d|+
µ∑
k=1,k 6=i
wηD̄~e
(k) (2.41)
where ~e(k) are the (µ− 1) orthonormal bases spanning the subspace perpendic-
ular to d. wζ and wη are normally-distributed random variables with variance
σ2ζ and σ
2
η respectively.
This operator is presented in Deb et al. (2002). UNDX may be considered a
’mean-centric’ operator because offspring are created in a space biased by the
mean position of the parents involved in each operation. In contrast, PCX
creates children from a distribution centered on a specific parent though biased
in the directions of the other parents involved in each operator application. K.
Deb has made a C++ implementation of PCX publicly available at the Kanpur
Genetic Algorithms Laboratory website2. PCX reportedly performed better
than UNDX and significantly better than SPX for several test functions (Deb
et al., 2002).
Parent centric normal crossover (PNX) – This operator creates new genes
from parent genes using a Gaussian distribution scaled according to the dif-
ference in parent gene values (Ballester and Carter, 2004). Like PCX, children
are created near one of two chosen parents, rather than from a distribution
2http://www.iitk.ac.in/kangal/
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centered on the center of mass of the parents. Child genes are generated from
one of two equations:
c
(1)
i = N(p
1
i , |p2i − p1i |/η) (2.42)
c
(2)
i = N(p
2
i , |p2i − p1i |/η) (2.43)
where N(µ, σ) is a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ and variance σ2. One of the two equations is chosen at random with
equal probability to create the child, but the same equation is used for all gene
positions in order to bias the child toward the position of one of the parents.
η is a scalable parameter controlling how near a parent a child is likely to fall.
Larger values of η lead to more concentrated search around parents.
When two parents are close to one another, the child genes are drawn using
smaller standard deviations and hence are closer to parents on average. When
the population is spread out over a large area of the search space, two randomly
selected parents are likely to fall far apart from one another, so children are
likely to fall further away from parents. This property leads to a self-adaptive
behavior in which the spread of children depends upon the spread of parents. If
the distribution of parents shrinks over time, the distances covered by successive
crossovers shrinks as well. For this reason, the authors recommend using random
selection without replacement when selecting parents in order to prevent or
delay premature convergence.
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Ballester and Richards (2006) present a n > 2 parent version of PNX (mPNX).
If m parents are randomly selected without replacement to create a child, then
child gene ci is created in a manner similar to standard PNX:
ci = N(p
1
i ,max({4p
(j)
i }mj=1)/η) (2.44)
where 4p(j)i = |p
(j)
i − p1i | is the distance between the first selected parent and
the jth parent in the ith gene direction. η serves the same purpose before. The
authors report that mPNX outperforms PNX by providing a more robust search
by increasing the likelihood of children falling further away from their parents.
2.4 Fitness Landscape Analysis
The concept of fitness landscapes was first introduced by Wright (1932) as a con-
ceptual tool for thinking about the molecular evolvability of a biological system.
Evolvability refers to the ease with which a highly fit solution can be evolved for a
problem. Fitness landscapes have been applied to the study of optimization problems.
The classical definition of a fitness landscape requires a triplet (V, f, φ) consisting of a
set of configurations V (genotypes), a fitness function f , and a move operator φ. His-
torically, configurations are structures defined over a finite (often binary) alphabet.
The fitness function assigns a value within an interval I ⊂ < to each configuration
v ∈ V , and the move operator φ is used to define a neighborhood for each v ∈ V . The
neighborhood of a configuration v is defined as the set of configurations V n reach-
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able from v by a single application of φ (assuming φ is a mutation operator creating
a single child from a single parent. The definition changes for crossover, creating
one or more children from two or more parents). For example, if φ is single point
mutation, the neighborhood of v is all possible vn ∈ (V − v) that differ from v at
a single bit position. Then, a landscape is defined as L = (Gf , f, φ) where Gf is a
hypergraph whose vertices are elements of V and edges are defined using φ (Vassilev
et al., 2003). While fitness landscapes are often visualized as continuous surfaces with
peaks, valleys, cliffs, and plateaus, the classical landscape definition consists instead
of a hypergraph that an optimization algorithm must traverse. Evolvability indicates
the ability of an EA to effectively locate highly fit configurations through a traversal
of such a hypergraph.
While most landscape analysis techniques measure the properties of these hy-
pergraphs to assess evolvability, they are not always appropriate for problems with
real-valued configurations. For real configurations, the intuitive concept of a fitness
landscape as a continuous surface is appropriate, because any computable value on
the surface represents a possible solution. Unfortunately, it now becomes impossible
to define a neighborhood for a given configuration v, because non-trivial variation op-
erators, such as Gaussian mutation, make it possible to reach any configuration from
any other configuration in a single application of the operator. Many of the proper-
ties describing the evolvability of a landscape for a discrete-coded problem are also
important for real-coded problems. Commonly studied properties include smoothness
and ruggedness, modality, deceptiveness, and neutrality. While these properties have
been studied extensively for discrete problems, care must be taken when studying
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these properties for real-coded problems (Zentric-Ashmore, 2003; Izquierdo-Torres,
2004).
2.4.1 Smoothness and Ruggedness
Smoothness and ruggedness concern the fluctuations in fitness between neighboring
points in the landscape (Kauffman, 1989; Palmer, 1991; Reidys and Stadler, 1998).
Smooth landscapes will exhibit very small changes between neighbors, while rugged
landscapes show low correlation between neighboring points. Hence, it becomes dif-
ficult for simple optimization algorithms, such as hill-climbers, to identify quality
solutions because local variations in the fitness landscape may mislead the gradient
direction of search. Weinberger (1990) proposed to use the autocorrelation and corre-
lation length of random walks on a landscape to define the ruggedness of a landscape.
Given a set of configurations obtained during a random walk (vt, vt+1, . . .), the auto-
correlation function ρ is the expectation of autocorrelation of a series of fitness values
(f(vt), f(vt+1), . . .) obtained during the walk (Weinberger, 1990; Hordijk, 1997; Verel
et al., 2006):
ρ(k) =
E[f(vt)f(vt+k)]− E[f(vt)]E[f(vt+k)]
var(f(vt))
(2.45)
where E[f(vt)] and var(f(vt)) are the expected value and variance of f(vt). If |ρ(k)|
is close to one, there is significant correlation between fitness values k steps apart,
while |ρ(k)| near zero indicates a lack of correlation. For a random walk of length T ,
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ρ(k) may be estimated by r(k) (Box and Jenkins, 1970; Granger and Newbold, 1986):
r(k) =
∑T−k
t=1 (yt − ȳ)(yt+k − ȳ)∑T
t=1(yt − ȳ)2
(2.46)
where T  0 and
ȳ =
1
T
T∑
t=1
yt (2.47)
The correlation length τ is given by
τ = − 1
log(ρ(1))
(2.48)
In practice, repetitive random walks must be obtained to provide a statistically reli-
able estimate of the expected τ for a landscape. The correlation length is an estimate
of the decrease of the autocorrelation function and is often taken as a summary of the
ruggedness of a landscape. As τ decreases to zero, the landscape becomes increasingly
rugged, representing increasingly difficult optimization problems. The lack of a finite
set definition of a neighborhood in real-coded problems diminishes the theoretical
basis of autocorrelation for measuring ruggedness to some extent. However, measur-
ing the autocorrelation of random walks obtained with given operators in real-coded
problems enables a measure of the effective ruggedness encountered by an operator
and may still provide insight into the evolvability of a real-coded problem.
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2.4.2 Deceptiveness of a Problem
The deceptiveness of a problem relates the distance of highly fit individuals to the
global optimum solution in the fitness landscape. If fitness on average increases as
distance from the optimum increases, the problem is said to be deceptive, and can be
very difficult to solve. Jones (1995) proposed a method for measuring deceptiveness,
the fitness distance correlation (FDC). For a set of genotypic configurations V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn}, compute sets F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} of corresponding fitness values
and D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn} of Euclidian distances of each member of V to the global
optimum configuration. The statistics of these sets define FDC as:
FDC =
CFD
σFσD
(2.49)
where
CFD =
1
m
m∑
i=1
(fi − f̄)(di − d̄) (2.50)
is the covariance of sets F and D, f̄ and d̄ are the average values of F and D,
and σF and σD are the standard deviations of F and D. As a correlation between
fitness values and distances, FDC always lies in the range [-1,1]. The ideal FDC for
a problem is -1, with increasing fitness always leading to a single global optimum,
though realistically, this is rarely the case. Jones uses FDC to categorize problems
into one of three categories:
• Deceptive problems (FDC ≥ 0.15): fitness increases with greater distance to the
optimum.
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• Hard problems (-0.15 < FDC < 0.15): fitness and distance are largely uncor-
related.
• Easy problems (FDC ≤ -0.15): fitness increases closer to the optimum.
Deceptiveness is related to ruggedness and smoothness in that easy problem land-
scapes tend to be smooth, as optimization algorithms can follow a gradient along
increasing fitness values to the optimum solution. Rugged fitness landscapes exhibit
hard or deceptive FDC, as gradient-climbing algorithms tend to become trapped at
local optima.
While FDC has been critiqued for not always providing a correct measure of
deceptiveness (Altenberg, 1997; Quick et al., 1998), FDC, combined with scatterplots
of F against D often provide useful tools for the study of artificial landscapes when
studying evolvability (see Beaudoin et al. (2006) for a recent example). Unfortunately,
the required knowledge of the location of the globally optimum solution prevents
FDC from providing knowledge about real world problems, where the best solution
is not known. However, if the location of the best solution is replaced with the
location of the best known solution, optimization algorithms may be compared by
computing the effective FDC of runs of each algorithm to determine how deceptive
the landscape appeared to each algorithm. This should provide insight into how well
various algorithms overcome deception/rugged terrain in the landscape.
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2.4.3 Landscape Neutrality
Landscapes are often characterized by their peaks and valleys, but recently, there has
been great interest in the effect of flat or nearly flat regions of landscapes on evolv-
ability. In evolutionary biology, the neutral mutation - random drift hypothesis (or
neutral theory) asserts that most evolutionary search at the molecular level is caused
by the random drift of selectively neutral or nearly neutral mutations, rather than
by Darwinian selection (Kimura, 1983). That is not to say that Darwinian selection
is unimportant, only that a minute amount of molecular changes are adaptive in na-
ture. Non-deleterious mutations (molecular selections) that do not impact survival
are considered selectively neutral or beneficial; neutral mutations promote population
diversity and genetic search, allowing the population to ’drift’ along flat or nearly flat
portions of the landscape. The neutrality of a landscape refers to the amount and
size of flat portions of the landscape. Likewise, near-neutrality characterizes nearly
flat portions of the landscape.
In a computational setting, neutrality may be inherent to a problem, or may be
caused by epistatic interactions among genomes. Genes display epistatic interactions
when multiple genotypes may map to a single phenotype (fitness). Mutations between
genotypes that map to an identical phenotype are selectively neutral. Epistasis causes
significant difficulty for canonical genetic algorithms due to the destructive nature of
traditional crossover operators (Salomon, 1996). For real-coded GAs, appropriately
constructed operators can overcome epistatic difficulties through invariant behavior
in the presence of genomic coordinate rotation Ono and Kobayashi (1997). Recent
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research has demonstrated the benefit of neutrality for some evolutionary algorithms
by allowing solutions or populations to drift from locally optimum peaks to other
peaks with improved optima (T.Barnett, 1997; Barnett, 2003).
Neutrality is difficult to quantify in a landscape. The neutrality of a landscape can
be considered as the number and size of neutral networks present in the landscape.
A neutral network is a set of genotypes G such that each genotype ∀gi, gj ∈ G, i 6=
j, f(gi) = f(gj), gi is reachable from gj in a finite number of neutral applications of the
move operator (every other configuration gk encountered moving from gi to gj is also
in the neutral network) (Schuster et al., 1994). Similarly, a nearly neutral network
consists of a set of genotypes in which neighboring genotypes on the landscape within
the network differ in fitness by less than some small value ε. To date, there have
been very few attempts to quantify the neutrality of a landscape. Smith et al. (2002)
studied neutrality by assessing the probability that neighbors in a landscape have
nearly identical fitness. The main difficulty with their method is the identification of
the maximum fitness difference that neighbors can be considered nearly neutral to one
another (Smith, 2002). Katada and Ohkura (2006) assess landscape neutrality using
Nei’s standard genetic distance (Nei, 1972) to study the interplay of ruggedness and
neutrality. The calculation of Nei’s genetic distance requires discrete-coded genotypes,
excluding Katada and Ohkura’s approach from this dissertation.
V. K. Vassilev and Miller (2000) proposed an information analysis of a landscape
using an entropic measure of a random walk to determine the interplay of rugged-
ness and neutrality. A sequence of fitness values ft
n
t=0 obtained during a walk on a
landscape represents a snapshot of the topology of the landscape. Using these fit-
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ness values, construct a string S(ε) = s1, s2 . . . sn of symbols si ∈ {1̄, 0, 1} given by
si = Ψft(i, ε) where
Ψft(i, ε) =

1̄, if fi − fi−1 < −ε
0, if |fi − fi−1| ≤ ε
1, if fi − fi−1 > ε
(2.51)
ε is a real parameter lying between 0 and the maximum possible fitness, and
controls the sensitivity of the string. If ε is greater than the globally optimum fitness,
S(ε) consists of only 0’s, while when ε = 0, Ψft is maximally sensitive to the differences
in fitness, and zeros only occur when successive fitness values are identical. S(ε) may
be used to define two entropic measures describing the properties of the underlying
landscape. Presented in Vassilev et al. (2003), these measures are
H(ε) = −
∑
p 6=q
P[pq]log6P[pq] (2.52)
and
h(ε) = −
∑
p=q
P[pq]log3P[pq] (2.53)
respectively referred to as the first and second entropic measures (FEM and SEM).
P[pq] is the probability of seeing the length 2 substring pq in S(ε),
P[pq] =
n[pq]
n
(2.54)
where n is the length of S(ε) and n[pq] is the number of times pq occurs in S(ε).
FEM estimates ruggedness with respect to neutrality in the landscape, while SEM
estimates the variety of the smooth and flat areas of the landscape. Note that varying
ε defines the entropic measures as functions of the sensitivity of S. Vassilev et al.
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(2003) states that ”one can think of the parameter ε as a magnifying glass through
which the landscape can be observed”. Plotting the FEM and SEM against ε provides
insight into both the ruggedness and neutrality of the landscape. The authors make
three observations on FEM and SEM:
• Increasing values of H(ε) indicate landscapes with high ruggedness and low
neutrality.
• If H(ε) = log62 and h(ε) = 0 for ε = 0 the time series generated by the random
walk is either a increasing/decreasing step function or is maximally multimodal
(see the next section for a discussion of multimodality).
• If H(ε) is a decreasing function, neutrality prevails over ruggedness.
The behavior and slope of H(ε) and h(ε) provide insight into the interplay in rugged-
ness and neutrality in a given landscape.
2.4.4 Modality
The modality of a fitness landscape refers to the number of local optima present
(Altenberg, 1995; Horn and Goldberg, 1995). A local optima is defined as a genotype
with a higher fitness than all of its neighbors. In a continuous landscape, this can be
envisioned as the top of a fitness peak. Moving away from the local optima in any
direction will result in a decrease of fitness. Populations tend to get trapped near
local optima and must pass a barrier of lower fitness to climb a different peak with
a better optimum solution. Landscapes with a high modality have a large number of
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sub-optimal peaks and are difficult for optimization algorithms to traverse. Related
to ruggedness, modality may be overcome by easing selection pressure and increasing
the probability of jumping to a different area of the landscape, potentially escaping
a sub-optimal trap.
V. K. Vassilev and Miller (2000) present a convenient estimate of landscape modal-
ity that falls in the same framework as the entropic landscape measures presented in
section 2.4.3 above. Using the string S(ε) constructed following equation 2.51 from
a landscape path {ft}nt=0 obtained during a random walk, the authors provide an
estimate of the landscape’s modality. A new string S ′(ε) is constructed from the
elements of S(ε) as follows: S ′(ε) is null if S(ε) consists only of zeros. Otherwise,
element si ∈ S(ε) is concatenated to S ′(ε) if si 6= 0 and si 6= si−1 for i > 1. S ′(ε)
consists of alternating symbols in the set {1̄, 1} and represents the shortest string
identifying the change in sign of slopes encountered during the random walk. Hence,
the length µ of S ′(ε) indicates the modality of the landscape path. µ may be scaled
to the interval [0, 1] V. K. Vassilev and Miller (2000) define the partial information
content as µ scaled to the interval [0, 1], given by:
M(ε) =
µ
n
=
length(µ)
length(n)
(2.55)
where n is the length of S(ε). If the walk is maximally multimodal, S(ε) and S ′(ε) will
be identical and M(ε) = 1. When the landscape is flat, S ′(ε) is null and M(ε) = 0.
Averaging M(ε) over a series of random walks provides an estimate of the modality
of the landscape. Like the entropic measures, altering ε allows M(ε) to be assessed at
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various levels of fitness resolution, with the highest resolution occurring at ε = 0. The
steepness of M(ε) indicates the diversity of the magnitude of encountered optima on
the landscape path.
2.5 Wavelets and Evolutionary Computation
In recent years, evolutionary algorithms have been used in conjunction with wavelets
for a variety of applications. Lankhorst and van der Lann (1995) employed a GA to
control wavelet-based signal approximation. Kobayashi and Torioka (1997) used a GA
to configure neural networks with wavelet transfer functions. Jones et al. (2001) use
genetic programming to define and evolve a lifting-based wavelet scheme and classifier
for one-dimensional signal classification, while Grasemann and Miikkulainen (2004)
use a GA to control the design of a lifting-based wavelet for signal compression. Moore
(2005b) uses a real-coded GA to replace DWT filter coefficients for the reconstruction
of quantized one-dimensional signals, including ramp functions, sine waves, and sets
of randomly generated noise, demonstrating consistent MSE improvement over signals
reconstructed using a Daub4 DWT−1 filter.
As wavelets have become a popular tool for image processing (Prasad and Iyengar,
1997; Petrosian and Meyer, 2001), EAs have been used with wavelets for a number
of applications. Bruckmann et al. (1998) employ a binary GA to evolve subband
structures for wavelet packet based image compression (Wickerhauser, 1994). The
GA replaces the best basis algorithm (Coifman and Wickerhauser, 1992) for selecting
the wavelet basis structure, resulting in reduced distortion during compression. Rani
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and Renganathan (2003) configure a Kohonen self organizing map (SOM) with a GA
that, taken with a wavelet-based filter, provides robust image texture classification.
In Hill et al. (2001), a GA optimizes a windowed trigonometric function for use
in a continuous wavelet transform. In Grasemann and Miikkulainen (2005), a GA
applies the lifting technique to design complementary wavelet filters (Sweldens, 1996).
The evolved wavelets outperform the standard FBI wavelet (Hopper et al., 1993) for
fingerprint image compression.
Moore (2005a) presents a GA evolves digital filters exploiting MRA by initializing
the GA population with values near the original DWT filter and then searching for
improved filters in the neighborhood of the original wavelet through a local mutation
mechanism. The GA successfully improves image reconstruction both when evolving
a single filter for all MRA levels or when evolving unique filters for each level of
MRA wavelet decomposition. In related work, a GA evolves only the reconstruction
coefficients of a wavelet-based filter to improve image reconstruction in the presence
of quantization error (Moore et al., 2005). By focusing on the evolution of optimized
reconstruction coefficients, the underlying compression rate of the forward transform
is unaffected. However, the resulting filters described in Moore et al. (2005) and Moore
(2005a) are no longer wavelets because they no longer conform to the mathematical
properties of wavelets, such as biorthogonality of the filters. Evolved with one or more
training images, the resulting filters provide improved reconstruction when applied
to images not explicitly represented by the training image population.
This dissertation addresses a number of open questions from the previous two cited
works. As in Moore et al. (2005), this investigation focuses on evolving reconstruc-
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tion filters to improve image quality in the presence of quantization error. The GAs
presented in Moore et al. (2005); Moore (2005a) search a restricted area of the solu-
tion space near the original wavelet filters through use of local operators for mutation
and population initialization. Experiments explore whether a GA employing global
search operators may locate improved filters in an outlying area of the solution space
or if the local operators do indeed provide sufficient performance. Several of the real-
coded variation operators presented in section 2.3 above are evaluated and compared.
Additionally, several potential image quality measures are compared for suitability in
an evolutionary algorithm. A fitness landscape analysis of each image quality mea-
sure compares the evolvability of filters over each landscape. Experiments employing
edge detection for targeted evolution demonstrate improved reconstruction for object
edges within images. Collectively, the experiments and techniques presented provide
a robust methodology for the evolution of real-coded image transform filters in the
presence of quantization-induced information loss. The remainder of this dissertation
presents the experiments and theoretical analysis employed to develop an evolution-
ary system for the optimization of satellite image transforms suitable to the narrow
bandwidth and high resolution demands of modern image processing applications.
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Chapter 3
Canonical and Satellite Test
Images
Optimizing a filter for image compression and reconstruction requires the use of train-
ing images to provide feedback to the evolutionary algorithm in the form of a fitness
function. However, the danger exists that the EA may overtrain, evolving a filter
that performs well for the provided fitness image but provides poor reconstruction on
unseen test images (Bäck et al., 2000a). This chapter presents the images selected
for filter optimization and evaluation in this research. The first image set represents
canonical images widely used in the image processing community. The second set
consists of satellite images explicitly selected for the development of military-grade
transform filters for use in satellite and aerial reconnaissance missions.
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3.1 Approach
This research requires training images used to evolve filters that perform well for
reconstructing unseen images with similar properties. For instance, a filter evolved
using a training image consisting of an aerial view of a set of buildings in a large city
should also provide improved reconstruction of similar images captured from other
cities. Likewise, a filter evolved using a human facial photograph should consistently
improve reconstruction of other human portraits. In the best case scenario, a training
image is identified that consistently provides significant reconstruction improvement
on a wide variety of test images, regardless of their subjects or characteristics.
While the general approach to filter evolution may potentially benefit any imaging
application requiring data transmission in a lossy environment, this investigation
restricts attention to black and white real-world photographs and satellite images,
as opposed to other images such as fingerprints, medical applications, or computer-
generated graphics. All original images as stored as bitmap files with no compression.
Hence, all image degradation in the experiments is the result of filter transformation
and quantization, and not the result of some other image compression algorithm, such
as jpeg compression.
3.1.1 Canonical Test Images
There are many canonical images commonly used in the image processing field. Stan-
dard images allow easy comparison with published results and are often employed to
establish algorithmic reliability. These images are typically selected to contain a va-
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riety of textures, colors, edges, and lighting conditions in order to cover a diverse set
of imaging conditions that image processing algorithms must be prepared to handle.
Early research (Peterson et al., 2006) and the related research of AFRL collaborators
(Moore et al., 2005; Moore, 2005a) utilizes several such canonical images to establish
proof-of-concept and to develop initial results.
Figure 3.1 presents the ’fruits’ image used as a GA training image in my prelimi-
nary research. This image shows several various textures on the different fruits in the
image, contains horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edges in the background and many
curved edges in the grapes and apple in the foreground, and contains many shades of
gray from bright white to black. The image is stored as a black and white 256x256
pixel image. While all of the other images employed in this research are 512x512 pix-
els, early experimentation employed a smaller image to achieve faster filter evolution.
For experiments trained using the ’fruits’ image, resulting evolved filters are tested
on three indpendent images, ’Barb’, ’Lena’, and ’peppers’ (see figure 3.2). The Barb
image consists of a woman in a sitting position and contains difficult textures in her
pants and headscarf as well as in the tablecloth and the chair in the background. The
Lena image depicts a woman’s portrait and includes difficult textures in the feathers
and surface of her hat. The peppers image consists of several peppers of various
grey scale shades. This image consists of sharp edge contrasts between peppers as
well as smooth, subtle surface information for each pepper. Taken together, these
three images are useful for ensuring that filters evolved with the fruits image are not
overtrained and provide consistent improved reconstruction of images with varying
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Figure 3.1: Canonical ’fruits’ image.
properties and subjects.
3.1.2 Satellite Test Images
Quantization error may occur in image processing systems requiring transmission of
data through a limited bandwidth. Micro-unmanned aerial vehicles (mUAVs) on
reconnaissance missions and deep-space exploration satellites represent two possible
applications for image compression and transmission subject to quantization error
(Ulvklo et al., 2004). In order to demonstrate the practical applications of image
transform filters evolved to handle quantization error, I have assembled 50 high-
resolution satellite images from Google Earth Plus (Google, 2006). These public
domain images are intended to simulate the type of targets observed by a mUAV
during an intelligence-gathering mission. The purpose of gathering such images is
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                   (a)                                     (b)                                      (c) 
Figure 3.2: Canonical test images: ’Barb’ (a), ’Lena’ (b), and ’peppers’.
to demonstrate that filters can be evolved to provide improved reconstruction over
standard wavelets when subject to quantization, hence increasing the amount of in-
telligence preserved from the original target.
The 50 images are shown in the appendix in figures A.1 through A.9 in alphabetical
order of the descriptive nickname assigned each of them. We have divided the images
into the following categories: army (5 images), aviation (12 images), city (9 images),
factory (5 images), industry (5 images), landmark (3 images), and naval (11 images).
For each image, its location and approximate eye elevation of the picture (the elevation
is missing for two images) are recorded. Appendix tables A.1 and A.2 present this
summary information for each image. Appendix tables A.3 through A.6 present
the MSE and UQI error measures of the Daubechies-4 (Daub4) DWT for image
decomposition and reconstruction at quantization step sizes of 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2,
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and 1 (no quantization). The experiments presented in this research evolve filters of
the same length of the Daub4 DWT, so the values in these tables represent baseline
measures for assessing the success of evolved filters in reducing reconstruction error.
Upon identifying appropriate images in GoogleEarth, the images were first cap-
tured and printed to a pdf file using Adobe Acrobat with the high-quality print
settings enabled. This allows higher-resolution image capturing than would be pos-
sible through a screen-shot capture while running the GoogleEarth software. The
images were next extracted from the pdfs as full color bitmap images. Each image
was then cropped to 512 x 512 pixels. After cropping, images were converted to
greyscale representation. Using histogram adjustment tools in Adobe Photoshop, the
pixel ranges of the greyscale cropped images are adjusted to cover the full range of
0-255 (black to white) shades. Hence, each pixel in each image is represented by an
unsigned 8-bit integer.
3.2 Ranking Training Images
Some satellite images may represent difficult training examples. A GA may overtrain
a filter for a specific satellite image that does not perform well on other unseen im-
ages. Likewise, some satellite images may encourage the evolution of robust filters
that provide improved image reconstruction over many unseen images. A series of
experiments designed to identify the best satellite images for GA training. When
employed as GA training examples, the best images result in filters providing con-
sistent reconstruction improvement over the entire set of satellite images. One GA
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optimization run assesses each image in terms of its usefulness as a training image
and as a test image. The GA employs standard operators that provided consistent
solid performance in preliminary research (see chapter 4).
The GA employs a population size of 50 evolved for 500 generations. The pop-
ulation is initialized in the local neighborhood of the Daub4 wavelet to ensure that
the final evolved filter will be at worst equal to the original wavelet filter. Evolution
occurs through the use of Gaussian mutation with standard deviations that shrink by
generation, Wright’s heuristic crossover, and random selection. In each generation,
the two most fit parents survive to the next generation. Of the remaining individ-
uals for the next generation, 70% are created through application of the crossover
operator, while the remainder are mutated from a randomly selected parent. Image
reconstruction employs a quantization step size = 64 and employs a single level of
DWT decomposition.
Each of the resulting 50 filters is tested on all 50 images to find the average
% MSE improvement over the Daub4 wavelet of each filter. In order to track an
image’s performance as a test image, the average improvement of each image using
all 50 evolved filters is also assessed. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present the results of the 50
experiments. For each image, the center columns present the rank of each image as a
training image with the average and standard deviation of the % MSE improvement
across all images. The right columns present the ranks of each image as test images
with the average improvement of each image using all 50 evolved filters.
In general, the image test ranks are less important than the training ranks.
Evolved filters only require one fitness evaluation for each test image to assess test
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# nickname rank % improve stDev rank % improve stDev
1 AF museum 48 5.4136 5.3643 2 20.5945 2.6381
2 Andrews AFB 35 13.262 2.5424 3 19.4647 4.4735
3 Anniston Depot 23 14.5365 1.9218 36 18.2435 4.1587
4 Anniston Bunkers 3 15.1135 1.7327 28 18.4761 4.3326
5 Baghdad 21 14.64 1.9437 4 19.3658 6.2281
6 Baghdad Landmarks 4 15.0648 1.8919 7 19.157 5.302
7 Boeing Factory 6 15.0557 1.8574 16 18.9026 4.373
8 Boneyard Kingman 1 15.1801 1.8258 31 18.4002 4.5763
9 Buildings New York 33 13.8357 1.7385 38 17.9002 5.4082
10 Chrystler Plant 25 14.4147 1.9644 8 19.1339 7.8508
11 Cleveland Hopkins 28 14.2994 1.7806 14 19.0006 7.2664
12 Coronado 1 42 10.7273 2.3244 48 15.1126 4.6989
13 Coronado 2 22 14.6084 1.8567 19 18.871 5.5468
14 Coronado 3 8 15.0045 1.8522 21 18.7499 5.4681
15 Davis Monthan 30 14.1424 1.9358 33 18.3491 4.3869
16 Davis Monthan B-52s 45 10.1868 3.5754 5 19.3151 4.0291
17 Downtown Munich 5 15.0577 1.6874 22 18.6956 5.4984
18 Downtown New York 14 14.8791 1.7259 13 19.0422 6.4994
19 Factory Detroit 15 14.8639 1.6726 35 18.2444 5.6603
20 Factory Toledo 9 14.9947 1.8385 10 19.0857 6.1791
21 Fort Dix 37 12.1275 2.0705 30 18.4305 3.0378
22 Fort Hood 10 14.9546 1.6536 24 18.6355 5.8032
23 Fort Hood Grounds 2 15.1217 1.7724 32 18.3683 4.1118
24 Groom Lake 50 -9.4513 11.0795 1 22.1512 4.046
25 Industry Detroit 16 14.8565 1.711 17 18.898 4.8943
Rank as Training Image Rank as Test Image
Table 3.1: Initial ranks of satellite images 1-25.
performance, but training images are used in many fitness evaluations during GA ex-
ecution. Thus, all satellite images can be used as test images during experimentation,
but only one image will be used as a training image for each GA run. Based upon
the initial experiments, the 5 best training images, by rank, are image 8 (Boneyard
Kingman), 23 (Fort Hood grounds), 4 (Anniston Bunkers), 6 (Baghdad Landmarks),
and 17 (Downtown Munich). Each of these images has a lot of edges. In contrast,
the five worst training images are image 34 (Naval Station Norfolk), 37 (Pearl Har-
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# nickname rank % improve stDev rank % improve stDev
26 Iron Cleveland 7 15.0442 1.6863 25 18.618 5.4687
27 Kastellet 36 12.3594 2.7449 41 16.5978 3.0789
28 Kennedy Space Center 29 14.1568 1.8264 12 19.0494 3.2167
29 Kennedy Launchpad 39 11.813 1.3876 45 16.0652 4.4106
30 Moskow 24 14.5349 1.8334 15 18.9238 6.9282
31 Munich Train 12 14.8856 1.7284 26 18.5579 3.9602
32 Naval Air Norfolk 32 14.005 1.8038 40 17.2317 3.5275
33 Naval Norfolk Ships 41 11.2327 2.6551 44 16.1823 2.9996
34 Naval Station Norfolk 46 9.0476 3.0051 47 15.9651 3.1672
35 Naval Station Carriers 38 11.8479 2.4575 43 16.3971 3.2486
36 Oil Refinery 17 14.8259 2.1066 18 18.893 6.5343
37 Pearl Harbor Subs 47 6.7446 2.1814 50 12.286 5.8306
38 Pearl Harbor Drydock 20 14.6551 2.1422 20 18.7886 6.5201
39 Pearl Harbor Complex 43 10.6317 2.7398 42 16.5756 6.8539
40 Pinal Airpark 26 14.3444 2.0629 37 17.9472 4.988
41 Seattle Harbor 40 11.6195 2.8656 46 16.0181 3.6441
42 Ships Pearl Harbor 49 -1.3824 5.4811 49 13.4913 3.793
43 Steel Baltimore 18 14.7206 1.7574 11 19.0521 5.2634
44 Steel Cleveland 27 14.3219 2.1419 27 18.4938 3.4355
45 St. Louis Downtown 31 14.0496 1.8938 29 18.4361 4.4393
46 US Capitol 13 14.8822 1.8507 23 18.657 4.2602
47 Washington DC 11 14.8929 1.7728 6 19.3083 6.173
48 WPAFB area A 44 10.5765 2.2597 39 17.6422 2.749
49 WPAFB area B 19 14.6701 1.7393 34 18.3005 2.6796
50 WSU 34 13.8026 1.8673 9 19.1274 3.332
Rank as Training Image Rank as Test Image
Table 3.2: Initial ranks of satellite images 26-50.
bor Subs), 1 (AF museum) 42 (Ships Pearl Harbor), and 24 (Groom Lake). These
images have fewer edges, and have larger edge free areas, such as fields, desert, or
bodies of water. A wavelet filter typically produces large coefficients at the edges in
an image due to the convolution involved in the DWT algorithm. unsurprisingly, the
best training images contain more edges (high-spacial frequency information) than
the worst images. Figure 3.3 presents the five images achieving the best ranks in the
initial experiment above. Likewise, figure 3.4 presents the top-ranked test images.
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Rank 1: sat08-Boneyard Kingman           Rank 2: sat23-Fort Hood Grounds 
 
             
Rank 3:    sat04-Anniston Bunkers         Rank 4:sat06-Baghdad Landmarks 
 
                                    
                                Rank 5: sat17-Downtown Munich 
Figure 3.3: Five best-ranked training satellite images.
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      Rank 1: sat24-Groom Lake                     Rank 2: sat01-AF Museum 
 
             
    Rank 3: sat02-Andrews AFB                        Rank 4: sat05-Baghdad 
 
                                    
                              Rank 5: sat16-Davis Monthan B-52s 
Figure 3.4: Five best-ranked test satellite images.
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The training ranks obtained in the above experiment are the result of a single GA
run for each image. While the approximate rank of each image relative to the entire
image set is probably close to its true rank, statistical validation through experiment
replication is required to provide a more accurate ranking. Hence, the average im-
provement obtained with filters trained on the top five images is reassessed through
a set of replicated experiments. 30 GA experiments are conducted with each of the
top 5 images. The GA and fitness function both employ the same parameters used
in the initial ranking experiments.
Results of the replication experiments are shown in table 3.3. Average GA MSE
and % Improve show the average improvement of the training image with the final
filter across all 30 replications. More importantly, the % test improvement column
presents the average improvement of all 50 satellite images across all 30 replications
conducted for each of the top five training images. After the replication experiments,
image 6 (Baghdad Landmarks) provides the best performance, providing filters that
improve the reconstruction MSE of all satellite images by an average of 15.145%. Two-
sided student’s t-tests at a significance level α = 0.5 between replication experiments
for each of the top five images indicate that the average test % improvement is
significantly different between each replication set except for that of images 4 and
17. After conducting the replication validation experiments, the ranks of the top
five images are revised. Image 6 becomes the top-ranked training image. Image 8
moves down one position to rank two, while image 4 remains the third-ranked training
image. Image 17 moves up from the fifth to the fourth ranked training image, while
image 23 is now ranked fifth. In general, most GA experiments in this research are
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Image Daub4 MSE Avg GA MSE StDev % Improve stDev % test imp stDev
8 178.138 149.53 0.233 16.06 0.131 15.09 0.095
23 151.841 129.822 0.327 14.501 0.216 14.826 0.273
4 183.187 153.203 0.315 16.368 0.172 15.009 0.151
6 194.078 159.967 0.176 17.576 0.091 15.145 0.081
17 162.384 137.43 0.225 15.368 0.139 14.968 0.124
Best 5 Training Images Validation Results
Table 3.3: Validation results for five best satellite images. % improve shows the
average % MSE improvement of the training image over 30 GA runs. % test improve
shows the average improvement over all 50 test images across 30 GA runs.
trained using one of these five images or the fruits canonical image unless otherwise
noted. The remaining satellite images are reserved for evolved filter test validation.
3.3 Summary
The development of filtering techniques for an image processing application requires
the selection and use of test images appropriate for the given application. Early re-
search efforts to evolve wavelet-inspired image transform filters (Moore et al., 2005;
Moore, 2005a) employed canonical test images well known in the image processing
community. The following chapter employs these images to provide a preliminary
investigation into genetic operators, local optimization techniques, and image sim-
ilarity measures appropriate for image transform evolution. The remainder of this
research effort concentrates upon the development of transform techniques appropri-
ate for satellite and UAV surveillance applications of image processing. The satellite
images in this chapter provide an ideal test bed for such filters. The experiments con-
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ducted to identify appropriate training images within the satellite image set provide
confidence that the image reconstruction filters developed in this research effort will
perform well across the entire image set and are not the result of overtraining.
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Chapter 4
Preliminary Investigation into
Similarity Measures, Genetic
Operators, and Local Optimization
This chapter presents an initial investigation into the use of genetic algorithms for
evolved DWT-based image reconstruction, combined with the use of a general pat-
tern search (GPS) algorithm for local refinement of evolved filters. The results and
conclusions of the experiments presented in this chapter provide direction for the
more robust experimentation and analysis presented in the following chapters. Initial
experiments assess three error measures for suitability as fitness functions. Operators
are tested for local or random population initialization and for mutation. Tests are
conducted at one or three MRA levels to examine GA performance under a range
of conditions. The results of the preliminary investigation provide direction for the
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research described in following chapters: a robust comparison of real-coded variation
operators for image tranform filter evolution, a novel approach for target reduction
of reconstruction in evolved filters, and landscape-based analysis of filter evolvability
using various image quality measures.
This chapter opens with a discussion of the experimental approach followed in the
preliminary investigation, with focus on the image quality measures examined, the
structure of the genetic algorithm, the use of a local optimization algorithm for filter
refinement, and an explanation of the experiments conducted. Experimental results
are then presented and discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the
preliminary investigation and the directions it provides for later areas of inquiry in
this research effort.
4.1 Approach
This section discusses the approach for the initial experiments comparing genetic
operators, fitness functions, MRA levels, and local refinement of solutions with the
GPS algorithm.
4.1.1 Evaluating Image Quality
The GA and GPS algorithms assess image quality with one of the image quality
measures described in section 2.1.3. The original image is first decomposed using
the DWT employing the Daub4 wavelet. The resulting signal is quantized to the
desired level. Because only the reconstruction filter is evolved, these two steps only
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need to be performed once for a given image. Entropy coding and decoding do not
affect the quantized signal, so these steps are omitted. For each fitness evaluation, the
signal is first dequantized and then reconstructed using the candidate reconstruction
coefficients in place of the standard DWT−1 coefficients. The reconstructed image
is compared with the original using the desired image quality measure. MSE, UQI,
and SSIM are tested as potential fitness functions. A set of experiments compare
the utility of each image quality measure for evolving reconstruction filters. Thirty
runs are performed by the GA for each measure. The final filters are then assessed
in terms of MSE to enable comparison.
4.1.2 The Genetic Algorithm
This research employs the GA in Matlab’s Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search
Toolbox (Mat, 2005a). There were two main reasons for choosing the Matlab GA
over alternative GA implementations. First, Matlab’s GA toolbox interfaces very
well with the Matlab wavelet toolbox (Mat, 2005b). The wavelet toolbox provides an
easy to use implementation of the discrete wavelet transform algorithm and provides
a mechanism for running the algorithm with the custom filter coefficients identified by
the GA. Second, the GA toolbox provides access to its source code to the researcher,
permitting custom implementation of any genetic operator. Use of the preexisting GA
and wavelet toolboxes saves time on code implementation, thus permitting a broader
range of experimentation.
GA parameters are determined through a number of in-house tests to obtain good
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performance. Each GA run evolves a set of 50 candidate reconstruction filters for 500
generations. There is no criteria for early termination. Each candidate filter consists
of eight double precision floating point coefficients, replacing the g2 and h2 Daub4
DWT−1 coefficients. The GA copies the two fittest individuals from the current
population into the next generation. Crossover and mutation are used to create
70% and 30% of the remaining offspring in each generation, respectively. Any ratio
between crossover and mutation may be used; these values are empirically selected
through an initial set of GA parameter tuning experiments.
The crossover operator employs Wright’s heuristic crossover, in which the child
of two parents lies on the line between the two parents, closer to the parent with
the better fitness (Wright, 1991). The ratio of the distance between the two parents
for the location of the child is set to the default value of 1.2. Parents are chosen
using stochastic uniform selection. Other selection operators including tournament
selection were briefly tested and did not appear to result in performance matching
the selected operators. As part of the experimental structure, various operators for
population initialization and mutation are explored. Advanced crossover operators
are addressed in chapter 5.
4.1.3 Generalized Pattern Search for Solution Refinement
Results obtained with the GA are further optimized using a generalized pattern
search. GPS algorithms are a derivative-free family of local search techniques for
smooth problem environments. A continuously shrinking mesh of points surrounding
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a current point are tested for improvement (Torczon, 1997). If a better solution is
located, it becomes the new center of the mesh for the next iteration. The search
continues until the size of the mesh shrinks below a preset threshold. Any GPS algo-
rithm converges to a stationary point in the case of continuously differentiable cost
function with bounded level sets (Torczon, 1997). GA solutions are refined using GPS
with default parameters included in Matlab’s GA toolbox. Regardless of the image
quality measure employed by the GA, the pattern search attempts to minimize MSE
for a candidate in order to reduce the raw difference between the original image and
its reconstruction.
4.1.4 Standard and Local Search Operators, Experimental
Structure, and Test Data
The GA employed in Moore et al. (2005) and Moore (2005a) searches for an improved
reconstruction transform in the space immediately adjacent to the Daub4 DWT−1.
The initial population includes one chromosome consisting of original Daub4 recon-
struction coefficients. The remaining individuals are copies of the original wavelet
coefficients multiplied by a small random factor. Additionally, 5% of the Daub4
coefficients are negated. Figure 4.1 presents the pseudocode for this population ini-
tialization scheme.
The noise factor range is [∼0.891, ∼1.098]. Each individual in the initial popula-
tion lies near the original wavelet coefficients, with the exception of the few genes that
are negated coefficients. The GA is initially biased towards a local region surrounding
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initPopulation(popSize)
proto(1:chromosome length) = Daub4 reconst. coefficients;
pop(1) = proto
for i = 2:popSize
for j = 1: chromosome length
pop(i,j) = proto(j) * noiseFactor();
return pop;
noiseFactor()
noise = random[0..1000];
if(noise < 950)
factor = sqrt(1+((475-noise)/2300));
else
factor = -1.0;
return factor;
Figure 4.1: Pseudocode for wavelet-based population initialization.
the wavelet.
The mutation operator used in Moore et al. (2005) and Moore (2005a) and de-
scribed in section 2.3.1 employs a similar local scheme. Each gene in parents selected
for mutation has a 5% chance of being altered. Selected genes are mutated via the
noiseFactor() method shown above, with the 2300 divisor replaced by 2100. There is
a slightly larger range for mutation factors: [∼0.880,∼1.107]. Mutated children are
very close to their parents with typically zero, one, or two coefficients mutated.
The original motivation for the use of local operators was to restrict the GA search
in the hopes that an improved reconstruction filter would exist near the wavelet filter.
If so, local operators may ease the burden of the GA in locating such filters. Indeed,
Moore et al. (2005) reported that their GA consistently identifies improved filters
using local operators, though they speculate that a GA employing a global search
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might identify a better solution in an different area of the search space. Experiments
consider the use both of local and non-local operators to determine if this is indeed
the case.
The image quality measure experiments employ the local operators for population
initialization and mutation. The second set of experiments conducted for this research
compare the local operators with standard operators for mutation and population cre-
ation that do not restrict the GA to the wavelet’s neighborhood. Experiments are con-
ducted both at one and three MRA levels of wavelet decomposition/reconstruction.
The standard initialization operator randomly creates genes using a random uniform
distribution in the range [-1,1]. Mutation adds a random value taken from a Gaussian
distribution centered at zero with a variance of 0.5 at the first generation. The mu-
tation shrinks in successive generations. If k is the current generation, the variance
is:
vark = vark−1(1− .75 ∗
k
Gens
) (4.1)
where Gens is the total number of generations in the GA run. In early generations,
the large variance permits quick exploration of the search space. Toward the end
of the run, the variance is quite small, and the mutation operator makes very small
refinements.
4.1.5 GA Operator Experiments and Test Data
Three sets of 30 GA runs are conducted at one level of wavelet decomposition to
compare search operators. The first set at each level employs the local operators
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for mutation and population creation used in previous research (Moore et al., 2005;
Moore, 2005a) to explore the neighborhood surrounding the wavelet reconstruction
coefficients. The second set uses the population creation employing local variants of
the wavelet filter combined with the Gaussian mutation operator. The final set uses
the random population initialization with the Gaussian mutation operator. These ex-
periments compare a GA exploring a global solution space with a GA restricted to the
neighborhood surrounding the initial wavelet filter. Experiments are repeated at three
levels of decomposition to determine whether the GA can identify a reconstruction
filter that outperforms the Daub4 wavelet under MRA conditions. In Moore (2005a)
a GA successfully identifies decomposition/reconstruction filter pairs that work well
at three levels of decomposition, while Moore et al. (2005) demonstrates successful
evolution of reconstruction filters at a single level of decomposition. Whether a GA
can successfully identify reconstruction filters that outperform wavelet reconstruction
under MRA conditions when signals are subject to quantization error represents the
open question addressed by this research.
All experiments are performed at quantization level q = 64, meaning that each
value in the wavelet-decomposed signal γ is integer divided by 64 with the remainder
discarded. These values are dequantized via multiplication by 64 before reconstruc-
tion. Several quantization levels are examined in Moore et al. (2005); we employ a
single large quantization factor to restrict the focus to the effects of GA operators,
fitness functions, and MRA.
GAs are trained in every run with the canonical ’fruits image, shown in figure 3.1.
This image is chosen for its variety of pixel intensities and surface textures. At
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Figure 4.2: Original ’fruits’ image.
q = 64, the standard Daub4 wavelet achieves reconstruction MSE = 131.110 for one
level and MSE = 80.379 at three levels of decomposition. The fruits image subject
to wavelet decomposition, quantization, and reconstruction with the Daubechies-4
wavelet is shown in figure 4.3. To ensure that the resulting reconstruction filters are
not overtrained for the provided image, evolved filters are evaluated over several black
and white canonical training images: ’lena’, ’peppers’, and ’barb’. The performance
for the Daub4 wavelet over the training and test images are given in table 4.1. These
values provide the baseline for evaluating evolved reconstruction filters, which achieve
lower MSE for each image.
Performing multiple runs (30) with a single training image enables statistical
comparison between the various image quality measures and GA operators tested
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Figure 4.3: ’fruits’ image decomposed, quantized, and reconstructed with the
Daubechies-4 wavelet.
in our experiments. Experiments are limited to 30 runs for each test set due to the
amount of computation required for each run while providing a sufficient sample size
to enable statistical analysis.
4.2 Preliminary Results
The initial set of results are obtained from experiments comparing image similarity
measures, the effects of local or random population initialization, the performance
of Gaussian versus Moore’s local mutation, the performance of the GA for evolving
reconstruction filters at both one and three levels of MRA decomposition, and the
utility of a GPS algorithm for local refinement of evolved solutions. These experi-
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Image 1 3
fruits 131.11 80.38
barb 139.29 97.44
lena 110.39 51.93
peppers 114.81 49.70
Test Image MSE
MRA levels
Table 4.1: MSE of training and test images subject to quantization step q = 64
decomposed and reconstructed with Daub4 wavelet.
ments represent an early attempt to develop a robust methodology for DWT-based
filter evolution and provide guidance and direction for the experiments and analysis
presented in the following chapters.
4.2.1 Comparing Image Quality Measures
The first set of experiments compare MSE, UQI, and SSIM as image evaluation
measures for the GA and GPS optimization algorithms. Table 4.2 presents the results
of these experiments. Regardless of the fitness measure employed, the reconstruction
errors of the final evolved filters are reported in MSE to allow comparison of fitness
measures. The top portion of the table presents the mean and standard deviation of
MSE over 30 GA runs for each experiment, as well as the average % improvement in
image reconstruction over the Daub4 DWT−1. The lower portion reports the same
values after the GA results have been refined using the GPS algorithm. The values in
the fruits image row represent the average performance of the evolved filters on the
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Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 119.44 1.58 8.90 124.41 2.81 5.11 231.81 53.66 -76.80
barb 122.86 2.32 11.80 128.35 2.41 7.85 167.78 23.44 -20.45
lena 97.82 2.55 11.39 103.73 2.75 6.03 149.37 28.52 -35.31
peppers 104.02 2.20 9.40 109.42 2.72 4.70 147.88 24.30 -28.81
Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 119.41 1.58 8.93 119.55 1.09 8.82 119.73 2.46 8.68
barb 122.86 2.32 11.80 123.16 1.57 11.58 120.81 1.55 13.26
lena 97.81 2.56 11.40 98.15 1.85 11.09 92.63 1.30 16.09
peppers 104.02 2.20 9.40 104.36 1.64 9.10 99.43 1.05 13.39
MSE UQI SSIM
Reconstruction Filters Evolved by GA
Evolved Filters Refined for MSE by GPS
MSE UQI SSIM
Table 4.2: Results of tests comparing image quality measures. GA run results are
shown on top; GPS-refined results are below. Mean and standard deviation, as well
as % improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 are shown. All values represent MSE.
image used during GA and GPS optimization. The remaining rows report results of
the same filters upon the withheld test images.
Based upon the GA results alone, MSE appears to outperform UQI and SSIM,
though the UQI results also demonstrate improvement over the wavelet reconstruction
filter. For the fruits image, the filters optimized for MSE provide an average error
of MSE = 119.44, while those optimized for UQI achieve a mean MSE = 124.41. A
t-test conducted at α = 0.05 does indicate statistically different means between these
results. SSIM does not perform well as a GA evaluation function; for the fruits image,
the average reconstruction filter results in a significant increase in reconstruction error,
from MSE = 131.11 for the Daub4 wavelet up to 231.81 MSE.
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After applying the GPS to the GA results, the filters evolved for UQI and then
refined for MSE by the GPS algorithm (table 4.2 4.2, center column) achieve approx-
imately equal error to the MSE optimized and refined filters (left column). T-tests
do not indicate a statistically significant difference in the means, though the standard
deviations are lower for the UQI test. Interestingly, the GPS provided almost no im-
provement for the original MSE-evolved filters. The filters evolved for SSIM perform
much better after GPS refinement. This improvement is entirely due to the GPS’s
ability to provide good refinement of poor results.
The experimental results indicate that MSE and UQI both perform well as GA
objective functions for assessing image quality. While the MSE filters demonstrate
a statistically significant improvement over the UQI filters after GA optimization,
the GPS refinement greatly reduces the difference in the final results between the
two sample sets. The remaining experiments discussed in this chapter employ UQI
as the objective function for the GA and MSE for the GPS. The filters obtained
with this approach demonstrate a tighter standard deviation after refinement and the
GPS provides better refinement for UQI than MSE-evolved filters. SSIM does not
appear to work well for GA optimization. This measure focuses more on structural
information in the image and less on image correlation or luminance distortion, which
may cause poor performance in highly quantized images. The localized windowing
employed in SSIM may also account for this behavior. Further experimentation may
shed light on the cause of the poor performance of SSIM, but this question is not
addressed further in this investigation.
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4.2.2 Standard vs. Local GA Operators
The second set of experiments compare local and standard search operators for evolv-
ing reconstruction filters. As described in section 4.1.4, the local operators consist
of a population initialization scheme that creates individuals that are very close to
the Daub4 reconstruction filter and a mutation scheme that applies small changes to
mutated genes from a uniform distribution. The standard operators create the ini-
tial population from a random uniform distribution and employ a Gaussian mutation
scheme. Results for experiments at one level of MRA decomposition are presented
in table 4.3. The left column presents GA and GPS results using the local opera-
tors. The experiments from the center column use the local population initialization
with the Gaussian mutation, and the right column presents results obtained with the
standard operators. Figure 4.4 presents boxplots of the distributions results for the
test and training images. The boxes have lines at the lower and upper quartile values
and at the median value. Whiskers extend from the boxes to show the extent of the
remaining data, while outliers beyond 1.5 times the interquartile range shown by the
whiskers are also plotted. Notches in the boxes represent an estimate of the uncer-
tainty on the median data values. Boxes whose notches do not overlap indicate that
their medians differ at a significant level. Table 4.4 and figure 4.5 show the results of
the same experiments conducted at 3 levels of MRA decomposition. In each boxplot,
the first 3 boxes are the GA results, and the last 3 are the GPS refinements to the
GA results.
For the fruits training image at one MRA level, the GA results are similar be-
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Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 124.41 2.81 5.11 125.49 0.47 4.29 125.36 1.63 4.38
barb 128.35 2.41 7.85 127.21 0.79 8.67 127.53 1.61 8.44
lena 103.73 2.75 6.03 101.88 1.04 7.71 100.87 1.70 8.63
peppers 109.42 2.72 4.70 108.29 0.94 5.68 107.53 1.59 6.34
Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 119.55 1.09 8.82 118.08 0.41 9.94 117.97 0.22 10.02
barb 123.16 1.57 11.58 120.72 0.96 13.33 120.25 0.51 13.67
lena 98.15 1.85 11.09 95.03 1.27 13.92 94.41 0.81 14.47
peppers 104.36 1.64 9.10 101.66 1.12 11.46 101.14 0.74 11.91
GPS Refinement
local operators local creation standard operators
local operators
GA Experiments at 1 Level of Decomposition
local creation standard operators
Table 4.3: GA and GPS results of experiments comparing global vs. local popula-
tion initialization and mutation operators conducted with 1-Level MRA. All values
represent MSE.
tween the means of the local operators approach versus the other approaches after
GPS refinement. Nevertheless, t-tests indicate a significant difference between these
approaches. The local creation and standard approaches are not significantly differ-
ent (t-test p-value = 0.183). Use of the standard operators leads to an average lower
reconstruction MSE = 117.97 than use of the local population initialization, with or
without Gaussian mutation. Comparing the results for local initialization with local
uniform mutation vs. Gaussian mutation (left and center columns in table 4.4), the
local mutation appears to perform better with the GA, the results obtained with
the Gaussian mutation are refined by GPS to a small but statistically significantly
better MSE level. Results indicate that at one level of decomposition, the use of
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Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 77.12 0.25 4.05 77.16 0.58 4.01 78.76 2.26 2.02
barb 91.16 0.20 6.44 91.41 0.34 6.19 93.03 2.55 4.53
lena 49.34 0.21 4.98 49.27 0.30 5.13 49.72 1.05 4.26
peppers 47.76 0.21 3.90 47.62 0.27 4.19 48.11 0.99 3.20
Image mean σ % improved mean σ % improved mean σ % improved
fruits 75.54 0.12 6.02 75.38 0.04 6.22 75.58 0.33 5.97
barb 90.11 0.17 7.53 89.93 0.12 7.71 90.07 0.34 7.56
lena 48.49 0.16 6.63 48.22 0.07 7.14 48.37 0.31 6.85
peppers 47.01 0.17 5.42 46.74 0.08 5.96 46.91 0.34 5.61
GPS Refinement
local operators local creation standard operators
GA Experiments at 3 Levels of Decomposition
local operators local creation standard operators
Table 4.4: GA and GPS results of experiments comparing global vs. local popula-
tion initialization and mutation operators conducted with 3-Level MRA. All values
represent MSE.
local operators is not necessary to obtain good reconstruction filters. Filters obtained
with the standard GA operators provide slightly better performance after GPS refine-
ment, with MSE improvement over Daub4 reaching as high as 14.47% on the training
images.
At three levels of decomposition, t-tests do not indicate a significant difference
in means between the GA results for local operators and local initialization with
Gaussian mutation, though both approaches are statistically better than the GA
results obtained with standard operators. After applying GPS refinement, there is
no significant difference between the local and standard operator results, though
the results local creation combined with Gaussian mutation are statistically lower
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Figure 4.4: Boxplots of results at 1 level of decomposition on fruits training and 3
test images (see table 4.3).
than those of the other two tests, using a t-test with α = 0.05 as before. The
very small standard deviations shown in table 4.4 for this test indicate that the
GPS consistently refines results to very nearly the same filter. At 3-level MRA, the
choice of GA operators for mutation and population initialization does not appear to
significantly affect the resulting filters. The GPS algorithm consistently refines GA
results obtaining filters capable of 5-8% improvement over the Daub4 3-level MRA
reconstruction filter.
The boxplots in figures 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate consistency between the the results
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Figure 4.5: Boxplots of results at 3 levels of decomposition on fruits training and 3
test images (see table 4.4).
for the training image and test images. The tables support this trend. In fact, the %
improvement of the evolved filters over the Daub4 filter is generally larger in the test
images than in the training image. This not only shows that the evolved filters are
robust for several images, but also suggests that the selected training image presents
a difficult case for image reconstruction. Filters successfully evolved for this image
perform well for other images, with 10-15% improvement over Daub4 10-15% at one
level and 5-8% at three levels of decomposition.
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4.3 Initial Conclusions and Further Research Di-
rections
Initial experiments examined several potential image quality measures. Both MSE
and UQI perform well, though SSIM seems ill-suited as a fitness measure for image
reconstruction filter optimization. This result may be due to SSIM’s strong depen-
dence on structural information versus luminance and raw correlation, or it may be
due to SSIM’s localized windowing. Additional research is necessary to explain this
deficiency. While MSE is computationally slightly faster than UQI, the image recon-
struction filter rather than the error calculation represents the algorithmic bottleneck
during fitness evaluation. UQI seems to allow more room for improvement with the
GPS algorithm, though this may be due to the fact that GPS refinement always opti-
mizes for MSE, and the GA already identifies a solution locally optimal when evolved
for MSE. Either error measure initially appears to provide solid performance.
In comparing the local GA operators employed in Moore et al. (2005) with stan-
dard operators for initialization and mutation, the standard operators provide the
best results after GPS refinements at 1 level of MRA decomposition, though the
choice of operators is less important at 3 MRA levels. This result may be due to the
ability of the GPS to consistently refine GA results to identify improved filters. Fur-
ther examination of the search space may lead to a hypothesis better explaining this
behavior. Use of the GPS algorithm in our evolutionary system provides significant
improvement of GA-obtained filters, resulting in up to 15% MSE reduction over the
Daub4 wavelet under quantization conditions.
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This preliminary investigation demonstrates the utility of a GA using both local
and global search operators for the optimization of image transform filters with canon-
ical test images. The lessons learned in this preliminary investigation are adapted and
for the optimization of filters that demonstrate strong performance over the satellite
image set discussed in section 3.1.2. While canonical images demonstrate the general
utility of evolutionary filter optimization, the remainder of this investigation restricts
attention to the satellite image set.
These experiments also clearly demonstrate that the choice of variation operators
affects the performance of the GA for filter evolution. As discussed in chapter 2,
there are a wide range of real-coded variation operators in the literature; many are
evaluated for the evolution of decomposition and reconstruction filters in chapter 5.
UQI and MSE both provide solid performance; the SSIM measure is disappointing.
While an empirical comparison of image quality measures is useful, an examination
of the theoretical properties of fitness landscapes induced for each measure can pro-
vide a platform for comparing the evolvability of these measures. Fitness landscapes
induced over varying image quality measures may aid or hinder the performance of
an optimization algorithm. Chapter 7 explores the properties of fitness landscapes for
various image similarity measures to determine the likelihood of successful evolution
of filters optimized for the satellite image set.
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Chapter 5
Optimization with Real-Coded
Variation Operators
The experiments in chapter 4 compare the performance of a GA using a local popu-
lation scheme combined with a local mutation scheme with that of a GA employing
population initialization and mutation operators geared toward global search. While
tests indicated a difference in results using these two approaches, the impact of the
population initialization operator was not investigated separately from the mutation
operator so the impact on search quality of each operator is not clear. This chapter
investigates the performance of various real-coded mutation operators in conjunction
with both local and random population initialization approaches. Additionally, ex-
periments compare performance of several real-coded recombination operators for the
evolution of image transform filters intended for use with satellite images.
GAs using real-coded representations depend heavily upon the ability of their
variation operators (mutation and recombination) in order to provide a sufficient
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sampling of very large search spaces. Real-valued operators that do not sufficiently
sample the search space often exhibit deteriorated performance (Ono et al., 2003).
The evolution of filters for image processing requires the simultaneous optimization
of many real-valued coefficients. The resulting high dimensionality search space is
very large. Variation operators for a real-valued search space must provide sufficient
coverage of the search space while allowing the refinement of solutions to a high degree
of precision. This chapter compares performance of several state-of-the-art real-coded
crossover and mutation operators for the optimization of transforms providing robust
performance over a set of fifty satellite images. With appropriate operators, evolved
filters consistently provide an average mean square error (MSE) reduction greater
than 17% over the original wavelet transform. By improving image quality, evolved
transforms increase the amount of intelligence that may be obtained reconstructed
images. This investigation evaluates and compares these operators for the evolution
of image transform filters.
The purpose of the experiments presented in this chapter is to provide a robust GA
configuration capable of consistently identifying transform filters that provide strong
improvement over traditional wavelet transforms. With the wide range of real-coded
variation operators available, we exert significant effort in the identification of those
operators and their corresponding parameters that consistently demonstrate solid
performance for image filter evolution.
The chapter proceeds with a discussion of the experimental approach employed to
evaluate variation operators, including a description of the configuration of the GA
and the experimental framework followed to test each operator in turn. An analysis
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of mutation operator results precedes a corresponding analysis of recombination op-
erator results. The chapter closes with a discussion of the observed impact of various
operators has upon the successful evolution of robust image transform filters.
5.1 Approach
While many real-coded variation operators have been developed, they cannot typically
be used exactly as described in the literature. An operator that performs well for
a given problem may not perform well for another. Furthermore, most operators
have tunable parameters. As an example, the α parameter of the BLX-α crossover
operator controls how far beyond the space between parents a child may be created
on the line connecting parents. For a smooth fitness landscape with optimum values
that may not be difficult to define, a small α value generally suffices to provide fast,
efficient evolution. If the fitness landscape is instead highly rugged, with many local
optima, a larger α value provides increased sampling of the search space outside of
the boundary of the current population. Hence, for a given variation operator, a small
set of experiments may be required to identify favorable run-time values for tunable
parameters.
As with the preliminary investigation described in chapter 4, experiments employ
the GA provided by MATLAB’s genetic algorithm and direct search toolbox for func-
tion optimization. The researcher has access to the source code for the toolbox, so
crossover and mutation operators are easily implemented. The basic structure of the
MATLAB GA framework creates children either from the mutation or the crossover
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operator, but never from both simultaneously. Therefore, a ratio between the num-
ber of mutation children and the number of crossover children must be provided. If
50 children must be created using a crossover ratio of 0.8, 40 children are generated
through crossover and the remaining 10 through mutation. The proper value of this
ratio changes depending on which variation operators are used in a given experiment.
Single GA runs are conducted to tune the crossover ratio for each operator. A single
GA run to tune this ratio consists of 500 generations with a population of 50 individ-
uals using each value between 0.0 and 1.0 in increments of 0.05. Generally, the value
of the crossover operator resulting in the best performance in these tests is employed
in further replication experiments.
The GA operates in one of two conditions, depending on how the population is
initialized. In most optimization problems, each member of the initial population set
randomly (within the legal bounds for each gene). The GA must search for a globally
optimum solution. The GA employed in Moore (2005a) initializes the population
by applying a small amount of random multiplicative noise to the original wavelet
filter coefficients under the hypothesis that near-optimum solutions are located in
the neighborhood of the original filter. By locating the population near the wavelet
filter, the GA is biased towards a smaller portion of the search space and hence is
likely to provide a local refinement to the wavelet solution, which may or may not
be a globally optimum solution. Different variation operators may be appropriate
for each situation. Operators likely to sample diverse portions of the search space
may provide better performance for global optimization, while operators tending to
produce small refinements to solutions may provide better solution refinement when
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the population is initialized to the local neighborhood of the wavelet. Experiments
must evaluate operators under both conditions to determine the best operator set for
each condition.
Once appropriate parameters are set, a set of replicated experiments are conducted
to statistically compare variation operators. A preliminary set of experiments, de-
scribed in the next section, compares four mutation operators using a set crossover
operator and a single training image for all experiments. Likewise, later experiments
compare several recombination operators over thirty replicates with a GA using a sin-
gle mutation operator and training image used in all experiments. The experiments
comparing real-coded variation operators are presented in section 5.3. Experiments
are repeated for both local and random population initialization.
5.2 Mutation Operator Results and Analysis
Initial experimentation with variation operators compares real-valued GA mutation
algorithms. These experiments compare four of the mutation operators described
in section 2.3.1: the widely used Gaussian, Cauchy, and nonuniform operators as
well as the local mutation operator developed by Frank Moore for wavelet-based
filter coefficient evolution (Moore et al., 2005). All of these experiments employ the
canonical 256 x 256 pixel black and white fruits image shown in figure 3.1 as the
training image. Though results are only presented for the training image, earlier
research establishes that evolved filters continue to outperform the original DWT
filters when applied to a diverse set of independent training images (Moore et al.,
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2005; Peterson et al., 2006). These initial experiments are intended to establish some
general trends in the relative performance of the mutation operators in preparation
for more comprehensive experiments evaluating crossover operators.
Experiments employing the Gaussian mutation operator do not define a set stan-
dard deviation. Instead, the variance of the sampled distribution shrinks by genera-
tion, depending on the number of generations. The initial standard deviation is set to
1.0, and shrinks linearly to 0.0 at the last generation. This allows a fast global sam-
pling of the search space in early generations due to the increased likelihood of large
mutation steps. In late generations, this scheme places emphasis upon refinement of
the least significant digits of gene values via smaller mutations. The Cauchy mutation
operator replicates this scheme. Nevertheless at a given generation, Cauchy mutation
still results in larger mutations on average (refer to section 2.3.1). The non-uniform
mutation operator also results in smaller mutations on average in later generations
by sampling increasingly thinner uniform distributions at each generation. In these
experiments, only the local mutation operator exhibits the same expected behavior
at each generation.
The GA evolves a population of 50 individuals for 500 generations in each exper-
iment. Parents are chosen through stochastic uniform selection. Recombination oc-
curs via Wright’s heuristic crossover. A set percentage of children are created through
crossover, the remaining are created by mutation. This crossover rate is empirically
set to 0.7, 0.35, 0.65, and 0.7 for Gaussian, Cauchy, nonuniform, and local mutation,
respectively. These values were obtained by exercising the GA with crossover ratios
ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.05. The two most fit parents survive to the next
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generation via elite survival while the remaining population consists of children built
through crossover and mutation. The universal quality index (UQI) measuring image
quality (Wang and Bovick, 2002) defines the fitness function. UQI may range from
-1 to 1, with a value of 1 indicating perfect reconstruction.
Experiments are conducted at one level of DWT decomposition at quantization
level 64. 20 experiments are conducted for each mutation operator, using two pop-
ulation initialization routines. The first initializes individuals randomly, sampling a
uniform distribution. This technique tests the GA’s ability to sample a global search
space. The second routine creates initial individuals located near the DB4 reconstruc-
tion coefficients using Moore’s wavelet-based population initialization scheme defined
in section 4.1.4. This technique tests the GAs’ abilities to refine wavelet coefficients
when employing various mutation algorithms.
Table 5.1 presents the results using random population initialization. Though
differences in average fitness may seem small when measured in UQI, they appear
larger when using alternate error measures, such as MSE. Small standard deviations
indicate consistent performance across replications indicating that for a given oper-
ator configuration, the GA consistently identifies optimized filters of similar fitness.
Among the mutation operators, Gaussian mutation achieves the best average UQI.
The other mutation operator results are compared to the Gaussian results using the
student’s two-sized t-test at 95% confidence (α = 0.05). At this confidence threshold,
the Gaussian mutation results are superior at a significant level. The table addition-
ally provides the significance level (p-value) for each t-test and the 95% confidence
level intervals in the difference of means.
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mutation NonUniform Cauchy Local Gaussian
average 0.9744 0.92165 0.97398 0.97537
stdDev 0.00093 0.02196 0.00186 0.00012
reject null? yes yes yes baseline
significance 4.59E-05 2.71E-13 0.002 baseline
ci lower 0.0005 0.0438 0.0005 baseline
ci upper 0.0014 0.0637 0.0022 baseline
Random Population Initialization Fitness
Descriptive Statistics
t-tests (alpha = 0.05)
Table 5.1: Results of preliminary experiments comparing mutation operators when
the GA is initialized randomly. Fitness is assessed via UQI.
While the Gaussian mutation operator provides the best global search when the
GA is initialized with a random population, the local and nonuniform operators con-
sistently provide competitive levels of performance. By contrast, the Cauchy mutation
operator performs much worse than the other operators. Due to the large mutations
obtained by the Cauchy distribution; the GA does not effectively search promising
local areas of the solution space. Evolutionary search in a real-coded landscape re-
quires exploitation of promising regions of fitness to move the population to areas of
improved quality (Beyer and Deb, 2000). With equivalent parameters, Cauchy mu-
tation exhibits larger differences than Gaussian mutation between parent and child
configurations (Yao and Liu, 1996). These large mutation steps are beneficial for
some problems, but appear to hinder performance for image filter optimization.
Table 5.2 shows the GA performance under local population initialization. Again,
standard deviations are small, indicating repeated consistent performance. As with
random population initialization, the Gaussian operator provides the best mean per-
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mutation NonUniform Cauchy Local Gaussian
average 0.975405 0.973605 0.975365 0.975425
stdDev 0.00008 0.00034 0.00016 0.00006
reject null? no yes no baseline
significance 0.3275 1.87E-24 0.0842 baseline
ci lower -2.15E-05 0.0017 -0.0091 baseline
ci upper 6.26E-05 0.002 0.1374 baseline
Local Population Initialization Fitness
Descriptive Statistics
t-tests (alpha = 0.05)
Table 5.2: Results of preliminary experiments comparing mutation operators when
the GA is initialized in the local neighborhood of the Daub4 DWT−1 filter. Fitness
is assessed via UQI.
formance, though the improvement over the local and nonuniform operators is no
longer significant. T-tests indicate no statistically significant difference in average per-
formance between the Gaussian operator and either the local or nonuniform mutation
operators. As before, the Cauchy mutation operator results in the worst performance,
but it performs much better when the population is initialized in the neighborhood
of the original wavelet coefficients, since the GA is already biased toward a favorable
location in the search space. When initializing the population in the local neigh-
borhood of the DWT, the choice of mutation operators is not as important for GA
performance as long as the mutation operator restricts mutation step distances to a
reasonable level.
Collectively, these results suggest that good filter solutions are aggregated in the
neighborhood of the fitness landscape immediately surrounding the position of the orig-
inal wavelet coefficients. Among the tested mutation operators, Gaussian mutation
results in the best global search for evolved image reconstruction transforms. Nonuni-
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form, local, and Gaussian mutation all perform well for searching for improved trans-
forms in GAs initialized near the original DWT reconstruction coefficients. Whether
performing a global search or refining local solutions, the Gaussian mutation operator
using smaller mutation step probabilities in later generations allows for good search
of the solution space using GAs. In this situation, the GA exhibits improved perfor-
mance when using mutation operators that provide smaller mutation step sizes. The
Cauchy mutation operator provides larger mutation steps than alternative mutation
approaches. Due to the large mutations obtained by the Cauchy distribution, the GA
population does not effectively migrate to promising local areas of the solution space.
5.3 Crossover Operator Results and Analysis
Preliminary experiments comparing mutation operators are not conducted using satel-
lite images and results are not verified on independent test images. Nevertheless,
they demonstrate that the Gaussian mutation operator with standard deviations that
shrink by generation provides solid performance. Experiments evaluating real-coded
crossover operators employ this operator for mutation.
Experiments compare the performance of 12 recombination operators described
in section 2.3.2 as well as the performance of the GA when using Gaussian mutation
alone. Experiments use the same GA parameters employed for mutation operator
comparison; 30 GA replications are conducted for each operator. A population of
50 filters is subjected to evolutionary optimization for 500 generations. The two
most fit parents survive to the next generation via elite survival while the remaining
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operator parameters
no crossover no parameters
extended line no parameters
arithmetic no parameters
geometric no parameters
heuristic no parameters
1-Point no parameters
2-Point no parameters
uniform no parameters
UNDX no parameters
SBX eta = 1.35
PNX eta = 3.5
BLX alpha = 1.0
FR no parameters
recombination settings
Table 5.3: Empirically set parameters for recombination operators.
population consists of children built through crossover and mutation. In order to
fully test the search capabilities of the GA with each recombination operator, the
GA population is initialized randomly with each filter coefficient randomly set in the
range [-1.0, 1.0]. Hence, the GA population is not biased in the neighborhood of the
Daub4 wavelet reconstruction coefficients; any improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1
results entirely from the evolutionary search process.
9 of the 12 tested recombination operators either require no tuning parameters
or employ default operators as described in section 2.3.2. Of the remaining opera-
tors, parameters are empirically set by exercising parameters through a series of GA
optimizations and selecting the best setting for each parameter. Table 5.3 presents
the tuned parameters for each recombination operator. After parameter tuning, sim-
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Operator Rate Mean MSE
FR 0.85 159.849
SBX 0.75 159.999
Heuristic 0.75 160.037
Extended Line 0.80 161.373
BLX 0.90 162.798
Arithmetic 0.65 163.031
Uniform 0.65 163.350
2-Point 0.65 165.073
1-Point 0.75 168.404
UNDX 0.35 195.519
No Xover 0.00 203.557
Geometric 0.15 206.975
PNX 0.55 311.429
Crossover Rates
Table 5.4: Crossover rates and mean obtained MSE for each recombination operator.
ulated binary crossover (SBX) employs η = 1.35. This parameter controls how close
to parent points child points are created (Deb and Agrawal, 1995). For parent nor-
mal crossover (PNX) the η parameter is set to 3.5. As with SBX, the η parameter
controls a child’s proximity to a parent, with larger values leading to closer parent
proximity (Ballester and Carter, 2004). Finally, the blend (BLX) crossover’s α pa-
rameter is set to 0.1. This parameter controls a tradeoff during evolutionary search
between fitness exploitation and population diversity preservation (Eschelman and
Shaffer, 1993). Higher values of α lead to higher variation within the genetic popu-
lation. For each operator, crossover rates were obtained by exercising the GA with
crossover ratios ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.05. Table 5.4 presents the se-
lected crossover rate for each tested recombination operator. Note that the operators
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exhibiting strong performance use higher tuned crossover rates than the operators
exhibiting poor performance.
At quantization q = 64, the Daub4 DWT−1 reconstructs the Baghdad satellite
image with MSE = 194.078. Table 5.5 summarizes the performance of the GA using
each of the 12 tested mutation operators. Additionally, the table shows the GA’s
performance using mutation only. The mean MSE achieved across 30 GA replications
is also presented in sorted order in table 5.4. Nine of the twelve operators achieve
and average MSE better than the wavelet filter. For each of these operators, the GA
successfully obtains an image transform filter that outperforms the original Daub4
DWT−1 for each of the 30 replications. In the absence of recombination, the GA
only improves upon the wavelet filter in 40% of the replications. The use of the
remaining operators, geometric crossover, parent-centric normal crossover (PNX), and
unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX), results in deteriorated performance
compared to the use of mutation alone. The use of these operators results in mean
reconstruction filter MSEs of 206.975, 311.429, and 195.519 respectively. In each case,
some GA replications result in improvement upon the wavelet but the expected filter
performance is very poor.
The poor performance of these three recombination operators may be explained
by considering their design and intended use. Geometric recombination generates a
child at the geometric mean position of two parents. Recall from equation 2.24 that
multiplying two values and dividing the result by 2 calculates the geometric mean of
those values. This approach works well when values are defined on a log scale. For
filter evolution, the GA optimized gene values in the range [-1.0, 1.0]. Taking the
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Operator No Xover 1-Point 2-Point Uniform FR
mean MSE 203.557 168.404 165.073 163.350 159.849
stDev 33.428 8.535 4.155 2.902 0.120
median 201.224 164.357 163.790 162.877 159.813
best 160.795 160.417 160.392 160.210 159.695
worst 318.890 188.486 175.781 174.153 160.205
% Improved filters 40 100 100 100 100
mean % improvement -4.884 13.229 14.945 15.833 17.637
stDev % improvement 17.224 4.398 2.141 1.495 0.062
median % improve -3.682 15.314 15.606 16.077 17.655
min % improve -64.310 2.881 9.427 10.266 17.453
max % improve 17.149 17.344 17.357 17.451 17.716
Operator BLX PNX SBX Arithmetic
mean MSE 162.798 311.429 159.999 163.031
stDev 1.274 188.015 0.320 2.674
median 162.436 248.631 159.906 162.225
best 161.284 166.054 159.659 159.949
worst 166.615 1100.537 161.318 170.397
% Improved filters 100 16.667 100 100
mean % improvement 16.117 -60.466 17.559 15.997
stDev % improvement 0.657 96.876 0.165 1.378
median % improve 16.304 -28.109 17.068 16.412
min % improve 14.150 -467.059 16.880 12.202
max % improve 16.897 14.440 17.735 17.585
Operator ExtndLine Geometric Heuristic UNDX
mean MSE 161.373 206.975 160.037 195.519
stDev 1.343 40.786 0.236 31.673
median 161.106 194.706 159.990 186.098
best 159.936 164.538 159.719 162.229
worst 166.421 342.160 160.739 297.879
% Improved filters 100 43.333 100 60
mean % improvement 16.851 -6.645 17.540 -0.743
stDev % improvement 0.692 21.015 0.122 16.320
median % improve 16.989 -0.324 17.564 4.112
min % improve 14.251 -76.300 17.178 -53.484
max % improve 17.592 15.220 17.704 16.410
Improvement over DB4 Wavelet
Descriptive Statistics
Improvement over DB4 Wavelet
Recombination Results Summary Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Improvement over DB4 Wavelet
Descriptive Statistics
Table 5.5: Summary statistics describing experimental results comparing crossover
operators operators. Fitness is assessed via MSE.
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geometric mean of 0.01 and 0.99 within this range results in a gene value of 0.099.
The result is heavily biased toward the value with the smaller absolute magnitude.
This inherit bias misleads the genetic search. Unsurprisingly, the GA employs a very
small crossover ratio when using the geometric recombination operator, as shown in
table 5.4. Even when restricting the impact of the geometric operator by utilizing
a small crossover rate, the GA performs worse when using geometric recombination
than when no recombination operator is used. While geometric recombination may be
appropriate for some optimization problems, it is not well suited to the optimization
of wavelet-inspired image transform filters.
In the case of UNDX and PNX, both operators introduce a stochastic element to
child generation through use of the sampling of a normal distribution. Both operators
are intended for use with a small population and no additional mutation (see Ono and
Kobayashi (1997), Ono et al. (2003), (Ballester and Carter, 2004), and Ballester and
Richards (2006) for a thorough analysis of these operators and their ideal operating
conditions). In order to enable a fair comparison of recombination operators, the GA
here employs the same configuration for each operator, though this configuration may
not be ideal for UNDX and PNX. With a significant reconfiguration of the evolution-
ary algorithm, they may provide strong performance for image filter evolution but
they are not well suited to our current optimization strategy.
The nine recombination operators that consistently result in filters improving
upon the wavelet may be divided into two distinct categories. The first category
consists of operators representing simple extensions of binary crossover operators to
the real-valued optimization domain and includes uniform as well as 1 and 2-point
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recombination. These operators behave exactly as their binary counterparts except
that crossover points are calculated at the gene level instead of at a binary level (a
real-valued gene may be internally represented in a digital computer as a 32 or 64 bit
number, but a crossover point never occurs in the middle of the bits storing a given
gene).
The second category consists of GA operators designed specifically for optimiza-
tion in a real-valued context. These operators include fuzzy recombination (FR),
simulated binary crossover (SBX), heuristic crossover, extended line crossover, blend
crossover (BLX), and arithmetic crossover. Because they are designed explicitly for
real-coded optimization, one expects these operators to provide superior performance
over those operators adapted from binary counterparts.
As discussed in section 2.3, the operators designed for real-valued optimization
can reach a much wider range of gene configurations than their binary-adapted coun-
terparts because each child gene does not have to be an exact copy of one of the parent
genes. The three operators adapted from binary operators achieve mean MSEs rang-
ing from 168.404 for one-point crossover down to 163.301 for uniform crossover, rep-
resenting an average improvement of 13.229% up to 15.833% over the original Daub4
DWT−1. As expected, 2-point crossover provides improved performance over 1-point
crossover while uniform crossover exhibits better performance than both. In contrast,
the six remaining operators, each developed specifically for real-coded optimization, all
outperform the binary-adapted operators. Mean MSE for these operators ranges from
163.031 with arithmetic crossover down to 159.849 using fuzzy recombination. Im-
provements range from 15.997% up to 17.636%, respectively.
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Operator No Xover 1-Point 2-Point Uniform FR BLX PNX
non-normal? no yes no yes no yes yes
p-value 0.0554 <1.0E-10 0.0577 0.0322 0.0908 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10
unequal medians? yes yes yes yes best yes yes
p-value <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10
unequal distributions? yes yes yes yes best yes yes
p-value <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10
Operator SBX Arithmetic ExtndLine Geometric Heuristic UNDX
non-normal? yes no yes yes yes yes
p-value <1.0E-10 0.054 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 0.0228
unequal medians? yes yes yes yes yes yes
p-value 0.0242 <1.0E-10 1.46E-10 <1.0E-10 1.58E-04 <1.0E-10
unequal distributions? no yes yes yes yes yes
p-value 0.109 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 <1.0E-10 6.17E-05 <1.0E-10
Lilliefors test - goodness of fit to a normal distribution
Wilcoxon rank-sum test against best median (from FR operator)
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing equality of FR distirbution  to other distributions
Recombination Results Statistical Analysis
Wilcoxon rank-sum test against best median (from FR operator)
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing equality of FR distirbution  to other distributions
Lilliefors test - goodness of fit to a normal distribution
Table 5.6: Statistical analysis of experiments comparing recombination operators
operators. Statistical tests for normality, equivalence of medians, and equivalence of
distributions are performed. Fitness is assessed via MSE.
Among the tested operators, FR provides the best mean results, though SBX, at
a mean MSE of 159.999, provides almost identical performance. A series of hypoth-
esis tests is required to determine if the FR performance is statistically significantly
better than the performance of SBX or the other recombination operators. Table 5.6
provides a statistical analysis of the recombination operator results. Hypothesis tests
examine the MSE reconstruction values of each of the 30 filters obtained during repli-
cated GA experiments for each recombination operator. We first conduct a series of
Lilliefors tests to determine the goodness of fit of MSE results for each operator to
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a normal distribution (Lilliefors, 1967). While some results, including those of the
top-performing FR operator, fit a normal distribution well, several sets of results do
not. Because many operator results fail the Lillifors test, traditional t-tests compar-
ing means should not be performed because the t-test assumes a normal distribution
with equal variance for the samples being compared. Instead, we rely upon a pair of
non-parametric tests that are each more conservative in their estimates than standard
t-tests: a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare medians (Hollander and Wolfe, 1973)
and a Kolmogrov-Smirnov test to compare equality of distributions (Lilliefors, 1967).
Because a Wilcoxon rank-sum test compares ranks of values instead of distribu-
tions directly, it provides a more conservative estimate of the differences between two
sample sets than t-tests. Hence, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test that indicates a signifi-
cant difference of median values can be considered as a stronger conclusion than a
t-test that indicates a significant difference in means (Rosner, 2005). Because fuzzy
recombination provides the lowest median MSE, I perform pairwise comparisons of
the results obtained with other recombination operators to the FR results using the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test at a significance level α = 0.05. At this confidence level,
the FR results demonstrate a statistically significantly better median MSE than do
the results obtained using any other operator. The comparison of FR results to SBX
results obtains a p-value of 0.024, only slightly less than the test’s selected confidence
threshold α = 0.05. All other comparisons return a significantly lower p-value.
In addition to comparing the separation of medians with a rank-sum test, we com-
pare the distributions of results directly using the nonparametric Kolmogrov-Smirnov
test. This hypothesis test determines whether two sample sets may be generated from
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equivalent distributions. It makes no assumptions as to the types of distributions that
may have generated the data, it only assumes that the underlying distributions are
continuous functions (Lilliefors, 1967). Again, we use a set of pairwise comparisons
between the FR results and those obtained using other operators at a confidence level
α = 0.05. In this case, there is a significant difference in the distributions of results
between the FR operator and all other operators except for SBX. With a p-value of
0.109 for the test comparing the FR and SBX results, the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test
cannot exclude the possibility that use of the FR and SBX operators generates filters
with equivalent performance.
5.4 Observations
GAs using real-coded representations depend heavily upon the ability of their varia-
tion operators (mutation and recombination) to provide a sufficient sampling of very
large search spaces. Real-valued operators that do not sufficiently sample the search
space often exhibit deteriorated performance Ono et al. (2003). Hence, the selection
of appropriate variation operators is critical when designing GAs for military-grade
algorithm development.
Among the tested mutation operators, Gaussian mutation results in the best global
search for evolved image reconstruction transforms. Nonuniform, local, and Gaussian
mutation all perform well for searching for improved transforms in GAs initialized near
the original DWT reconstruction coefficients. Whether performing a global search or
refining local solutions, experiments demonstrate that the Gaussian mutation operator
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using successively smaller mutation step probabilities as generations progress allows
for good search of the image reconstruction filter search space.
Experiments comparing recombination operators demonstrated a few operators,
such as UNDX or PNX, are not well suited for our genetic configuration. These
operators were originally developed using small populations and execute for thou-
sands of generations (Ono and Kobayashi, 1997; Ballester and Carter, 2004). The
performance of these operators for image transform optimization may improve when
combined with an evolutionary algorithm more closely matched with their original
design than the GA employed in this investigation.
Of the remaining recombination operators, those operators developed for real-
coded optimization outperform those operators adapted from binary crossover oper-
ators for image transform filter evolution. The statistical analysis of recombination
operator performance demonstrates that FR and SBX are both very well suited to
the optimization of image reconstruction filters. In general, recombination operators
designed specifically for real-coded optimization demonstrate improved performance
over the operators naively adapted from their binary counterparts. The calculation
of children using the FR algorithm is slightly faster than with the SBX algorithm and
should be employed as the recombination operator of choice during the evolution of
image transform filters, though it remains to be determined how well the performance
of these two operators scale to the evolution of longer image transform filters.
Defense systems involving the acquisition and analysis of large amounts of data
require advanced algorithms able to retain critical information at high compression
levels when subject to quantization. GAs aid in the development of such algorithms.
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Though GAs are notoriously difficult to tune and operator selection may be difficult,
it is critical to select operators providing fast search for high quality solutions. By
replicating rigorous GA tests for evolved reconstruction filters, we are able to identify
operators providing strong performance.
Up to this point, experiments attempt to provide improved image reconstruction
through optimization of a single transform filter intended to reconstruct an entire im-
age. Different areas of images are more critical for good reconstruction than others;
further improvements may be gained via optimization of multiple transform filters
intended to optimize specific areas of images. In the next chapter, the lessons learned
thus far are applied to the design of an evolutionary approach to the optimization
of multiple image transforms targeting varying portions of images in the hopes that
cooperating image transforms provide better image reconstruction than a single op-
timized transform can alone.
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Chapter 6
Improving Reconstruction through
Edge Detection and Targeted
Evolution
This chapter presents a novel approach to the improved reconstruction of the edges
of objects within an image through use of edge-targeted optimization. After a discus-
sion of the need for improved edge reconstruction, the methods developed to achieve
improvement near edges is presented. Experiments are conducted to demonstrate
and verify improved reconstruction both near edges and in the remaining areas of
an image. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the results obtained in this
investigation.
The research efforts presented in chapters 4 and 5 focuses on evolving reconstruc-
tion filters that outperform the Daub4 DWT reconstruction of an image when the
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Daub4 decomposed signal is subject to quantization. For example, the sample satel-
lite image of the U.S. Air Force museum shown in figure 6.1 (left). To the right is
the same image after Daub4 decomposition, quantization with a step size of 64, and
Daub4 reconstruction. Decomposition and reconstruction employ a single MRA level.
             
              Original Image                             Quantized & Reconstructed 
Figure 6.1: Satellite views of the U.S. Air Force museum. The original image is on
the left; the right image has been decomposed and reconstructed with a Daub4 DWT
filter subject to a quantization step size of 64.
Figure 6.2 shows the intensity in error after Daub4 reconstruction. Darker pixels
indicate greater amounts of error, defined as the absolute value difference in pixel
intensities between the original image and the reconstructed image. Observe that the
error is fairly evenly distributed across the entire image, though the most severe error
occurs near the edges of the planes and hangers. The Daub4 wavelet achieves 138.13
MSE. A filter evolved to improve on the Daub4 reconstruction reduces error in the
low-spatial frequency areas of the image at the cost of increased error in the high-
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spatial frequency areas (i.e. the edges of objects). As an example, see figure 6.3. This
image depicts the areas of error between the reconstructed image using an evolved
filter. As with the wavelet-reconstructed image, the greatest error occurs near the
edges of objects, such as the edges of planes and hangars. The evolved filter improves
the MSE to 107.54, an reduction of 22.15%, at the expense of increased error at the
edges of objects. Ideally, evolved filters increase the amount of intelligence that can
be gathered from reconnaissance images, so this behavior is not desired. Thus, the
objective of this chapter is to discuss the development of an approach to reduce the
reconstruction error near the edges of objects within the reconstructed image without
increasing error in the low-spatial frequency areas of the object.
6.1 Methodology
Specific structures and algorithms employed and developed in this chapter include
satellite image set benchmarks, genetic algorithm filter evolution, edge detection,
binary edge mask generation, and image reconstruction strategies. All these compo-
nents are critical to improving image reconstruction near object edges.
6.1.1 Satellite Image Set
Images obtained during reconnaissance missions typically require analysis by intel-
ligence experts. Objects within images must be identified with a high degree of
accuracy, requiring the highest resolution possible. Mission conditions may result in
a loss of resolution due to bandwidth restrictions requiring quantization or data loss
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Figure 6.2: Errors in the reconstruction of the USAF museum image after reconstruc-
tion with a Daub4 DWT filter subject to a quantization step size of 64. Darker pixels
represent larger errors.
due to noise induced by interference. The development of image transforms preserv-
ing object resolution to the best possible degree requires training images that may be
obtained by satellites, UAVs or other observation platforms. This chapter employs
the set of 50 publicly available high resolution satellite images described in chapter 3.
This image set is sufficiently large to provide a robust training and validation testbed
for the image reconstruction strategies presently developed. Each image is a 512 by
512 pixel black and white image that has been adjusted for maximum contrast. All
images represent locations of potential interest to defense and security applications,
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Figure 6.3: Errors in the reconstruction of the USAF museum image after reconstruc-
tion with a GA-evolved filter subject to a quantization step size of 64. Darker pixels
represent larger errors.
including cities, airports, military installations, and important landmarks. This image
set is described in detail in Peterson et al. (2007). These images are selected because
they contain objects whose shapes must be preserved for identification by intelligence
experts or object recognition algorithms, and hence provide appropriate training im-
ages for the development of transforms preserving object edge resolution. Figure 6.4
shows four representative images used from this image set. The top left image of the
U.S. Air Force Museum in Dayton, Ohio contains aircraft, two hangers, and a third
under construction. The top right image shows buildings near downtown Baghdad,
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Figure 6.4: Sample satellite images used in mask determination experiments. Top left:
USAF museum. Top right: Baghdad, Iraq. Bottom left: B-52s at Davis-Monthan
U.S. Air Force base. Bottom right: Wright-Patterson U.S. Air Force base.
Iraq. At the bottom right, various B-52 aircraft are seen at the Davis-Monthan U.S.
Air Force base near Tucson, Arizona. The final image depicts various buildings and a
portion of a runway at Wright-Patterson U.S. Air Force base in Dayton, Ohio. These
four images are employed in initial experiments described in section 6.2 for the de-
velopment of a robust algorithm for edge-targeted image transformations. The entire
set of 50 images is employed in the validation experiments described in sections 6.3
and 6.4.
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6.1.2 Filter Evolution
To demonstrate improvement over previously published techniques, this research in-
vestigation employs the same genetic algorithm parameters utilized during the vari-
ation operator experiments presented in chapter 5. Each experiment evolves a pop-
ulation of 50 filters for 500 generations without early termination. Because Daub4
wavelet reconstruction filters are defined by eight real-valued coefficients, the GA
employs a chromosome of eight double precision coefficients, replacing the original
Daub4 DWT−1 coefficients to define a new image reconstruction filter. Darwinian
principles of natural selection are applied through use of a recombination operator to
swap genetic material between solutions and a mutation operator to introduce ran-
dom perturbations throughout the population at each generation. Each generation,
the GA copies the two fittest individuals into the next generation. Recombination
and mutation are used to create 70% and 30% of the remaining offspring in each gen-
eration, respectively. The relatively high rate of mutation is empirically determined
from initial experiments.
Recombination consists of Wright’s heuristic crossover (see equation 2.26) (Wright,
1991) in which a child lies on the line between the two parents, closer one of two se-
lected parents with the better fitness. 1 Parents are chosen using stochastic uniform
selection. This operator is specifically intended for use with real-valued chromosomes.
The standard initialization operator randomly creates genes using a random uniform
1Because the research presented in this chapter was conducted in parallel with the variation op-
erator research presented in chapter 5, better performing variation operators such as fuzzy recombi-
nation and simulated binary crossover had not yet been identified. Heuristic crossover demonstrated
adequate performance in preliminary experimentation (see chapter 4 and thus is used here.
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distribution in the range [-1,1]. Mutation adds a random value taken from a Gaus-
sian distribution centered at a randomly chosen parent with a variance of 0.5 at the
first generation. The mutation shrinks in successive generations. These experiments
additionally employ Moore’s population initialization operator in which the initial
population includes one chromosome consisting of original Daub4 reconstruction co-
efficients. The remaining individuals are copies of the original wavelet coefficients
multiplied by a small random factor. Additionally, 5% of the Daub4 coefficients are
negated.
The GA only evolves reconstruction filters. Before a GA run, the training image
is decomposed using the original Daub4 wavelet decomposition filter. The result-
ing signal is subjected to severe data loss via quantization. Experiments employ a
quantization level q = 64. Resulting values are dequantized via multiplication by 64
before reconstruction. While a genetic algorithm is capable of identifying improved
filters at multiple levels of resolution (Peterson et al. (2006); Moore (2005a)), this
investigation employs a single level of MRA image decomposition and reconstruction
to enable faster GA performance.
During fitness evaluation previously decomposed images are reconstructed with a
candidate filter using the inverse discrete wavelet transform function for 2-dimensional
reconstruction found in Matlab’s Wavelet Toolbox. This function accepts a set of filter
coefficients that replace the original Daub4 DWT−1 coefficients. The fitness function
determines the similarity of a reconstructed image to the original via mean square
error. The GA seeks to improve image reconstruction by minimizing MSE.
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6.1.3 Edge Detection and Mask Generation
Because the greatest error in images reconstructed with evolved filters occurs near
the edges of objects, the first step to counter this effect is to isolate these edges using
an edge detection algorithm. Such algorithms typically isolate edges by identifying
areas in the image containing significant transitions in pixel intensities. Classic edge
detection algorithms include the Roberts cross detector (Roberts, 1965), the Sobel
detector (Sobel, 1970), the Canny detector (Canny, 1986), the vector-gradient de-
tector (DiZenzo, 1986), and the 3X3 difference vector detector (Yang, 1995), among
many others. These algorithms take a variety of approaches for edge identification.
The Sobel detector performs a 2-D spacial gradient convolution using a pair of 3x3
convolution kernels. The kernels respond maximally to edges running vertically and
horizontally relative to the pixel grid. We use an edge detector developed by Devinder
Kaur and her student Liang Ying at the University of Toledo. This edge detector was
developed through a neuro-fuzzy training of a Sugeno-type fuzzy inference system to
improve the response in non-pixel axis directions of a Sobel-inspired operator (Kaur
and Ying, 2006)2. We refer to this operator as the fuzzy edge detector, though other
fuzzy logic-based edge detection algorithms may be found in the literature (Tizhoosh,
1997). Figure 6.5 shows the edges in the USAF museum image identified by the fuzzy
edge detector.
Once the edges of an image have been isolated, the GA evolves a filter to recon-
struct the portions of an image near edges. A binary mask image is created from the
2Dr. Kaur’s fuzzy edge detector has not been formally published. In principal, any appropriate
edge detection algorithm may be applied in this research.
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Figure 6.5: Edges in the USAF museum image detected using the fuzzy edge detector.
edge image by setting a pixel threshold. Pixels darker than the given threshold in the
edge image are set to black in the mask, enveloping the edges. The remaining pixels
are white. The black portions of the mask are used to select a portion of the original
training image to consider during fitness evaluation. Figure 6.6 shows the masks gen-
erated with a threshold of 88 for the four training images shown in figure 6.4. These
masks are employed as described in the following section to control the evolution of
image filters designed to improve the resolution of reconstructed images either near
object edges or in the remaining portions of images.
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Figure 6.6: Masks for each test image at threshold 88.
6.1.4 Image Reconstruction
Figure 6.7 demonstrates our proposed method for image reconstruction using evolved
filters. The original image is decomposed with a discrete wavelet transform and
then subjected to a desired amount of quantization. Simultaneously, the image is
subjected to an edge detection algorithm. The resulting edge image is converted to a
binary mask. In a deployed image processing system, both the quantized image signal
and the binary mask are subjected to lossless encoding, such as Huffman encoding
Huffman (1952), and then transmitted. The receiving system decodes the quantized
signal and the mask, and decodes the signal. The image is reconstructed using two
evolved image filters, the first having been evolved to reduce error near object edges,
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the second evolved to reduce error either across the entire image or specifically in
areas not adjacent to object edges. The reconstruction algorithm employs the binary
mask to select the appropriate portions of each preliminary reconstructed image, and
combines them into a single final image.
During evolution of the filter designed to reduce error near edges, the entire train-
ing image is reconstructed, but fitness is only calculated at the pixel positions located
within the black portions of the mask enclosing the edges identified by the edge de-
tection algorithm for the provided training image. This approach forces the GA to
evolve a filter that improves image reconstruction near object edges. Section 6.3
describes the development of this filter. The filter used to reconstruct the remaining
areas of images may be optimized to either reduce error across an entire image or to
specifically reduce the error in the portions of an image not adjacent to object edges
(not selected by the binary mask). These two approaches are contrasted in section
6.4. For clarity filters evolved using the entire image are referred to as globally evolved
filters and to filters evolved using the edge-enclosing masks as locally evolved filters.
Locally evolved filters are optimized either for the edge-adjacent or non-edge-adjacent
portions of images.
6.2 Preliminary Experiments
The edge detection algorithm generates a greyscale image isolating the edges within a
satellite image as shown in figure 6.5. Edges are then isolated through the generation
of a binary mask separating dark pixels from light pixels in the edge image. Initial
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Figure 6.7: Image decomposition and reconstruction with evolved filters targeting
edge-adjacent and non-edge-adjacent portions of images.
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experiments seek to identify an appropriate pixel shade threshold for binary mask
generation that ultimately provides improved image reconstruction near object edges.
Preliminary analysis indicates a reduction in MSE using appropriate mask threshold
determination on selected satellite images.
6.2.1 Mask Threshold Determination
The creation of the binary mask used to isolate the edge portions of the training
image requires a set threshold. This threshold dictates the required strength of the
edge detection output for a given pixel position to be considered part of an edge for
the mask. In the range [0 − 255], lower thresholds select fewer areas of the image
as edges. Higher thresholds enclose a larger percentage of the training image. To
determine an appropriate setting for the edge threshold, several GA runs are con-
ducted using the U.S. Air Force museum image in the upper left corner of figure 6.4.
At a quantization level of 64 and one level of decomposition, the MSE of the image
reconstructed using the Daub4 DWT−1 is 138.13. A globally evolved filter, used as
a baseline for comparison, achieves a reconstruction MSE of 106.108 representing a
reduction of 23.18%. Local filters for the reconstruction of object edges are evolved
using edge masks generated at various threshold settings ranging from 48 up to 192.
Recall that during evolution, MSE fitness is only assessed near the object edges of
the training image as indicated by the mask created at the given threshold. At each
threshold, the locally evolved filter response is compared to the Daub4 DWT−1 re-
sponse and the globally evolved filter response for the edge portions of the training
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Figure 6.8: % MSE improvement in masked region of edge-evolved filter against
Daub4 wavelet (dashed) and globally evolved filter (dotted).
image isolated by the mask.
The % reductions in MSE of the local filter against the global filter and the wavelet
are plotted in figure 6.8. The local filters exhibit a reduction typically ranging between
14% and 16% against the Daub4 wavelet. Against the globally evolved filter, the
local filters demonstrate an improvement of 21.30% at a conservative threshold of 48.
The degree of improvement steadily declines as the threshold increases but remains
significant at thresholds below 120. This makes sense because at low thresholds, only
dark positions of the edge detection algorithm, indicating large intensity transitions
between neighboring pixels (strong edges) are encompassed by the mask images. At
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Figure 6.9: % MSE improvement across the entire image using combined reconstruc-
tion over reconstruction with globally evolved filter only.
higher thresholds, the masks are less selective and encompass larger portions of the
image. The two plots cross at a threshold of 112; at this point the responses of the
wavelet and the globally evolved filter are approximately equal. From this point, the
wavelet outperforms the global filter in the mask-encompassed portion of the image to
an increasing degree as the threshold decreases. The reverse is true as the threshold
increases. This confirms that the globally evolved filter, while reducing error across
the entire image, actually increases reconstruction error near object edges. However,
the locally evolved filters provide consistent improvement near object edges.
Figure 6.9 plots the overall reduction in MSE with the image reconstructed using
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the combined locally and globally evolved filters versus the globally evolved filter alone
at each tested threshold level. Improvement ranges from 1.98% to 2.25% at thresholds
under 120, with the best performance coming at a threshold of 104. At this threshold,
the MSE reduces from 106.11 to 103.72, a reduction of 2.25%. While this may not
seem to be a significant improvement across the entire image, this improvement occurs
strictly near object edges, such as building outlines or aircraft profiles. The portions
of the image most critical for intelligence analysis demonstrate significantly improved
reconstruction.
6.2.2 Performance on Selected Satellite Images
The results above demonstrate trends in filter response, but because each is the result
of a single GA run on a single image, statistically sound conclusions may not yet be
drawn. In order to assess the performance of the proposed technique on a wider
range of conditions, replicated GA experiments are conducted at multiple threshold
levels for the four satellite images presented in figure 6.4. For each image, a global
reconstruction filter is evolved, as well as an edge-isolated local filter using masks
created at threshold levels 48, 88, and 104 in a single experimental replication. Fifteen
total replications are conducted for each image. The responses of the wavelet, the
globally evolved filter, and the locally evolved filter are recorded at each threshold
level for the mask-enclosed portion of the image.
Table 6.1 presents the MSE of each image reconstructed with the Daub4 DWT−1
and the average MSE achieved with the globally evolved filters across all replications.
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image wavelet avg std avg std
AF museum 151.25 120.22 1.11 20.51 0.71
Baghdad 194.08 159.89 0.23 17.62 0.12
B-52s 123.46 99.87 1.66 19.10 1.35
WPAFB 152.62 131.90 1.31 13.57 0.86
MSE of db4 Wavelet and Globally Evolved Filters
% improvementglobal filter
Table 6.1: MSE of images reconstructed with Daub4 wavelet and globally evolved
filters.
image 48 88 104
AF museum 5.738 9.349 11.275
Baghdad 24.664 36.481 41.557
B-52s 8.226 12.281 14.226
WPAFB 12.144 17.768 20.415
% of image enclosed by mask
threshold
Table 6.2: % of images covered by masks created at each threshold.
Evolved filters reduce MSE by between 13.57% and 20.51% on average, depending on
the image. The masks created for each threshold encompass varying amounts of the
training images. Table 6.2 provides the % of each image enclosed by the masks for
each threshold value. The masks for the Baghdad image encompass between 24.67
and 41.56% of the image; as seen in figure 6.6 (top right). The large number of
structures in this image lead to a large number of edges in the image. The remaining
images are much more edge sparse, with the Air Force museum image containing the
smallest percent covered by the edge mask.
The locally evolved filters are compared within the mask-enclosed regions for each
image in table 6.3. This table shows the average reduction of MSE over the wavelet
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(top) and over the evolved filters (bottom) for the given image. The best result and
any results not statistically significantly different are shown in bold for each image.
T-tests at significance level α = 0.05 provides assessments of the differences between
results. Within the mask-enclosed region, the local filters perform very well compared
to the wavelet. The threshold value does not appear to strongly influence performance
for the given images. The local filters demonstrate the best performance at a thresh-
old of 104 for two images, and only slightly lower than the best performance for the
two remaining images. Compared to the globally evolved filters, the local filters show
significantly improved results for three of four images, with the best performance typ-
ically coming at a threshold of 48, consistent with the plot in figure 6.8 demonstrating
greater improvement over the globally evolved filter at smaller threshold values. The
locally evolved filters provide only minor improvement over the global filters for the
Baghdad image. Recall from table 6.2 this image contains the greatest degree of
edge transitions. Filters trained on this image exert a relatively large amount of
selective pressure on filters providing improved reconstruction near object edges. Im-
ages containing fewer edges provide less evolutionary pressure, preferring improved
reconstruction across the entire image at the expense of reconstruction near edges.
Table 6.4 shows MSE improvement when combining the global and local filters for
reconstruction. The top portion shows improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 when
the mask-covered portion of the image is reconstructed with the local filter and the
remainder with the wavelet. Because masks enclose a small portion of each image,
improvement is modest. These small gains are measured across the entire image,
though all improvement comes near edges. The greatest error reduction comes for the
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threshold
image avg std avg std avg std
AF museum 10.90 0.36 13.55 0.32 13.69 0.32
Baghdad 18.23 0.03 18.2 0.03 18.00 0.11
B-52s 22.51 0.16 22.32 0.18 22.03 0.17
WPAFB 11.65 0.28 12.20 0.35 12.55 0.32
threshold
image avg std avg std avg std
AF museum 24.06 3.51 20.36 3.11 18.7 3.14
Baghdad 1.13 0.29 0.78 0.25 0.59 0.28
B-52s 13.97 4.31 14.04 5.05 12.85 3.92
WPAFB 11.10 2.63 9.48 2.18 8.75 2.24
% Improvement in mask region
over wavelet using local filters
48 88 104
% Improvement in mask region
over global filters using local filters
48 88 104
Table 6.3: Mean % MSE reduction in area enclosed by masks using combined filter
reconstruction.
Baghdad image, containing the largest mask coverage. The best improvement comes
at a mask threshold of 104 for each image, consistent with the trends illustrated in
figure 6.9. The lower portion of table 6.4 provides results seen for reconstruction
using both local and global evolved filters over use of globally-evolved filters alone.
The Baghdad image demonstrates the smallest improvements; this image provides
sufficient selection pressure for edge reconstruction as a training image. The remaining
images show reconstruction improvement of between 2.22 and 3.41%, even though a
relatively small portion of each image is covered by the mask. The best improvements
typically occur at the 104 threshold, where a larger amount of image coverage provides
greater room for improvement.
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threshold
image avg std avg std avg std
AF museum 1.00 0.03 1.59 0.04 1.86 0.04
Baghdad 5.75 0.01 8.18 0.01 9.08 0.09
B-52s 3.19 0.02 4.58 0.04 5.13 0.04
WPAFB 2.02 0.05 2.99 0.09 3.43 0.18
threshold
image avg std avg std avg std
AF museum 2.69 0.51 3.28 0.62 3.41 0.69
Baghdad 0.36 0.09 0.35 0.12 0.31 0.12
B-52s 2.23 0.77 3.08 1.02 3.35 1.13
WPAFB 2.22 0.58 2.57 0.67 2.70 0.74
% Improvement in whole image
over wavelet using combined filters
48 88 104
% Improvement in whole image
over global filters using combined filters
48 88 104
Table 6.4: Mean % MSE reduction of entire images using combined filter reconstruc-
tion.
6.3 Reconstruction Adjacent to Edges
Because image transforms evolved for global reconstruction of an entire image demon-
strate increased error near object edges, we place emphasis upon the reduction of
reconstruction error near edges. The evolution of a robust image filter for near-edge
reconstruction requires the identification of training images that result in filters that
perform well on the reconstruction of unseen images. 50 GA runs are conducted to
evolve filters for near-edge reconstruction. Each run employs one of the 50 unique
available satellite images as the training image. Images are referenced according to
their number in the satellite image set as reported in appendix A; the first image
is referred to as sat01, up through sat50. The GA attempts to minimize the MSE
within the edge-adjacent portions of the training image during filter evolution. After
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optimization, the resulting reconstruction filter’s performance is assessed across all
50 satellite images. Observations suggest that the abundance of object edges within
a training image may influence its performance as a training image. For each evolved
filter, figure 6.10 plots the average % MSE reduction near edges compared to the
Daub4 DWT−1 filter obtained across all 50 images plotted against the % of that fil-
ter’s training image enclosed by the binary edge detection mask obtained at a mask
generation threshold of 88 (see section 6.2). From this plot, we observe that there is
a loose correlation between training image edge abundance and the performance of
that image’s corresponding evolved filter performance. Training images with fewer
than 10% of their pixels near object edges perform significantly worse than the Daub4
DWT−1 filter. On the other hand, several images with greater than 25% of pixels
near edges result in filters providing an average MSE reconstruction improvement
near edges of approximately 17%. Not all images with an abundance of pixels near
edges provide strong performance as training images, however. It appears that the
abundance of pixels near object edges is an important factor in the training perfor-
mance of images, but there may be other important factors as yet unidentified that
play an important role in training image performance as well.
Images in the satellite set are also ranked according to their reconstruction diffi-
culty as test images. For each test image, the % MSE improvement over the DWT−1
filter is averaged across each of the 50 evolved transform filters. The average improve-
ment for each test image is plotted against the % of pixels near edges in figure 6.11.
Some images are very difficult for the evolved filters to reconstruct, while others
demonstrate an average improvement of nearly 10% over the DWT−1 filter regardless
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Figure 6.10: Scatterplot of MSE % improvement in edge-adjacent portions of train-
ing images against % of training images adjacent to object edges. Improvement is
averaged across all test images.
of the evolved filter used. Based on the seemingly random distribution of points in the
plot, there does not appear to be any correlation between an image’s edge abundance
and its difficulty as a reconstruction test case.
A single GA run using each training image enables an initial ranking of the train-
ing images, but is insufficient to identify a single best image. To identify a single best
training image for edge-adjacent reconstruction, 30 GA replications are performed
for each of the five best initially-ranked training images. 30 replications provide a
sufficient sampling to enable a robust statistical analysis of the results. For each
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Figure 6.11: Scatterplot of MSE % improvement in edge-adjacent portions of test
images against % of test images adjacent to object edges. Improvement is averaged
across filters evolved for reconstructing the edge-adjacent portions of images.
replication, the average performance of the evolved filter is assessed as the average
percentage reduction of MSE for reconstruction in the binary mask-enclosing areas
of each of the 50 satellite images. Table 6.5 reports statistics collected across all 30
replications for each image. Image sat30 provides the best mean and median per-
formance as a training image. Filters evolves using this image provide an average
MSE reduction of 17.02% across all images in the satellite set for the reconstruction
of pixels near object edges. We conducted a series of hypothesis tests comparing the
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results of the sat30 training replications with the replications obtained for each of
the other top-ranked training images. All tests are conducted at a confidence level
α = 0.05. Lilliefors tests determine the normality of the replicated results. Only the
results for the sat39 training image do not strongly confirm to a normal distribution,
though with a p-value of 0.0423, they only slightly fail this test. Since the results of
all replication sets are largely normal, We compare the mean values of results using
standard two-sided t-tests. The medians are compared using the more conservative
non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, and compare the distributions directly us-
ing the non-parametric Kolmogrov-Smirnov test. The results of these tests indicate
that while the sat30 image provides the best performance for training edge-targeted
reconstruction filters, the sat17 image provides statistically equivalent performance.
The remaining three training images demonstrate strong performance, but do not
provide as great of an improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 filter for reconstructing
near-edge pixels.
One of the replications obtained using the sat30 training image provides the best
observed chromosome for the reconstruction of images near edges. The corresponding
low and high frequency reconstruction filter coefficients are as follows:
LowR = {0.4794, 0.7915, 0.2302,−0.0892}
HighR = {−0.2013,−0.0246, 0.6493,−0.2917} (6.1)
Across all 50 satellite images, this filter reduces the MSE of pixels reconstructed
near object edges by an average of 17.10% over the Daub4 DWT−1 filter with a
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sat39 sat30 sat36 sat37 sat17
mean 16.5674 17.0209 16.8650 16.9424 17.0007
std 0.1020 0.0649 0.0872 0.1068 0.0669
median 16.5308 17.0372 16.8517 16.9631 16.9959
min 16.3655 16.8506 16.7011 16.6651 16.8517
max 16.7980 17.1032 17.0610 17.0849 17.0926
normal? no yes yes yes yes
p-value 0.0423 0.0730 0.4232 0.1732 0.1893
no best no no yes
2.71E-28 1.08E-10 1.10E-03 0.2400
ci low 0.4093 0.1162 0.0328 -0.0139
ci high 4.98E-01 1.96E-01 1.24E-01 0.0543
unequal medians? yes best yes yes no
p-value 3.02E-11 2.83E-08 1.80E-03 0.1958
unequal distributions? yes best yes yes no
p-value 1.80E-14 1.11E-08 0.0259 0.0550
Near-Edge Reconstruction Validation Results
Training Image
Lilliefors test - goodness of fit to a normal distribution
2-sided t-test against best mean (from sat30)
equal means?
p-value
Wilcoxon rank-sum test against best median (from sat30)
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test comparing equality of distributions
Table 6.5: Results of replicated GA experiments comparing performance of filters
evolved using the top 5 ranked training images for reconstruction of edge-adjacent
portions of satellite images. Evolved filter performance is assessed as the average
MSE % improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 filter across all test images. Statistics
are assessed over 30 GA replications for each training image.
standard deviation of 1.66%. The worst improvement was 12.69%, with improvement
reaching as high as 20.91%. This consistent performance demonstrates that the evolved
filter is well suited for the reconstruction of unseen images, and is not the result of
overtraining by the genetic algorithm for the provided training image.
Image transform filters optimized for reconstruction near edges provide improved
resolution for the objects within edges. Thus far, the remainder of the image has
been reconstructed either with the original wavelet filter or a filter optimized for the
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reconstruction of the entire image. Instead, we suggest the optimization of a second
reconstruction filter to complement the filter optimized for near-edge reconstruction.
The second filter is optimized for the reconstruct those remaining portions of images
not located adjacent to edges.
6.4 Reconstruction Nonadjacent to Edges
In chapters 4 and 5, reconstruction filters are evolved to provide improved reconstruc-
tion for entire satellite images, with no particular emphasis upon the reconstruction
of pixels near object edges. The following experiments follow the same experimental
framework presented in chapter 5, with 30 GA replications comparing the perfor-
mance of the 5 top-ranked training images for global reconstruction filter evolution.
The best filter coefficients replacing the Daub4 DWT−1 obtained for global image
reconstruction are:
LowR = {0.4702, 0.7654, 0.2373,−0.0620}
HighR = {−0.1979,−0.0316, 0.6372,−0.2921} (6.2)
The performance of globally evolved filters provides significant improvement over
the Daub4 DWT−1 filter under conditions subject to quantization error (Peterson
et al., 2006). In the areas of images not selected by the edge detection mask (not
adjacent to object edges), the filter shown in equation 6.2 reduces the MSE by an
average of 14.98% with a standard deviation of 2.12%. While this filter may provide
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sufficient performance for the reconstruction of pixels not adjacent to edges, a series
of experiments are conducted to determine whether filters evolved only to improve
non-edge adjacent reconstruction provide improved reconstruction.
In these experiments fitness is assessed by the GA as the reconstruction error only
in pixels not covered by the binary edge detection masks. As before, an initial set of
50 GA runs evolve filters using each of the satellite images for training. The top-5
initially ranked training images are each used in a set of 30 replicated GA experiments.
The results of these experiments are summarized in table 6.6. In this case, all five
replication sets pass a Lilliefors test for normality. The sat08 image provides the best
training performance, resulting in an average improvement of 15.87% with a standard
deviation of 0.18% across all 50 satellite images. A series of hypothesis tests comparing
the sat08 replication results to the results obtained for the other best-ranked training
images demonstrate that the sat31 and sat04 training images provide statistically
equivalent performance. Any of these three images provide strong performance for
the training of filters designed for reconstructing the pixels in an image.
One of the filters obtained using sat04 as a training image provides the best
observed performance for reconstruction away from edges. The coefficients for this
filter are:
LowR = {0.4593, 0.7322, 0.2493,−0.0253}
HighR = {−0.1858,−0.0130, 0.6700,−0.2692} (6.3)
Across the entire set of 50 satellite images, this filter achieves a 16.18% mean MSE
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sat31 sat46 sat08 sat40 sat04
mean 15.8129 15.5125 15.8658 15.5387 15.8402
std 0.1523 0.3088 0.1858 0.3772 0.1991
median 15.8152 15.5779 15.9272 15.5285 15.8805
min 15.5024 14.9464 15.5048 14.612 15.3939
max 16.066 15.9983 16.1329 16.0081 16.1814
normal? yes yes yes yes yes
p-value p>0.5 0.2199 0.733 0.1433 0.1073
yes no best no yes
0.2325 1.45E-06 7.57E-05 0.6088
ci low -0.0349 0.2216 0.1734 -0.0739
ci high 0.1407 4.85E-01 4.81E-01 0.1251
unequal medians? no yes best yes no
p-value 0.2116 8.88E-06 2.68E-04 0.5997
unequal distributions? no yes best yes no
p-value 0.2003 2.02E-04 6.16E-04 0.342
equal means?
2-sided t-test against best mean (from sat08)
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test comparing equality of distributions
Non-Edge Reconstruction Validation Results
p-value
Training Image
Wilcoxon rank-sum test against best median (from sat08)
Lilliefors test - goodness of fit to a normal distribution
Table 6.6: Results of replicated GA experiments comparing performance of filters
evolved using the top 5 ranked training images for reconstruction of non-edge-adjacent
portions of satellite images. Evolved filter performance is assessed as the average MSE
% improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 filter across all test images. Statistics are
assessed over 30 GA replications for each training image.
improvement with a 2.52% standard deviation in the areas of the images not covered
by their respective binary edge masks. The median improvement is 16.65%, with a
minimum and maximum improvement of 7.81% and 20.54% respectively. This filter
outperforms the best globally evolved filter shown in equation 6.2 by an average of
1.42% in the reconstruction of pixels not adjacent to object edges, with a standard
deviation of 1.70%. The maximum improvement is 6.24%. This filter outperforms the
globally evolved filter for 37 of the 50 satellite images. Among the images for which the
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global filter exhibits better improvement, its performance is not greater than 1.65%
better than this filter. In general, the filter optimized for the reconstruction of non-
edge-adjacent pixels provides improved reconstruction over a globally evolved filter.
These results justify the use of two locally evolved filters for image reconstruction,
one for the reconstruction of the image covered by the binary edge mask, and the
other for the remainder of the image.
6.5 Discussion of Edge-Targeted Optimization
The image reconstruction scheme illustrated in figure 6.7 requires two separate evolved
reconstruction filters, one for reconstruction of the image near object edges and the
other for reconstruction away from edges. The filters presented in equations 6.1
and 6.3 are optimized to reconstruct the edge-adjacent and non-edge adjacent por-
tions of images respectively. Using these combined filters to reconstruct all of the
satellite images results in a mean MSE improvement of 16.53% with a standard devi-
ation of 1.91%. The improvement ranges from a minimum of 8.94% up to a maximum
of 20.59%. In contrast, the best globally evolved filter in equation 6.2 only provides
a mean improvement of 15.21% with a standard deviation of 1.78%. Overall im-
provement with the global filter ranged from 8.83% up to 19.04%. Our proposed
image reconstruction approach utilizing edge and non-edge-targeted optimized filters
improves upon the performance of both the Daub4 DWT−1 filter and the best iden-
tified globally-evolved filter. By utilizing filters optimized for high-spacial frequency
changes for reconstruction near edges and filters optimized for low-spacial frequency
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Figure 6.12: The five best training images for filter evolution of edge-adjacent image
portion reconstruction.
changes for non-edge-adjacent edges, we are able to realize better reconstruction res-
olution than a single filter optimized for an entire image permits.
The successful optimization of robust image transforms requires the careful se-
lection of an appropriate image for training during evolution. The scatter plot in
figure 6.10 demonstrates the importance of training image selection. Several training
images result in filters that fail to improve upon the performance of the standard in-
verse wavelet transform in the reconstruction of the collected satellite images. This is
due to overtraining by the genetic algorithm. The GA discovers a filter that provides
strong reconstruction of the supplied training image, but the resulting filter does not
generalize well to the remaining satellite images and may provide significantly worse
performance than the wavelet.
Though we recognize the importance of training image selection to the ultimate
performance of the resulting evolved image filters, the identification of salient image
features governing an image’s suitability for GA training remains an open research
question. Figure 6.12 shows the five best training images for near-edge reconstruction
filter optimization, while figure 6.13 shows the five worst images. Filters trained upon
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Figure 6.13: The five worst training images for filter evolution of edge-adjacent image
portion reconstruction.
Figure 6.14: The five best training images for filter evolution of non-edge-adjacent
image portion reconstruction.
the best images provide strong performance across the entire satellite image set. In
contrast, filters trained using the worst images demonstrate very poor performance.
Likewise, the five best training images for evolution of non-edge-adjacent filters shown
in figure 6.14 each have good detail and strong contrast, while the worst training image
for non-edge-adjacent filters in figure 6.15 contain large areas with very little detail.
While there appears to be a loose correlation between performance and the number
of near-edge pixels in the training image (see figure 6.10), there are likely other factors
at play as well. These factors may include the distribution of light and dark pixel
intensities in the image, the shape and direction of long and short object edges, or the
rotational axis of the training image relative to the distribution of object edges. The
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Figure 6.15: The five worst training images for filter evolution of non-edge-adjacent
image portion reconstruction.
good training images tend to contain many small boxed objects such as houses, oil
storage tanks, and hangers, while the poor training edges contain fewer buildings. The
distribution of buildings/small geometric objects may influence an image’s training
performance in an as yet unforseen manner. Future research should focus upon the
factors impacting an image’s suitability as a GA training sample. This may lead to
the identification of improved training samples outside of the current image database,
and thus leading to greater performance from evolved image filters.
Existing techniques of filter evolution potentially provide significant improvement
over standard wavelet transforms, but they may increase the error present near the
edges of objects. Image processing applications such as target recognition and in-
telligence gathering cannot afford this resolution loss in the most critical sections of
the image. The use of an edge detection algorithm and an edge-enclosing mask al-
lows the evolution of reconstruction filters that improve the reconstruction resolution
near object edges by as much as 20% under conditions subject to high quantization
error. Likewise, filters evolved with emphasis upon the reconstruction of pixels not
adjacent to object edges outperform existing filter optimization techniques through
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the remaining portions of images. By ignoring edges, such filters demonstrate an
improved response over globally evolved filters to the edge-sparse portions of images.
Reconstruction combining filters optimized for near edge and non-edge adjacent per-
formance provides a robust reconstruction algorithm suitable for applications requiring
maximum object resolution while maintaining maximal compression ratios.
Results indicate that there may exist a correlation between the degree of edges
within an image and the potential improvement a locally evolved filter may provide.
Future experiments should focus on images containing a wide range of edge sparse-
ness or abundance while studying the influence of other image properties upon a given
image’s suitability as a training sample. Experiments should focus on the determina-
tion of appropriate mask creation thresholds for images of various edge abundance.
These experiments should lead to the development of a system that given an image,
determines the appropriate threshold setting and selection of appropriate filters from
a library of previously evolved filters.
Recent related research has focused upon the optimization of image transform fil-
ters of greater length and complexity, designed to outperform wavelets at greater levels
of multiple resolution analysis regardless of quantization level (Babb et al., 2007). As
the complexity of evolved transforms increases, the separation of the reconstruction
task into unique filters for the reconstruction of pixels adjacent and non-adjacent to
object edges may be of further benefit. Further research should establish the per-
formance of this reconstruction strategy upon increasingly complex image transform
filters.
Lossy image processing systems that maintain high resolution near object edges
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improve the amount of useful intelligence that may be gathered from images recon-
structed using this approach. This improved performance may be of particular in-
terest to the scientific, defense, and homeland security communities that require the
transmission of copious amounts of data over bandwidth-limited channels without
significant loss of observational information.
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Chapter 7
Comparing Image Quality
Measures through Fitness
Landscape Analysis
As discussed in section 2.4, the evolvability of a fitness landscape depends upon its
ruggedness/smoothness, deceptiveness, neutrality, and modality. The landscape to-
pography determines the ease with which an optimization algorithm may identify
highly-fit filters. There are several image quality measures that may be employed
as a fitness function during the evolution of filter transforms, including MSE, UQI,
and SSIM (see section 2.1.3). The evolvability of landscapes induced for each quality
measure varies, as hinted at by the preliminary results comparing fitness landscapes
presented in section 4.2.1. Hence, it is of both theoretical and practical interest to
compare the evolvability of each image quality measure through a robust analysis
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of the underlying landscape properties of each landscape. This chapter presents a
theoretical analysis of the underlying properties of image transform landscapes. This
analysis allows us to compare the relative evolvability of the various potential im-
age quality measures by examining fitness topology for each measure in terms of
ruggedness and deceptiveness. A theoretical understanding of the topology of fitness
landscapes aids in the design of evolutionary algorithms capable of identifying near-
optimal image transforms suitable for deployment in defense and security applications
of image processing.
This chapter continues with a discussion of our approach to the study of image
reconstruction filter landscapes using a series of replicated random walks conducted
for each image quality measure. The walks permit analysis of landscapes in terms
of deception/hardness, ruggedness, neutrality, and modality. This chapter concludes
with a discussion of the impact of these various observed properties upon the relative
evolvability of each image quality measure.
7.1 Approach
Landscape analysis is conducted for four image quality measures, including MSE,
PSNR, and UQI as defined in section 2.1.3. We define and consider an additional fit-
ness measure that we term the average absolute pixel error (AAPE). AAPE considers
the average pixel error across an entire pair of images as follows:
AAPE(x, y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi| (7.1)
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where x, y are two identically sized images and n is the number of pixels in each
image. AAPE is a minor modification of MSE designed to smooth the landscape by
removing the square term from pixel differences. This may be beneficial for evolution
by lowering the fitness barrier between optima, or it may be detrimental by not
sufficiently punishing solutions of poor performance. SSIM is not analyzed due to the
poor performance of the GA attempting to optimize SSIM in the preliminary results
(see section 4.2.1).
Fitness landscapes over discrete genotypes define a finite number of neighbors
for a given genotypic configuration; the neighbor relation depends upon the varia-
tion operator employed. In real coded problems, a given configuration may have a
practically infinite number of neighbors reachable with a single mutation (limited by
decimal precision of digital computers), so landscape analysis becomes problematic.
For instance, there has been little published research to investigate neutrality in real-
coded landscapes (the theses of Zentric-Ashmore (2003) and Izquierdo-Torres (2004)
are the only examples we are aware of, and neither presents an adequate approach for
quantifying neutrality). In terms of modality, the number and shape of local optima
on a continuous surface may be identified through the first and second derivatives
of the fitness function when the function is algebraically well defined. This is rarely
the case, for knowledge of the derivatives would negate the need for an optimization
algorithm in the first place.
While the landscape analysis tools in section 2.4 are developed for discrete geno-
types, they can provide insight into the properties of real-valued landscapes using
random walks employing a properly chosen variation operator. The Gaussian muta-
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tion operator employed varies the standard deviation σ of the mutation step size by
generation. Starting with a σ = 1.0, σ decreases by generation to 0.0 in the final gen-
eration, following a decreasing linear schedule. Because the expected mutation step
size decreases by generation, the expected distance between a parent and its possible
children also decreases. We can think of the effective neighborhood of a configuration
as a Gaussian distribution centered on the configuration. As the standard deviation
decreases, the effective neighborhood of the configuration shrinks, becoming more
tightly centered on the configuration. If random walks through the landscape occur
using a Gaussian move operator with a static σ, one can consider the effective rugged-
ness, neutrality, and modality encountered during the walk, or over repeated walks.
Conducting multiple walks at various levels of σ models changes in these properties.
Just as varying the ε parameter in the landscape analysis techniques of V. K. Vassilev
and Miller (2000) allows analysis in the change of neutrality and modality at various
levels of fitness resolution (see sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4), varying σ permits analysis of
the change in landscape characteristics as the expected mutation step size decreases.
Smaller values of σ provide greater resolution, while larger steps sample a wider range
of the landscape.
The effective ruggedness, neutrality, deceptiveness, and modality measures of the
four described image quality measures are assessed using replicated series of ran-
dom walks, with repeated walks occurring at each of several values of σ in the range
[0.001, 1]. The specific analytical approach consists of a series of replicated random
walks through landscapes for each of the four image quality measures using an ap-
propriate test image.
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Figure 7.1: Test image for landscape analysis: landmarks in Baghdad, Iraq.
7.1.1 Test Image
Fitness landscapes for image reconstruction transforms depend upon an image qual-
ity measure, the image decomposition and reconstruction algorithms, the level of
quantization, and a training image. As this dissertation concerns the evolvability
of transforms suited for defense applications of image processing, landscape analysis
requires a robust test image. Recall from table 3.3 that the sat06 image, depicting
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landmarks in downtown Baghdad, Iraq, provides the best performance as a GA train-
ing image. This image, shown in figure 7.1, is employed as the test image over which
landscape experiments are conducted, as it is used during GA filter optimization. The
greyscale image is 512 X 512 pixels and has been adjusted in Adobe Photoshop to
provide maximum contrast (i.e. the shades in the image range from pure black to pure
white). After decomposing this image using a Daub4 DWT transform and subjecting
the decomposed signal to a level 64 quantization loss, the DWT( − 1) algorithm recon-
structs the image using a filter defined using eight real-valued coefficients (replacing
the Daub4 reconstruction coefficients). A given image quality measure assesses the
fitness value by comparing the reconstructed image to the original. Because the sat06
image demonstrates good performance as a GA training image, it provides a suitable
test platform for the analysis of image quality measure evolvability. Random walks
concerning evolvability are performed upon the fitness landscapes induced upon filter
configurations attempting to reconstruct a Daub4 DWT-decomposed, quantized, and
dequantized signal representing the sat06 image prior to reconstruction.
7.1.2 Random Walks
Landscape analysis experiments consist of an ensemble of random walks through fit-
ness landscapes from which a characterization of ruggedness and deceptiveness are
achieved. Starting from a arbitrary point within a landscape, a walk chooses a neigh-
boring point via stochastic application of a step operator. From the new point, the
operator selects another position. This process repeats until a preset walk length is
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reached. A single walk consists of 1000 fitness evaluations; walks are replicated 100
times, for a total of 100,000 fitness evaluations for each experiment. This is roughly
equivalent to the number of fitness evaluations conducted for four GA experiments in
previous chapters evolving a population of 50 individuals for 500 generations. Gaus-
sian mutation defines a move operation in a random walk; a single standard deviation
σ will be used for the entire walk. Experiments are conducted at various ranges of σ
in the range [0.001, 1] to test the effects of various effective neighborhood ranges upon
landscape properties. Hence, for a single σ, 100 random walks are performed. All
walk experiments are repeated for each of the four image quality measures previously
described.
The starting point of each walk is chosen by applying random noise to a DWT
filter, using Moore’s population initialization operator for image transforms (Moore
et al., 2005). This operator always initializes random filters in the immediate neigh-
borhood of the original wavelet coefficients. This operator permits study of the land-
scape properties both in the immediate neighborhood of the wavelet filter and of the
larger global search space. Because walks are repeated for each image quality mea-
sure, the same randomly chosen initial locations is used for each measure. Each of
the 100 walk replications begins with a different starting location. Coefficients may
drift in the range [−1.0, 1.0]. Any step that creates a coefficient outside of this range
is resampled so the walk does not drift outside of the landscape range explored by the
GA. After completing all walks, fitness values are normalized to a common range to
enable comparisons in deceptiveness and ruggedness between competing image qual-
ity measures. The equations in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.1 define the deceptiveness and
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ruggedness observed for each image quality measure.
7.2 Landscape Walk Analysis
The landscape walks described in section 7.1.2 permit calculation of the hardness,
ruggedness, neutrality, and modality of competing image quality measures. These
aspects of fitness landscapes affect the evolvability of image reconstruction filters.
The following discussion presents implications of these features for the development
of optimization algorithms for defense and security applications.
7.2.1 Deception and Hardness
Recall from section 2.4.2 that the difficulty of an optimization problem may be ob-
served by calculating the fitness distance correlation (FDC, see equation 2.49). Ide-
ally, the computation of FDC correlates the fitness values for a point within the fitness
landscape to the distance of the point away from the global optimum point. For most
real world problems, the location of the best point is unknown. Instead, we treat
the single best filter ever identified in our previous research as the best point during
FDC calculation. The best filter coefficients obtained for global image reconstruction
shown in equation 6.2 and repeated here, are:
LowR = {0.4702, 0.7654, 0.2373,−0.0620}
HighR = {−0.1979,−0.0316, 0.6372,−0.2921} (7.2)
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Figure 7.2: Deceptiveness in mutation landscapes.
FDC calculations employ this filter as the best known reconstruction filter within the
given fitness landscapes. Within a landscape, if fitness decreases as the distance from
this filter increases, the problem is easy for an optimization algorithm to solve. If
on the other hand, fitness increases with distance from the best filter, the landscape
is deceptive and leads traditional optimization algorithms away from the optimal
solution. A lack of correlation represents a difficult but not deceptive problem (Jones,
1995).
Figure 7.2 shows the mean FDC obtained for each image quality measure at
mutation scales ranging from 0.01 up to 1.0. For a true random sampling of fitness
points, FDC should be a constant property of the landscape, so the plots in figure 7.2
should be fairly flat. Indeed, we see this behavior for sufficiently large mutation scales.
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Because landscape walks are initialized in the neighborhood surrounding the original
wavelet coefficients, this neighborhood should contain a large number of filters with
high fitness located near the best known filter. For landscape walks employing small
mutation scales, more samples of high fitness are identified before the walk wonders
into other areas of the landscape. This explains the behavior at the left end of the
plot; neighborhood near the original wavelet coefficients contains many promising
filters of high fitness. Random walks initialized near the wavelet coefficients sample
more promising solutions and receive an improved FDC score. At higher scales, walks
quickly wonder out of this local neighborhood and a more accurate estimate of FDC
across the global landscape may be obtained. These results support the hypothesis
that an optimization algorithm seeded near the wavelet coefficients stands a better
chance of identifying a highly fit reconstruction filter.
The scatterplots in figures 7.3 and 7.4 support this observation. The left plot shows
fitness and distance from the best filter for one MSE landscape walk at a mutation
scale of 0.5. There is little or no correlation between fitness and distance. The point
at the far lower left corner is the first point visited; the walk quickly wonders away
from the neighborhood of the original wavelet coefficients. The right plot presents a
landscape walk at a much smaller fitness scale of 0.01. Again, the first point visited
is in the far lower left of the plot. The scatterplot in figure 7.5 show the order in
which landscape points are visited in the landscape walk depicted in figure 7.4. The
first point in the landscape run, encapsulated by a triangle, is at the lower left corner
of the plot. The final point, encapsulated by a diamond, is near the center of the
large mass of points in the upper half of the plot. In this landscape run, successive
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Figure 7.3: Scatterplot of one landscape run at mutation scale 0.5 using MSE fitness.
points in the landscape walk are very near one another due to the low fitness scale.
The points visited early in the walk are all fairly close to the best filter (which would
be located at (0,0)) and all demonstrate good fitness. As the walk wonders farther
away from the wavelet neighborhood, the correlation between fitness and distance
disappears within the larger fitness landscape.
A global estimate of FDC may be calculated by calculating the mean observed
FDC of all mutation scales ≥ 0.2 (the nearly flat points of figure 7.2). At sufficiently
high mutation scales, the random walks quickly leave the immediate neighborhood
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Figure 7.4: Scatterplot of one landscape run at mutation scale 0.1 using MSE fitness.
of wavelet coefficients, providing an unbiased global sampling of the search space.
The mean FDC provides a basis of comparison between image quality measures. In
total 1800 landscape runs are conducted at scales ranging from 0.2 up to 1.0. Across
these runs, the MSE landscape demonstrates the lowest mean FDC at -0.148 with
standard deviation 0.037, closely followed by PSNR at -0.143, also with standard
deviation 0.037. These results are closely followed by the FDC using AAPE, -0.130
with standard deviation also 0.037. UQI demonstrates the worst FDC at -0.051 with
standard deviation 0.041. According to a Lilliefors test for normality at a confidence
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Figure 7.5: Scatterplot of one landscape run at mutation scale 0.1 using MSE fitness.
Neighboring points during the landscape walk are connected. The starting point of
the walk is encapsulated by a triangle. The final position of the walk is indicated by
a diamond.
level α = 0.05, all four samples are normally distributed and may be compared
using t-tests. A t-test comparing the FDC values for MSE and PSNR indicates a
significant difference in means with a p-value < 0.0002. Likewise, the FDC values are
significantly different between every pair of image quality measures.
These results permit us to provide a ranking on the hardness of optimization
using each image quality measure. Recall from section 2.4.2 that easy problems
demonstrate FDC < -0.15 (fitness decreases with distance from the optimum) and
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difficult problems contain FDC between -0.15 and 0.15 (little or no correlation between
fitness and distance from the optimum. In this case, all three image quality measures
define difficult fitness landscapes, though MSE, PSNR, and AAPE are less difficult
to traverse than the UQI landscape. By a very slim margin, MSE presents the best
FDC and hence should be employed as the objective function for reconstruction filter
optimization.
7.2.2 Ruggedness
Recall from section 2.4.1 that the ruggedness and smoothness of a fitness landscape
describe the “bumpiness” of the landscape. Smoother landscapes are easier for op-
timization algorithms to traverse. Increasingly rugged landscapes tend to trap most
algorithms in local optima. A landscape’s ruggedness is estimaged by computing a
landscape walk’s correlation length τ (see equation 2.48 at multiple mutation scales.
Higher values of τ indicate smoother landscapes; as τ decreases to zero, the land-
scape becomes increasingly rugged. At a given mutation scale, the differences in τ for
each landscape provide the relative ruggedness of the image quality measures to one
another. Figure 7.6 plots the ruggedness of each image quality measure landscape at
various mutation scales employed to control the expected distance between neighbors.
Each plot shows the mean τ at each scale; the dashed lines represent ± one standard
deviation.
These figures are plotted over one another in figure 7.7. The slower τ descends,
the larger a neighborhood is that maintains smoothness for an image quality measure.
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Figure 7.6: Mean ruggedness observed for each image quality measure at various
mutation scales. Higher values represent improved smoothness. Dashed lines plot ±
one standard deviation.
In this case, MSE maintains smoother neighborhoods at larger mutation scales than
any of the other fitness functions, though AAPE and PSNR also maintain similar
smoothness at identical mutation scales. As both of these measures are modifications
of MSE, this expect similar performance is not unexpected. In terms of ruggedness,
selecting PSNR or AAPE over MSE does not provide improved evolvability. As with
deceptiveness, UQI demonstrates the worst performance with a relatively high degree
of ruggedness compared to the other landscapes. Only at very small mutation scales
(< 0.1) can UQI maintain a smooth environment between neighboring points. At
higher mutation step sizes, an optimization algorithm must overcome an increasingly
rugged local landscape when employing UQI.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of mean ruggedness between image quality measures.
7.2.3 Neutrality
Recall from section 2.4.3 that the neutrality describes the regions of a fitness land-
scape with little or no change in fitness between neighboring points. In these flat
regions, a population may experience genetic drift in which genomic values change
without penalty or benefit to fitness. Only recently has neutrality gained attention as
an important factor governing the evolvability of a fitness landscape and its impact
on successful genetic optimization is still not well understood. In some optimiza-
tion settings, neutrality benefits some evolutionary algorithms by allowing solutions
or populations to drift from locally optimum peaks to other peaks with improved
optima (Barnett, 2003). Currently, there is no accepted method for directly mea-
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suring the neutrality of a real-coded fitness landscape. An extension to Vassilev,
Fogarty and Miller’s approach is suggested in order to study the interplay of neutral-
ity with ruggedness and smoothness in a real-coded optimization context (Vassilev
et al., 2003). By replicating landscape walks with varying Gaussian mutation scales,
we can tune the expected distance between neighboring points in a given walk. This
variation helps identify the interplay of neutrality and ruggedness/smoothness at dif-
ferent stages of GA optimization which uses a mutation operator with mutation rates
shrinking by generation. The first and second entropic moments of random walks
described by Vassilev et al. (2003) are easily adapted to the real-coded domain and
are discussed below.
Interplay of Neutrality and Ruggedness
A plot of the first entropic moment (FEM) of a landscape walk, defined by equa-
tion 2.52 provides a measure of the interplay between neutrality and ruggedness on a
fitness landscape. FEM is a log-based measure of a random walk examining the fre-
quency of change in differences in fitness encountered during the walk. The measures
are taken at a number of fitness resolutions ε controlling the sensitivity of the FEM
measure. One can think of the parameter ε as a magnifying glass through which the
landscape may be observed. At very small values of ε, FEM is calculated as precisely
as possible and will be very sensitive to differences in fitness values. At large ε values,
fitness differences between neighboring points in a landscape walk have little effect
upon the calculation of FEM and the appearance of neutrality is magnified. At high
values of ε, the landscape appears highly neutral, because neighboring points in a
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landscape walk rarely vary by large amounts of fitness. Because fitness values are
normalized to the range [0–100], FEM is calculated with ε ranging from 1 up to 99 in
increments of 1. At high values of ε, the landscape appears highly neutral, because
neighboring points in a landscape walk rarely vary by large amounts of fitness. When
the plot of FEM against ε is decreasing, neutrality prevails over ruggedness. As the
magnitude of the slope increases, the balance between neutrality and ruggedness de-
creases. Likewise, when the plot of FEM against ε increases, ruggedness dominates
neutrality. If FEM is an increasing function for small values of ε, ruggedness domi-
nates neutrality in the landscape, whereas when FEM is a strictly decreasing function
when plotted against ε, neutrality dominates ruggedness (Vassilev et al., 2003).
Figure 7.8 shows a three-dimensional plot of the mean FEM for MSE fitness cal-
culated for 100 replicated walks at each fitness resolution ε over each of the 23 tested
mutation scales. Appendix D provides corresponding plots for the AAPE, UQI, and
PSNR image quality measures. For each fitness measure, the interplay of ruggedness
and neutrality does not change much for mutation scales greater than 0.1. Comparing
the four plots, AAPE and MSE demonstrate a nearly identical balance between neu-
trality and ruggedness. At fitness resolutions of about ε = 10 or lower, FEM increases
as ε increases, indicating that ruggedness dominates neutrality; neighbors within fit-
ness walks often differ by a normalized fitness of 10 or greater. As ε increases beyond
10, the landscapes appear increasingly neutral as fitness resolution decreases. This
makes sense as increasingly larger differences of fitness between neighboring points
becomes unlikely. The FEM for PSNR plot drops off at a more rapid rate than for
AAPE and MSE indicating that neutrality plays a greater role in the PSNR land-
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Figure 7.8: First entropic moment of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation
scale and fitness resolution.
scape. For PSNR, FEM only increases for normalized fitness differences greater than
ε = 5. While ruggedness plays a greater role than neutrality, the PSNR landscape
demonstrates a greater degree of neutrality than the AAPE or PSNR landscapes. In
contrast, the UQI FEM plot tails off very slowly in the fitness resolution dimension
after peaking at ε = 8. The smaller slope of the FEM response in the ε axis indicates
that neutrality plays a smaller role in the UQI landscape than for other image quality
measures. This supports the observations in section 7.2.2 identifying UQI as a highly
rugged landscape and thus reducing its relative evolvability compared to competing
image quality measures.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of the first entropic moment for each image quality measure
at mutation scale 0.5.
Figure 7.9 demonstrates the mean first entropic moment plot for each fitness mea-
sure obtained at a Gaussian mutation scale of 0.5. This plot better demonstrates the
typical interplay of neutrality and ruggedness at a sufficiently high mutation scale (<
0.1). As demonstrated in the three-dimensional FEM plots, AAPE and MSE demon-
strate a near identical relationship between ruggedness and neutrality. Neutrality
plays a stronger role for PSNR, while ruggedness dominates the UQI landscape. As
the three-dimensional FEM surface plots for each image quality measure demonstrate,
the interplay between neutrality and ruggedness changes at very small fitness scales.
Figure 7.10 plots FEM against the fitness resolution ε. At very small mutation
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the first entropic moment for each image quality measure
at mutation scale 0.05.
scales, each landscape demonstrates a nearly identical FEM response. Recall from sec-
tion 7.1.2 that my random walks are initialized with starting points very close to the
configuration of the original Daub4 DWT−1 reconstruction filter. At small mutation
scales, the random walks provide an extended random search in the neighborhood of
the wavelet coefficients before wandering into another area of the fitness landscape, as
demonstrated by the fitness versus distance scatterplot figures 7.4 and 7.5. While the
FEM at large mutation scales measures the global interplay of ruggedness and neu-
trality across the entire search space, the FEM response at very small mutation scales
provides insight into this interplay in the neighborhood of the landscape surround-
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ing the original wavelet coefficients. For each fitness measure, ruggedness dominates
neutrality when normalized fitness differences smaller than ε < 2 are considered. The
rapidly decreasing FEM response at higher fitness resolutions indicate a highly neu-
tral environment, meaning that few normalized fitness differences greater than 2 are
encountered between neighbors in the immediate neighborhood of the original wavelet
coefficients.
Interplay of Neutrality and Smoothness
Just as the first entropic moment measures the interplay of ruggedness and neutrality
in a fitness landscape, the corresponding second entropic moment (SEM) provides a
measure of the interplay between smoothness and neutrality (Vassilev et al., 2003).
Fitness landscapes demonstrating a high degree of smoothness exhibit a high level of
evolvability as there are fewer local optima to trap an optimization algorithm. While
neutrality may aid an optimization algorithm in escaping suboptimal regions of a
highly rugged landscape, neutrality may hinder optimization in a smooth environment
by misleading an algorithm away from a gradient climb toward a globally-optimal
solution (Barnett, 2003). As with FEM, SEM may be examined by tuning a fitness
resolution parameter ε (see equation 2.53). If SEM is increasing for small values of
ε, smoothness dominates neutrality in the fitness landscape. At fitness resolutions
where SEM is a decreasing function, the landscape appears increasingly neutral. We
calculate SEM at ε values ranging from 1 up to 100 in steps of 1 for all of the landscape
random walks conducted at each of the 23 tested mutation scales.
Figure 7.11 shows a three-dimensional plot of the mean SEM for MSE fitness
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Figure 7.11: Second entropic moment of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian muta-
tion scale and fitness resolution.
calculated for 100 replicated walks at each fitness resolution ε over each tested mu-
tation scale. Appendix D provides corresponding plots for the AAPE, UQI, and
PSNR image quality measures. For each image quality measure, the response of
SEM at varying fitness resolutions is fairly constant for mutation scales greater than
about 0.2. The plot in figuref-semPlot0p5 demonstrates the mean SEM at varying
fitness resolutions for landscape walks conducted at a mutation scale of 0.5, permit-
ting comparison of the typical interplay of smoothness and neutrality at sufficiently
large mutation scales. For each landscape, SEM is only slightly increasing at small
fitness resolutions and quickly becomes a decreasing function at fitness resolutions
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the second entropic moment for each image quality mea-
sure at mutation scale 0.5.
ε > 8. The very slight increase at SEM for sufficiently small values of ε suggest a
near balance between neutrality and smoothness in each landscape. At larger fitness
resolutions, AAPE and MSE exhibit a nearly identical balance between neutrality
and smoothnes, while neutrality plays a greater role in the PSNR landscape due to
the steeper slope of decreasing SEM at increasing values of ε. Likewise, neutrality
plays less of a role with the UQI landscape.
Landscape walks conducted with sufficiently small mutation scales and initialized
in the neighborhood of the DWT−1 coefficients permit a study of the landscape prop-
erties of each image quality measure in this neighborhood. Due to the different SEM
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the second entropic moment for each image quality mea-
sure at mutation scale 0.05.
response at small mutation scales, the three-dimensional SEM plots suggest that the
interplay between neutrality and smoothness differs in the local neighborhood of the
wavelet coefficients compared to the global interplay measured across entire land-
scapes. Figure 7.13 plots SEM at varying fitness resolutions at a small mutation scale
of 0.05. In this case, the SEM response is very similar for each fitness measure. At
vary small fitness resolutions, SEM increases until a maximum value is reached at an
ε value of 4. Here, a much higher SEM of approximately 0.68 is reached than occured
at a mutation scale of 0.5, where maximum SEM values of approximately 0.53 were
achieved at small fitness resolutions. The higher increasing slope at small fitness res-
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olutions for landscape walks conducted near the original wavelet filter suggests that
smoothness dominates neutrality in the immediate neighborhood of the wavelet.
7.2.4 Modality
Recall from section 2.4.4 that the modality of a landscape describes the numberof local
optima present. Modality and ruggedness are closely related; fitness landscapes with
a high modality provide many obstacles to successful evolution because an optimiza-
tion algorithm must overcome many local optima in which it may become trapped.
We extend the framework to compute an estimate of modality in a binary setting de-
veloped by V. K. Vassilev and Miller (2000) to a real coded environment in the same
manner that FEM and SEM are adapted from a binary landscape to a real-valued
landscape. At a series of fitness resolutions ε, equation 2.55 provides an estimate of
modality in a random walk as a ratio of the number of fitness peaks encountered in a
walk to the length of the walk. The value of this modality ratio M(ε) = 1 indicates
a maximally multimodal landscape, while the minimum possible value M(ε) = 0
indicates a perfectly flat landscape at the fitness resolution ε.
As with FEM and SEM, I compute the mean M(ε) at resolutions of normalized
fitness ranging from 1 up to 99 for the 100 landscape walks conducted at each of the
23 Gaussian mutation scales tested. This approach permits study of modality both
across the global fitness landscape and in the immediate neighborhood of the original
wavelet filter, the area of the landscape where random walks begin.
Figure 7.14 presents a three-dimensional plot of the mean modality for the MSE
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Figure 7.14: Modality of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation scale and
fitness resolution.
image quality measure at each tested mutation scale and fitness resolution. Ap-
pendix D provides corresponding plots for the AAPE, UQI, and PSNR image quality
measures. As with FEM and SEM, modality does not vary significantly for mutation
scales greater than 0.2. Figure 7.15 plots M(ε) at a mutation scale of 0.5 for each im-
age quality measure. At small fitness resolutions, each fitness measure exhibits a near
equivalent modality ratio of approximately 0.64, which is fairly high and indicates the
presence of many peaks encountered during landscape walks. As ε increases, M(ε)
decreases the fastest for the PSNR landscape suggesting the presence of fewer tall
peaks, whereas UQI shows a slow decline of M(ε) indicating an increasing number
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of modality for each image quality measure at mutation
scale 0.5.
of tall peaks that may be difficult to escape. AAPE and MSE demonstrate a nearly
identical modality at each fitness resolution, indicating no benefit of one measure over
the other.
An examination of landscape walks conducted at small mutation scales provides
insight into the modality of the neighborhood surrounding the wavelet filter for each
image quality measure. The three-dimensional modality plots demonstrate small
values of modality at low mutation scales suggesting that fitness peaks occur with
less frequency in the area surrounding the wavelet than they do across the entire
fitness landscape. Figure 7.16 compares M(ε) of each fitness measure for landscape
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Figure 7.16: Comparison of modality for each image quality measure at mutation
scale 0.05.
walks conducted with a mutation scale of 0.05. At this mutation scale, the modality at
ε = 1 has decreased from approximately 0.64 to 0.47 for each image quality measure.
At this mutation scale, M(ε) is nearly identical for fitness landscape, suggesting that
any of the four image quality measures may be useful when the search for improved
filters is restricted to the immediate neighborhood of the original wavelet filter.
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7.3 Discussion
The evolvability of an optimization problem may be investigated through the prop-
erties of its fitness landscape. My investigation into the nature of landscapes for
the optimization of image reconstruction transforms lends insight for the design of
robust evolutionary algorithms capable of providing the high level of image trans-
form performance required for defense and security applications. The fitness distance
correlation of the landscapes identifies MSE as providing the “easiest” landscape for
optimization, while UQI presents the most challenging optimization environment.
The FDC results at low mutation scales support the hypothesis that good image
transforms may be identified in the neighborhood surrounding the original wavelet
reconstruction transform. GAs and other optimization algorithms should be seeded
with initial populations located within this neighborhood. Within very small neigh-
borhoods, UQI performs well and may be useful for local refinement of solutions, but
is not a well-suited image quality measure for global optimization tasks.
The ruggedness results support the observations reached from the deceptiveness
results. While all tested fitness functions traverse increasingly rugged terrain at in-
creased expected mutation step sizes, MSE maintains a smoother terrain at larger
neighborhoods than do competing image quality measures. Again, UQI’s performance
quickly degrades with increasing mutation step sizes. Evolutionary algorithms seek-
ing to optimize image transform filters for security and defense applications should
thus employ MSE as an objective method to minimize the ruggedness that must be
overcome by the evolutionary algorithm.
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The investigation into the interplay between neutrality and ruggedness / smooth-
ness suggest that both ruggedness and smoothness dominate neutrality for each image
quality measure to varying degrees at low fitness resolutions. When considering only
differences in normalized fitness greater than 10, neutrality becomes a dominant fac-
tor in the properties of each landscape, meaning that few very large changes in fitness
were observed between neighboring points in a landscape run. Comparing image
quality measures, neutrality provides a strong impact upon the PSNR landscape and
a weaker impact upon the UQI landscape, while impacting both MSE and AAPE in
a near identical manner to a lesser degree than PSNR. Because neutrality may aid
an optimization algorithm in escaping local minima in a rugged environment, the in-
creased influence of neutrality upon the PSNR landscape may help to make up for its
increased ruggedness over the MSE landscape for global optimization. Nevertheless,
MSE’s smoother fitness landscape combined with its faster computation compared to
PSNR identify it as a superior image quality measure for the global optimization of
image reconstruction filters.
The analysis of fitness landscapes suggests that the immediate neighborhood of
the original Daub4 DWT−1 contains a high concentration of highly fit image recon-
struction filters. This observation is not unexpected; indeed, wavelets perform very
well for image decomposition and reconstruction. At small fitness scales, random
walks spend more time exploring solutions located close to the original wavelet filter
before wandering into the wider landscape. A comparison of the scatterplots in fig-
ures 7.3 and 7.4 support this conclusion. The random walk conducted at a mutation
scale of 0.1 shown in figure 7.4 visits more filter configurations near the wavelet and
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identifies many solutions of good fitness than does the walk conducted at scale 0.5
(figure 7.3). Figure 7.7 demonstrates decreased ruggedness for those random walks,
suggesting a smooth environment near the wavelet filter. The modality analysis of
the random walks supports this observation by identifying a smaller abundance of
peaks in the wavelet’s local neighborhood. Regardless of the image quality measure
employed, the neighborhood of the original wavelet contains better solutions than
the global search space in general. This analysis of fitness landscapes supports the
empirical observation in chapter 4 that seeding the genetic algorithm in the neighbor-
hood of the original wavelet coefficients biases the genetic search in an area of the
fitness landscape likely to yield image reconstruction filters of high quality. As such,
mutation rates should be kept low, or should decrease in later generations to enable
a more thorough search in the immediate neighborhood of promising solutions. Ge-
netic operators and settings that provide small changes to a search population that is
initialized in the neighborhood of the wavelet filter will provide a thorough search of
the wavelet neighborhood.
The use of replicated random walks conducted with varying Gaussian mutation
standard deviations permits our analysis of the interplay of modality and neutrality
with ruggedness and smoothness within landscapes for the optimization of image
reconstruction transform filters. Our analysis approach can be generalized for any
real-coded optimization task, permitting the study of neutrality and modality on a
much broader range of problems.
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Chapter 8
Concluding Remarks
The collective knowledge developed in this research effort represents a robust method-
ology for the evolution of image reconstruction transform filters for applications sub-
ject to quantization-induced information loss. This knowledge is encapsulated within
the configuration of a genetic algorithm. This configuration consists of selected oper-
ators, parameter settings, image reconstruction approaches and algorithms, training
images, and an appropriate image quality measure for fitness evaluation. This chap-
ter presents the GA configuration representing the collective lessons learned through
the experimentation and analysis conducted in this investigation. After validating
the GA configuration over satellite image set, the contributions of this research to the
image processing, optimization, and evolutionary computation communities follows.
This dissertation concludes with a discussion of open questions and areas for further
investigation falling outside the scope of this investigation.
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8.1 Putting it All Together
This investigation places considerable effort into the development of a methodology
for the evolutionary optimization of image transform filters. Particular emphasis fo-
cuses on the design of reconstruction filters designed for satellite or reconnaissance
images subject to information loss due to high levels of quantization. Several areas
of inquiry are explored in the development of this methodology. The research efforts
described in chapters 4 and 5 concern the proper configuration of a genetic algorithm
for image reconstruction filter optimization. Chapter 6 describes a novel approach to
improve reconstruction by targeting object-edges for emphasis during optimization.
The landscape analysis presented in chapter 7 provides insights into the relative evolv-
ability of varying image quality measures, the role of the mutation operator, and the
role of the population initialization operator upon evolutionary search for image re-
construction filters. The final GA configuration the collective knowledge contributed
by this investigation is described; a demonstration of its performance follows.
8.1.1 The Final GA Configuration
The lessons learned through experimentation and analysis are incorporated into the
final genetic algorithm configuration described in table 8.1. The settings for each
parameter are determined either by various experiments presented in chapters 3
through 6 or are set according to the analysis of the fitness landscapes underlying
image transform optimization discussed in chapter 7. The settings for the population
size, the number of generations, the selection operator, and the number of best-fit
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individuals copied directly from generation to generation (the elite survival count) all
follow the experimental setup followed throughout this investigation in order to pro-
vide a consistent platform for testing all other parameters. The variation operators
and settings are identified via the operator experiments described in chapter 5. The
crossover rate of 0.85 indicates that 85% of children in each generation are created
by application of the fuzzy recombination operator to two selected parents, each se-
lected with replacement for each created child. The remaining 15% result from the
application of Gaussian mutation to selected parents (one parent is selected with re-
placement for each child). The mutation shrink rate of 1.0 indicates a linear decrease
of the standard deviation σ for mutation. The mutation scale, indicated by the initial
standard deviation, shrinks from an initial value of 0.3 in the initial generation down
to 0.0 in the final generation. While the variation operator experiments in chapter 5
employ an initial σ value of 1.0, the landscape analysis in chapter 7 suggests that
a small mutation scale permits a more thorough search of localized neighborhoods
within the fitness landscape. Setting the initial standard deviation to 0.3 reduces the
likelihood of very large mutation jumps within the landscape and thus improves the
search of smaller neighborhoods of promising fitness.
The fitness landscape analysis also indicates that the region of the landscape sur-
rounding the original wavelet reconstruction filter contains filters of high fitness. In
response, the final GA configuration employs the wavelet local population initializa-
tion algorithm presented in figure 4.1. Recall that under this initialization scheme,
the Daubechies-4 DWT−1 coefficients represent one member of the initial population,
while the remaining members are initialized via small multiplicative noise applied
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Parameter Setting
Crossover Rate 0.85
Edge-Adjacent Training Image sat30 - Moscow
Elite Survival Count 2 Individuals
Fitness Function Mean Square Error
GA Implementation Matlab GA Toolbox
Generations 500
Mask Determination Threshold 88
Mutation Operator Gaussian
Mutation Standard Deviation 0.3
Mutation Shrink Rate 1.0
Non-Edge-Adjacent Training Image sat08 - Kingman Aircraft Boneyard
Permitted Filter Coefficient Values [-1.0,1.0]
Population Initialization Wavelet Local
Population Size 50
Recombination Operator Fuzzy Recombination
Selection Operator Stochastic Uniform
Wavelet DWT Implementation Matlab Wavelet Toolbox
Genetic Algorithm - Final Settings
Table 8.1: Parameter settings for the configuration of the genetic algorithm.
to this filter. Because the two most fit individuals survive every generation and the
Daub4 DWT−1 coefficients are present in the initial popluation, the final optimized
filter never performs worse than the original wavelet on the training image.
Following the image reconstruction strategy depicted in figure 6.7, our evolution-
ary methodology requires the optimization of two image reconstruction filters. The
first filter is optimized for the reconstruction of the portions of an image immediately
surrounding the edges of objects within the image and covered by a binary mask ob-
tained via an edge detection algorithm. The second filter reconstructs the remainder
of the image, containing segments not in the vicinity of object edges. These partial
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image reconstructions are combined to produce a final reconstructed image. The ex-
periments in chapter 6 identify an appropriate training image for each filter. The GA
employs the sat30 image depicting downtown Moscow, Russia from the the satellite
image set for the evolution of the edge-adjacent image reconstruction filter. Likewise,
the training image for the non-edge-adjacent filter is the sat08 image, depicting the
Kingman aircraft boneyard in Arizona. During GA training, fitness is only assessed
either near object edges or away from edges, depending upon which filter is optimized.
The portions of an image used during fitness are identified by a binary mask image
generated at a pixel darkness threshold of 88 from the image resulting from the fuzzy
edge detection algorithm discussed in section 6.1.3.
During evolution, fitness is assessed as the mean square error between the appro-
priate sections of original image and the reconstructed image as determined by the
binary mask. The landscape analysis in chapter 7 provided an extensive comparison of
the evolvability of various image quality measures in terms of hardness/deceptiveness,
smoothness/ruggedness, neutrality, and modality. While the results of this analysis
are discussed extensively in chapter 7, MSE demonstrates the best overall evolvability
and is thus employed as an objective fitness measure during optimization.
8.1.2 Evolutionary Methodology Validation
In validating the performance of the final GA configuration, 30 optimization runs
are conducted for the optimization of both edge-adjacent and non-edge-adjacent im-
age reconstruction filters. As with experiments in previous chapters, filters replace
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Near-Edge Non-Edge Whole Image
mean 16.98 16.17 16.49
std 1.68 2.58 1.96
median 17.02 16.63 16.61
min 12.56 7.80 8.91
max 20.82 20.86 20.86
Improvement across 50 images
Mean Filter Performance
Table 8.2: Mean image reconstruction filter performance of final, fully configured GA
across all 50 satellite images. Performance is measured as mean % MSE reduction
compared to Daub4 DWT−1.
the Daub4 DWT−1 for the reconstruction of satellite images subjected to level 64
quantization. The fully configured GA employs the parameters given in table 8.1.
After optimization, each resulting filter is evaluated over each of the 50 satellite
images. The mean performance of all filters and the mean improvement of the filters
over the Daub4 reconstruction wavelet are presented for each image in tables E.1
and E.2. These tables present the Daub4 wavelet reconstruction MSE in both the
edge-adjacent and non-edge-adjacent portion of each image, delimited by the binary
image masks presented in appendix C, as well as the Daub4 wavelet reconstruction
MSE across the entire image. Likewise, the mean evolved filter MSE and % MSE
improvement are provided for each image in the edge-adjacent and non-edge-adjacent
portion of each image using the filters optimized for each region respectively. Finally,
the tables present the mean MSE and improvement for the reconstruction of each
image in its entirety using the combined reconstruction scheme discussed in chapter 6.
Table 8.2 summarizes the mean improvement of the fully optimized filters over the
Daub4 reconstruction filter for the entire set of 50 satellite images. The improvement
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in the region of images near object edges represents the mean MSE improvement
of the 30 filters optimized for this region. Likewise, mean MSE improvement away
from object edges is assessed using the 30 filters optimized for this region. The
rightmost column displays the improvement in the reconstruction of entire images
using combined reconstruction with edge adjacent and non-adjacent optimized filters.
On average, optimized filters provide a 16.98% reduction in MSE near edges, a 16.17%
reduction away from edges, and a combined reduction of 16.49% over the entire image.
The greatest improvement occurs near object edges; the fully configured GA emphasizes
object edge reconstruction under the edge detection utilization approach developed for
our optimization methodology.
The greatest mean improvement occurs over the sat16 image depicting B-52
bombers at the U.S. Davis-Monthan Air Force Base aircraft boneyard in Arizona.
Optimized filters achieve a combined mean reconstruction improvement of 20.86%
over the original Daub4 wavelet reconstruction filter. The smallest mean improve-
ment of 8.91% occurs for the sat42 image depicting U.S. naval ships at Pearl Harbor
in Hawaii. This is the only image exhibiting less than 12% improvement and one of
only five images exhibiting an improvement smaller than 14%. Overall, the optimized
filters exhibit consistent strong performance in the reconstruction of all satellite im-
ages, with particular emphasis upon the reduction of reconstruction error near object
edges.
Table 8.3 provides the mean MSE improvement across all satellite images of the
best filters among the 30 obtained in the validation tests above for the edge adjacent
and non-adjacent portions of images. The coefficients defining the best filter obtained
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Near-Edge Non-Edge Whole Image
mean 17.12 16.19 16.61
std 1.66 2.75 1.92
median 17.09 16.60 16.85
min 12.64 7.82 8.95
max 21.01 21.60 20.75
Best Filter Performance
Improvement across 50 images
Table 8.3: Mean image reconstruction filter performance of the best filter evolved with
the final, fully configured GA across all 50 satellite images. Performance is measured
as mean % MSE reduction compared to Daub4 DWT−1.
for the optimization of image regions adjacent to edges are:
LowR = {0.4788, 0.7904, 0.2310,−0.0888}
HighR = {−0.2038,−0.0237, 0.6425,−0.2963} (8.1)
This filter demonstrates a mean MSE reduction of 17.12% across the satellite image
set. Likewise, the best filter obtained for reconstruction of the remainder of each
image achieves a reduction of 16.19% in its region of responsibility. This filter’s
defining coefficients are:
LowR = {0.4696, 0.7385, 0.2375,−0.0313}
HighR = {−0.1891, 0.0014, 0.6576,−0.2513} (8.2)
Combined for reconstruction of entire images, these filters cooperatively achieve a
mean MSE reduction of 16.41% across the image set. These values are only slightly
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higher than the mean improvements achieved across all all 30 replicated filters for
each region, indicating consistent performance by the GA across all runs.
Following the solution refinement procedure described in section 4.1.3, we at-
tempted to improve the filters in equations 8.1 and 8.2 using the deterministic pattern
search algorithm (Torczon, 1997). The pattern search algorithm provided no signifi-
cant improvement to either filter, reducing MSE in the training images by less than
one one-hundredth of one percent. Over the entire set of satellite images, the pattern
search-refined filter for non-edge-adjacent reconstruction exhibited a mean improve-
ment of 0.007% over the filter in equation 8.2. The refinement of the edge adjacent
filter provided worse performance by 0.008%. Local refinement of the best GA-
optimized filters provides no significant improvement in image quality. The pattern
search algorithm is unable to locate filters in the neighborhood of the GA-optimized
filters that provide more than a negligible impact upon reconstruction MSE. When
properly tuned, the GA exhibits a degree of filter optimization that renders local re-
finement unnecessary!
The inability of the pattern search algorithm to improve upon the GA-optimized
filters suggests that the solutions identified by the GA are sufficiently locally optimal.
Due to the practically infinite size of the search space (limited by the precision of
digital computers), we cannot guarantee that filters identified by a properly tuned
genetic algorithm provide globally optimal reconstruction for the training image or
unseen test images. Nevertheless, the filters identified by our evolutionary methodol-
ogy consistently demonstrate significant improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1 filter
for the reconstruction of satellite images subject to high quantization error.
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8.2 Contributions of this Research Effort
The main goal of this investigation is the development of a robust evolutionary
methodology for the evolutionary optimization of DWT-inspired image reconstruction
transforms. While examples of the use of genetic algorithms for image filter optimiza-
tion may be found in the literature (Grasemann and Miikkulainen, 2005; Moore et al.,
2005), this research represents the first significant effort to study the theoretical prop-
erties of fitness landscapes underlying the optimization of image transform filters and
to properly tune every operator and parameter of the genetic algorithm. Section 1.3
presents the desired outcomes of this research effort. This section discusses contribu-
tions of this effort with respect to each of these goals.
Collect a diverse set of satellite test images – This research was primarily
funded by the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory, Sensors Directorate and
the U.S. Office of Scientific Research with interest in the development of image
transforms suitable for defense and security applications. The need to inter-
act with the public scientific community for this project necessitates the use
of non-classified, public domain images for the evaluation of filter optimization
algorithms. In the course of this investigation, we compiled a diverse set of 50
satellite images as a robust testbed for image filter transforms. These images
are available upon request to enable comparison of future algorithms to the
results obtained in this investigation.
Identify appropriate training images – Not all images within the satellite im-
age set exhibit strong performance as training images during filter optimiza-
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tion. Poorly chosen training images result in overfitting of filters that perform
well upon the training image but exhibit poor performance on other images.
Experiments discussed in chapters 3 and 6 identify training images whose use
results in optimized filters that perform well across the entire satellite image set.
These experiments provide confidence that the evolutionary results obtained in
this investigation are not the result of GA overfitting. The filters obtained by
our evolutionary methodology exhibit strong performance over test images not
used during optimization.
Demonstrate the practicality of evolutionary filter optimization –
The preliminary investigation presented in chapter 4 explores the general use
of genetic algorithms for image transform filter optimization. Results demon-
strate improved performance over existing wavelet-based transform techniques
under conditions subject to significant quantization error. The fully configured
evolutionary methodology presented in this investigation exhibits consistent op-
timization of robust image reconstruction transforms that require no further re-
finement through a local optimization algorithm. Resulting transforms improve
the mean square error image reconstruction subject to high levels of quantiza-
tion by as much as 20%! For image processing applications requiring copious
data transmission over bandwidth-restricted channels, the use of evolutionary
optimization successfully identifies robust transform filters that significantly im-
prove the quality of image reconstruction after quantization.
Identify appropriate genetic operators for filter optimization –
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Evolutionary search in a real-coded domain requires the careful selection and
tuning of operators to identify an algorithmic configuration that provides ef-
ficient optimization in a complex environment. This investigation exerts sig-
nificant effort in the identification of a robust GA configuration capable of
identifying image transform filters that exhibit consistent strong performance.
Experimental analysis placed particular emphasis upon the evaluation of four
mutation and twelve recombination operators for filter evolution. Collectively,
the results of our experiments and analysis result in the GA configuration de-
scribed in section 8.1.1. The selected operators and parameters result in a
genetic algorithm capable of identifying robust image transforms.
Improve reconstructed image resolution near object edges –
This investigation seeks to preserve the intelligence information contained in
an image by improving the resolution retained near object edges. Traditional
image transforms are concerned with minimizing the total error between a re-
constructed image and its original counterpart without regard to the content
of an image. In reconnaissance and surveillance applications, the identification
of objects displayed within images is of paramount importance. This requires
maximum resolution of the edges surrounding objects, such as buildings or vehi-
cles, in order to maintain the likelihood of their correct identification by human
or artificial agents. The use of edge detection for focused optimization near
edges presented in this dissertation represents a novel approach to maintaining
image content within a DWT-inspired image transform network.
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Compare evolvability of various image quality measures – Various
image quality measures including MSE and UQI can be applied by a genetic
algorithm as an objective fitness measure during image transform optimization.
Empirical studies are difficult to conduct for the comparison of image quality
measures because they each define “image quality” in a different manner. In-
stead of an empirical comparison of GA performance using various measures,
we conducted a study of their relative evolvability through an examination of
the underlying theoretical properties of fitness landscapes defined for four im-
age quality measures. The evolvability of each measure is studied in terms
of hardness/deceptiveness, smoothness/ruggedness, neutrality and modality as
defined in section 2.4. While measures such as PSNR and UQI perform well
for some image processing tasks, our analysis determined that MSE demon-
strates the best overall evolvability for the optimization of image reconstruction
transforms. In addition, our landscape analysis yields insight into the role of
the mutation operator during evolution and the nature of the region of fitness
landscapes surrounding the original Daub4 DWT−1 coefficients.
The development of the evolutionary methodology presented in this investigation
provides several important contributions to the image processing and evolutionary
computation communities. Our evolutionary methodology permits the identification
of image transforms suitable for defense and security applications requiring signif-
icant information loss to achieve extreme compression rates. The fully configured
GA presents a robust starting point for the development of image transform filters
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intended for other image processing applications of current research interest, includ-
ing infrared surveillance image analysis, fingerprint image compression, or biometric
image storage for homeland security applications.
Existing wavelet-based image processing techniques currently seek to maintain
global image reconstruction quality without particular emphasis upon any particular
area of an image. The application of edge detection for targeted filter evolution
presented in this work permits the development of image transforms that reduce
the error of reconstruction near object edges, improving the intelligence that may
be retained from images subjected to significant information loss. Optimization of a
separate filter for reconstruction of the remainder of an image ensures that object edge
resolution is not achieved at the expense of reconstruction quality in other portions of
an image. This dual filter optimization approach is not limited to the improvement of
satellite or UAV reconnaissance images; it may be applied in any DWT-based image
transform application.
The high resolution satellite image set compiled for this investigation represents
a diverse test platform for defense and security applications of image processing,
including compression, pattern recognition, and automated intelligence analysis. Any
image filter optimization algorithms developed in the future may be compared to the
evolutionary methodology presented in this dissertation through use of this image set.
Previous research efforts in the image processing community that advocate the use
of a certain image quality measure over another tend to assert that a given measure
“better conforms to human intuition of image quality” than other measures. Such
studies usually cite surveys of human participants to reach their conclusions (Yuanji
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et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004a). Our landscape analysis efforts represent a novel
approach to the objective comparison of image quality measures. Such an approach
avoids the time, expense, and subjectivity inherent in a study requiring human sub-
jects. A fitness landscape analysis may benefit any optimization application requiring
the selection of alternative signal or image quality measures.
Most previous studies of fitness landscape properties focus upon the evolvability
of landscapes defined for binary-coded optimization problems, due to the well-defined
concept of “neighboring” configurations in a binary domain. Landscape walks used
to randomly traverse a binary landscape for theoretical analysis typically require
repeated pointwise mutation to step from one configuration to a neighboring configu-
ration. In a binary landscape, a configuration’s neighbors consist of all configurations
reachable with a single application of the variation operator used to define a walk (typ-
ically single point mutation). In the real-coded domain, this definition of neighboring
points makes little sense. Instead, we consider “neighborhoods” of a configuration
to be defined via repeated application of a Gaussian mutation operator. The stan-
dard deviation of mutation defines the practical size of the neighborhood, though
any configuration may be reached from any other configuration with this operator.
Our use of repeated landscape walks obtained with various standard deviation sizes
permits landscape analysis at varying neighborhood resolutions. Shrinking standard
deviations reduce the expected distance between neighbors during landscape walks,
thus permitting the analysis of real-coded landscape properties at finer resolutions.
The trends observed for deceptiveness, ruggedness, neutrality and modality as the
expected neighborhood size changes permit a study of the properties of real-coded
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landscapes comparable to existing studies of binary landscapes. To our knowledge, the
use of varying neighborhood sizes represents a novel approach to real-coded landscape
analysis. While we employ this approach to study the evolvability of image quality
measures for image transform evolution, this landscape analysis approach is of con-
siderable interest to the optimization and evolutionary computation communities at
large.
8.3 Open Questions and Future Investigation
The evolutionary methodology for image transform optimization developed over the
course of this investigation successfully identifies image transform filters that demon-
strate considerable improvement over the Daub4 DWT−1. While this methodology
and the analytical techniques developed during this effort provide significant contri-
butions to the current state of the art, several open questions remain and provide
promising avenues of future investigation.
Experiments demonstrate that some satellite images are well-suited as training
images while others result in filters exhibiting poor performance. Observations de-
scribed in section 6.3 suggest a weak correlation between an image’s suitability as a
training image and the percent of pixels within an image located near object edges.
This weak correlation suggests the existence of additional factors impacting the suit-
ability of a training image. Identification of such factors is beyond the scope of
this investigation and remains an interesting open question. For problem domains
containing thousands of images or more, an exhaustive search for the best optimiza-
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tion training image would not be feasible. An understanding of the factors impacting
training image quality would provide guidance in the selection of appropriate training
images from within much larger image sets.
Researchers at the University of Alaska Anchorage are currently researching other
aspects of evolved filter transforms. Their investigation includes an examination of
matched decomposition/reconstruction filter pairs, use of Shannon’s information en-
tropy to control the compression rate as a second dimension of optimization, and the
evolution of variable-length image transforms. The evolutionary methodology pro-
vided by this dissertation for reconstruction filter optimization may easily be applied
for more advanced search spaces. Adapting our methodology to these filter domains
will require much less effort than the original development of the methodology. As an
example, variation operators that provide poor performance for reconstruction filter
evolution are not likely to provide strong performance for the evolution of matched
decomposition/reconstruction filter pairs and will not need to be reevaluated. Never-
theless, other GA parameters, such as the population size and number of generations,
will require tuning. The effort placed in this investigation into the development of a
robust evolutionary methodology for image reconstruction transforms should greatly
reduce the effort required to develop a related methodology for similar filter optimiza-
tion problems in future research endeavors.
While this effort focuses upon the use of a real-coded genetic algorithm for filter
optimization, many alternative algorithmic optimization approaches exist. Research
by Kalyanmoy Deb suggests that a properly tuned RCGA provides highly competitive
results with alternative real-coded optimization techniques, including evolutionary
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strategies, evolutionary programming, or differential evolution for many real-coded
optimization problems (Deb et al., 2002; Deb, 2004). A thorough exploration of
the configuration of a GA for filter optimization required significant effort within
this investigation. While beyond the scope of this research effort, a similar effort to
configure additional optimization algorithms may provide effective alternative filter
optimization techniques.
The ultimate ultimate goal in the wider continuing U.S. Air Force sponsored re-
search effort remains the development of military grade image transforms outperform-
ing traditional wavelet filters in the presence of quantization noise. The methodology
developed in this dissertation should aid in the larger collaborative effort by improv-
ing the likelihood of successful image transform filter evolution for a wide range of
image application domains.
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Appendix A
Collected Satellite Images
This appendix presents the fifty satellite images used in this research. The images
were identified and collected using the GoogleEarth Plus satellite imaging software
Google (2006). High resolution images were saved and cropped to 512 x 512 pixels.
After converting all images to black and white, the images were contrast-adjusted to
cover the entire range of pixel intensities from black to white on a 0 to 255 scale.
Tables A.1 and A.2 present summary information for the fifty images, including the
nickname I have given the image, the subject of the image (city, industry, etc.),
the apparent eye elevation of the image, the global locality of the image, and a flag
indicating whether the image was histogram-adjusted to improve overall contrast.
Tables A.3 and A.4 present the MSE for reconstructing each image using the Daub-4
DWT algorithm for various levels of quantization. Tables A.5 and A.6 present the
same information while calculating reconstruction error with UQI (q-score) instead
of MSE. The scaled-down images are displayed in figures A.1 - A.9.
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sat01 AF Museum                                 sat02 Andrews AFB 
 
            
  sat03 Anniston Depot                             sat04 Anniston Bunkers 
 
            
         sat05 Baghdad                                sat06 Baghdad Landmarks 
 
Figure A.1: Satellite Images 1-6.
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     sat07 Boeing Factory                           sat08 Boneyard Kingman 
 
             
sat09 Buildings New York                             sat10 Chrysler Plant 
 
             
             sat11 Cleveland Hopkins                               sat12 Coronado 1 
 
Figure A.2: Satellite Images 7-12.
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sat13 Coronado 2                                   sat14 Coronado 3 
 
             
     sat15 Davis Monthan                           sat16 Davis Monthan B-52s 
 
             
    sat17 Downtown Munich                       sat18 Downtown New York 
 
Figure A.3: Satellite Images 13-18.
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   sat19 Factory Detroit                                sat20 Factory Toledo 
 
             
sat21 Fort Dix                                         sat22 Fort Hood 
 
             
sat23 Fort Hood Grounds                               sat24 Groom Lake 
 
Figure A.4: Satellite Images 19-24.
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sat25 Industry Detroit                               sat26 Iron Cleveland 
 
             
                     sat27 Kastellet                              sat28 Kennedy Space Center 
 
             
           sat29 Kennedy Launchpad                                sat30 Moskow    
 
Figure A.5: Satellite Images 25-30.
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    sat31 Munich Train                               sat32 Naval Air Norfolk 
 
             
            sat33 Naval Norfolk Ships                      sat34 Naval Station Norfolk 
 
             
           sat35 Naval Station Carriers                           sat36 Oil Refinery 
 
Figure A.6: Satellite Images 31-36.
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sat37 Pearl Harbor Subs                      sat38 Pearl Harbor Drydock 
 
             
           sat39 Pearl Harbor Complex                           sat40 Pinal Airpark 
 
             
                  sat41 Seattle Harbor                           sat42 Ships Pearl Harbor 
 
Figure A.7: Satellite Images 37-42.
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                  sat43 Steel Baltimore                             sat44 Steel Cleveland 
 
            
             sat45 St. Louis Downtown                             sat46 US Capitol 
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Figure A.8: Satellite Images 43-48.
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Figure A.9: Satellite Images 49-50.
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# nickname subject eye elevation (ft) locality hist Adj?
1 AF museum aviation 3200 WPAFB, OH Y
2 Andrews AFB aviation 3771 Washington, DC Y
3 Anniston Depot army 6744 Anniston Army Depot, AL Y
4 Anniston Bunkers army 4532 Anniston Army Depot, AL Y
5 Baghdad city 23091 Baghdad, Iraq Y
6 Baghdad Landmarks landmark 5207 Baghdad, Iraq Y
7 Boeing Factory factory 5349 Seattle, WA Y
8 Boneyard Kingman aviation 9545 Kingman, AZ Y
9 Buildings New York city 1058 New York, NY Y
10 Chrystler Plant factory 4940 St. Louis, MO Y
11 Cleveland Hopkins aviation 9798 Cleveland, OH Y
12 Coronado 1 naval 1400 Coronado Naval Base, CA N
13 Coronado 2 naval 2569 Coronado Naval Base, CA N
14 Coronado 3 naval 2844 Coronado Naval Base, CA N
15 Davis Monthan aviation 2848 Davis Monthan AFB, AZ Y
16 Davis Monthan B-52s aviation 1435 Davis Monthan AFB, AZ Y
17 Downtown Munich city 2573 Munich, Germany Y
18 Downtown New York city 13688 New York, NY Y
19 Factory Detroit factory 3842 Detroit, MI Y
20 Factory Toledo factory 6195 Toledo, OH Y
21 Fort Dix army 20998 Fort Dix, NJ Y
22 Fort Hood army 4733 Fort Hood, TX N
23 Fort Hood Grounds army 9685 Fort Hood, TX Y
24 Groom Lake aviation 31952 Groom Lake, NV Y
25 Industry Detroit industry 2203 Detroit, MI Y
Satellite Test Images
Table A.1: Summary information of satellite images 1-25.
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# nickname subject eye elevation (ft) locality hist Adj?
26 Iron Cleveland industry 2626 Cleveland, OH Y
27 Kastellet landmark 2453 Copenhagen, Denmark Y
28 Kennedy Space Center factory 6971 Cape Canaveral, FL Y
29 Kennedy Launchpad aviation 6971 Cape Canaveral, FL Y
30 Moskow city 5982 Moskow, Russia Y
31 Munich Train city 3801 Munich, Germany Y
32 Naval Air Norfolk aviation 16112 Norfolk, VA Y
33 Naval Norfolk Ships naval 10534 Norfolk, VA Y
34 Naval Station Norfolk naval 1872 Norfolk, VA Y
35 Naval Station Carriers naval 6367 Norfolk, VA Y
36 Oil Refinery industry 2611 Long Beach, CA Y
37 Pearl Harbor Subs naval 1192 Pearl Harbor, HI N
38 Pearl Harbor Drydock naval 1529 Pearl Harbor, HI Y
39 Pearl Harbor Complex naval 3730 Pearl Harbor, HI N
40 Pinal Airpark aviation 7346 Marana, AZ Y
41 Seattle Harbor naval 4444 Seattle, WA Y
42 Ships Pearl Harbor naval 3650 Pearl Harbor, HI Y
43 Steel Baltimore industry 5799 Baltimore, MD N
44 Steel Cleveland industry na Cleveland, OH N
45 St. Louis Downtown city 6158 St. Louis, MO Y
46 US Capitol landmark 2694 Washington, DC N
47 Washington DC city 10640 Washington, DC Y
48 WPAFB area A aviation na WPAFB, OH Y
49 WPAFB area B aviation 27170 WPAFB, OH Y
50 WSU city 3202 Dayton, OH Y
Satellite Test Images
Table A.2: Summary information of satellite images 26-50.
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# nickname q = 64 q = 32 q = 16 q = 8 q = 4 q = 2 q = 1
1 AF museum 151.252 28.979 10.706 3.62 1.192 0.41 0.082
2 Andrews AFB 122.942 45.613 16.333 5.119 1.405 0.42 0.081
3 Anniston Depot 152.741 58.473 19.11 5.288 1.408 0.42 0.081
4 Anniston Bunkers 183.187 67.984 20.507 5.387 1.415 0.421 0.08
5 Baghdad 253.499 72.516 19.616 5.157 1.395 0.42 0.081
6 Baghdad Landmarks 194.078 66.391 19.71 5.295 1.415 0.419 0.081
7 Boeing Factory 153.212 54.755 17.624 5.128 1.398 0.42 0.081
8 Boneyard Kingman 178.138 63.971 19.479 5.295 1.403 0.42 0.081
9 Buildings New York 179.606 54.97 16.543 4.803 1.372 0.418 0.082
10 Chrystler Plant 211.75 66.128 19.228 5.195 1.4 0.42 0.081
11 Cleveland Hopkins 175.532 55.802 17.313 5.053 1.405 0.419 0.081
12 Coronado 1 154.575 46.951 13.031 4.4 1.352 0.417 0.081
13 Coronado 2 231.067 70.763 19.516 5.251 1.411 0.419 0.081
14 Coronado 3 162.996 54.323 15.847 4.614 1.34 0.418 0.081
15 Davis Monthan 131.935 44.168 14.976 4.801 1.385 0.42 0.082
16 Davis Monthan B-52s 123.457 38.497 13.551 4.8 1.404 0.418 0.082
17 Downtown Munich 162.384 56.624 17.813 5.088 1.401 0.419 0.081
18 Downtown New York 229.265 56.653 15.979 4.385 1.227 0.396 0.08
19 Factory Detroit 195.427 60.926 18.016 5.051 1.397 0.42 0.081
20 Factory Toledo 177.319 59.206 17.963 5.066 1.39 0.418 0.082
21 Fort Dix 135.758 51.441 18.19 5.28 1.409 0.42 0.082
22 Fort Hood 165.435 55.679 17.639 5.058 1.389 0.419 0.082
23 Fort Hood Grounds 151.841 55.356 17.266 5.085 1.398 0.422 0.082
24 Groom Lake 122.08 35.741 13.169 4.564 1.385 0.421 0.081
25 Industry Detroit 173.953 59.586 18.802 5.261 1.413 0.419 0.082
Satellite Test Images: db4 wavelet MSE
Table A.3: Mean squared error of reconstruction with the Daub-4 DWT for satellite
images 1-25 at various levels of quantization.
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# nickname q = 64 q = 32 q = 16 q = 8 q = 4 q = 2 q = 1
26 Iron Cleveland 141.394 47.98 15.24 4.775 1.389 0.418 0.081
27 Kastellet 138.36 41.072 14.211 4.379 1.328 0.415 0.081
28 Kennedy Space Center 141.823 40.436 13.6 4.361 1.295 0.408 0.081
29 Kennedy Launchpad 123.524 38.488 13.388 4.131 1.262 0.408 0.081
30 Moskow 197.292 67.794 18.62 4.986 1.352 0.413 0.081
31 Munich Train 164.164 57.636 17.76 5.068 1.399 0.42 0.08
32 Naval Air Norfolk 119.592 44.261 13.904 4.012 1.151 0.382 0.08
33 Naval Norfolk Ships 160.79 42.954 13.604 3.811 1.153 0.393 0.08
34 Naval Station Norfolk 113.225 41.167 10.662 3.462 1.112 0.394 0.079
35 Naval Station Carriers 155.125 44.756 14.094 4.103 1.238 0.409 0.081
36 Oil Refinery 192.933 63.641 18.692 5.13 1.391 0.419 0.081
37 Pearl Harbor Subs 116.864 46.287 13.128 4.555 1.351 0.419 0.082
38 Pearl Harbor Drydock 158.391 52.316 15.744 4.808 1.372 0.418 0.081
39 Pearl Harbor Complex 188.309 55.055 14.954 4.116 1.244 0.413 0.081
40 Pinal Airpark 175.403 59.957 18.873 5.286 1.411 0.42 0.081
41 Seattle Harbor 159.042 46.311 14.198 4.085 1.205 0.398 0.081
42 Ships Pearl Harbor 145.684 32.862 8.57 2.958 1.151 0.409 0.081
43 Steel Baltimore 161.303 55.203 16.791 4.806 1.363 0.419 0.081
44 Steel Cleveland 165.712 57.27 17.754 5.072 1.389 0.421 0.081
45 St. Louis Downtown 170.579 55.843 17.088 4.933 1.384 0.418 0.081
46 US Capitol 164.517 55.721 17.487 5.029 1.402 0.42 0.082
47 Washington DC 208.773 66.591 18.992 5.128 1.368 0.415 0.081
48 WPAFB area A 152.621 44.862 13.801 4.331 1.33 0.417 0.082
49 WPAFB area B 139.727 51.205 15.807 4.861 1.392 0.419 0.081
50 WSU 131.047 43.923 15.218 4.845 1.394 0.419 0.081
Satellite Test Images: db4 wavelet MSE
Table A.4: Mean squared error of reconstruction with the Daub-4 DWT for satellite
images 26-50 at various levels of quantization.
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# nickname q = 64 q = 32 q = 16 q = 8 q = 4 q = 2 q = 1
1 AF museum 0.9548 0.991 0.9967 0.9989 0.9996 0.9999 1
2 Andrews AFB 0.9737 0.9902 0.9965 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
3 Anniston Depot 0.9769 0.9912 0.9971 0.9992 0.9998 0.9999 1
4 Anniston Bunkers 0.9544 0.983 0.9949 0.9986 0.9996 0.9999 1
5 Baghdad 0.9482 0.9848 0.9959 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
6 Baghdad Landmarks 0.9572 0.9852 0.9956 0.9988 0.9997 0.9999 1
7 Boeing Factory 0.9717 0.9898 0.9967 0.999 0.9997 0.9999 1
8 Boneyard Kingman 0.953 0.9831 0.9948 0.9986 0.9996 0.9999 1
9 Buildings New York 0.9808 0.9939 0.9982 0.9995 0.9998 1 1
10 Chrystler Plant 0.9639 0.9886 0.9967 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999 1
11 Cleveland Hopkins 0.9776 0.9928 0.9978 0.9993 0.9998 0.9999 1
12 Coronado 1 0.9856 0.9953 0.9987 0.9996 0.9999 1 1
13 Coronado 2 0.9507 0.9845 0.9957 0.9988 0.9997 0.9999 1
14 Coronado 3 0.9782 0.9925 0.9978 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
15 Davis Monthan 0.9239 0.9735 0.9909 0.9971 0.9992 0.9997 1
16 Davis Monthan B-52s 0.9143 0.9727 0.9903 0.9965 0.999 0.9997 0.9999
17 Downtown Munich 0.9654 0.9878 0.9962 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
18 Downtown New York 0.9686 0.9917 0.9977 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
19 Factory Detroit 0.9524 0.9849 0.9955 0.9987 0.9997 0.9999 1
20 Factory Toledo 0.9787 0.9929 0.9978 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
21 Fort Dix 0.9756 0.9907 0.9967 0.999 0.9997 0.9999 1
22 Fort Hood 0.9809 0.9935 0.9979 0.9994 0.9998 1 1
23 Fort Hood Grounds 0.981 0.993 0.9978 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
24 Groom Lake 0.9876 0.9963 0.9986 0.9995 0.9999 1 1
25 Industry Detroit 0.9698 0.9895 0.9967 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999 1
Satellite Test Images: db4 wavelet UQI
Table A.5: Universal quality index (q-score) of reconstruction with the Daub-4 DWT
for satellite images 1-25 at various levels of quantization.
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# nickname q = 64 q = 32 q = 16 q = 8 q = 4 q = 2 q = 1
26 Iron Cleveland 0.971 0.9901 0.9968 0.999 0.9997 0.9999 1
27 Kastellet 0.9725 0.992 0.9972 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
28 Kennedy Space Center 0.983 0.995 0.9983 0.9995 0.9998 0.9999 1
29 Kennedy Launchpad 0.9833 0.9948 0.9982 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
30 Moskow 0.9582 0.9853 0.9959 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
31 Munich Train 0.9515 0.9827 0.9946 0.9985 0.9996 0.9999 1
32 Naval Air Norfolk 0.9702 0.9889 0.9964 0.999 0.9997 0.9999 1
33 Naval Norfolk Ships 0.9612 0.9882 0.9962 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
34 Naval Station Norfolk 0.9737 0.9894 0.9972 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
35 Naval Station Carriers 0.9692 0.9902 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
36 Oil Refinery 0.9727 0.9909 0.9973 0.9993 0.9998 0.9999 1
37 Pearl Harbor Subs 0.9866 0.9944 0.9984 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
38 Pearl Harbor Drydock 0.981 0.9937 0.9981 0.9994 0.9998 0.9999 1
39 Pearl Harbor Complex 0.9775 0.9929 0.9981 0.9995 0.9998 0.9999 1
40 Pinal Airpark 0.9422 0.9801 0.9937 0.9982 0.9995 0.9999 1
41 Seattle Harbor 0.9717 0.9916 0.9974 0.9993 0.9998 0.9999 1
42 Ships Pearl Harbor 0.9599 0.9906 0.9975 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
43 Steel Baltimore 0.9733 0.9909 0.9972 0.9992 0.9998 0.9999 1
44 Steel Cleveland 0.9475 0.982 0.9944 0.9984 0.9996 0.9999 1
45 St. Louis Downtown 0.9631 0.9878 0.9963 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
46 US Capitol 0.9702 0.9898 0.9968 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
47 Washington DC 0.9575 0.9861 0.996 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
48 WPAFB area A 0.9703 0.9912 0.9973 0.9991 0.9997 0.9999 1
49 WPAFB area B 0.9442 0.9796 0.9936 0.998 0.9994 0.9998 1
50 WSU 0.971 0.9902 0.9966 0.9989 0.9997 0.9999 1
Satellite Test Images: db4 wavelet UQI
Table A.6: Universal quality index (q-score) of reconstruction with the Daub-4 DWT
for satellite images 26-50 at various levels of quantization.
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Appendix B
Edge Detection Output for
Satellite Images
The following pages present the output images of the fuzzy edge detection algorithm
described in section 6.1.3 for each of the 50 satellite images presented in appendix A.
Each image is a 512 x 512 pixel grayscale image with pixel values represented as
unsigned 8-bit integers ranging from 0 for black up to 255 for white. The use of the
edge detection images for edge-targeted image transform optimization is discussed in
chapter 6.
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Figure B.1: Edge detection output images 1-6.
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Figure B.2: Edge detection output images 7-12.
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Figure B.3: Edge detection output images 13-18.
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Figure B.4: Edge detection output images 19-24.
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Figure B.5: Edge detection output images 25-30.
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Figure B.6: Edge detection output images 31-36.
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Figure B.7: Edge detection output images 37-42.
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Figure B.8: Edge detection output images 43-48.
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               sat49 WPAFB Area B                                       sat50 WSU 
 
Figure B.9: Edge detection output images 49-50.
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Appendix C
Mask Threshold Output for
Satellite Images
The following pages display the output images of the satellite mask threshold process
described in section 6.1.3 for each of the 50 satellite images presented in appendix A.
Mask images are converted from the edge detection output images in appendix B
by converting all pixels with value 88 or lower to 0 (black) and all remaining pixels
to 255 (white). The black portions of mask images occur on and near the edges
of objects within the original satellite image. Table C.1 presents the percentage of
each satellite image that is covered by masks generated at pixel threshold 88. The
near edge percentage indicates the portion of an image covered by black areas of its
corresponding mask image, and thus near edges. In contrast, the non-edge percentage
indicates the portion of an image covered by white areas of its mask and thereby
not adjacent to object edges. The use of the mask images for edge-targeted image
transform optimization is discussed in chapter 6.
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image near edge non-edge image near edge non-edge
sat01 9.35 90.65 sat26 20.68 79.32
sat02 12.02 87.98 sat27 19.03 80.97
sat03 22.13 77.87 sat28 16.93 83.07
sat04 35.28 64.72 sat29 17.13 82.87
sat05 44.55 55.45 sat30 39.60 60.40
sat06 36.48 63.52 sat31 29.09 70.91
sat07 19.20 80.80 sat32 16.94 83.06
sat08 27.01 72.99 sat33 15.99 84.01
sat09 25.52 74.48 sat34 12.36 87.64
sat10 35.81 64.19 sat35 20.04 79.96
sat11 26.73 73.28 sat36 35.73 64.27
sat12 17.30 82.70 sat37 14.17 85.83
sat13 37.07 62.93 sat38 25.96 74.04
sat14 24.21 75.79 sat39 26.36 73.64
sat15 15.06 84.94 sat40 25.79 74.21
sat16 12.28 87.72 sat41 17.21 82.79
sat17 31.22 68.78 sat42 8.56 91.44
sat18 35.84 64.16 sat43 27.06 72.94
sat19 29.88 70.12 sat44 25.15 74.85
sat20 31.37 68.63 sat45 26.19 73.81
sat21 12.53 87.47 sat46 25.88 74.12
sat22 26.37 73.63 sat47 39.76 60.24
sat23 20.34 79.66 sat48 17.77 82.23
sat24 5.93 94.07 sat49 18.37 81.63
sat25 26.40 73.61 sat50 15.42 84.58
% of satellite images covered by threshold 88 masks
Table C.1: % coverage of satellite images by masks generated at pixel threshold 88.
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Figure C.1: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 1-6.
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Figure C.2: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 7-12.
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Figure C.3: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 13-18.
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Figure C.4: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 19-24.
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Figure C.5: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 25-30.
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Figure C.6: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 31-36.
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Figure C.7: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 37-42.
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Figure C.8: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 43-48.
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               sat49 WPAFB Area B                                       sat50 WSU 
 
Figure C.9: Masks generated at pixel threshold 88 of satellite images 49-50.
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Appendix D
Fitness Landscape Analysis Plots
This appendix presents the three-dimensional plots showing the first entropic moment
(FEM) and the second entropic moment (SEM) calculated for neutrality analysis of
each tested image quality measure. FEM and SEM are plotted against the various
Gaussian mutation scales at which random landscape walk experiments were con-
ducted and against various fitness resolutions at which the interplay of neutrality and
smoothness/ruggedness is examined. Section 7.2.4 discusses the information con-
tained in these plots. Additionally, plots are provided of modality against mutation
scale and fitness resolution for each tested image quality measure. See section 7.2.4
for a discussion of modality.
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Figure D.1: First entropic moment of AAPE fitness plotted against Gaussian muta-
tion scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.2: First entropic moment of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation
scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.3: First entropic moment of UQI fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation
scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.4: First entropic moment of PSNR fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation
scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.5: Second entropic moment of AAPE fitness plotted against Gaussian mu-
tation scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.6: Second entropic moment of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian muta-
tion scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.7: Second entropic moment of UQI fitness plotted against Gaussian muta-
tion scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.8: Second entropic moment of PSNR fitness plotted against Gaussian mu-
tation scale and fitness resolution.
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Figure D.9: Modality of AAPE fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation scale and
fitness resolution.
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Figure D.10: Modality of MSE fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation scale and
fitness resolution.
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Figure D.11: Modality of UQI fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation scale and
fitness resolution.
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Figure D.12: Modality of PSNR fitness plotted against Gaussian mutation scale and
fitness resolution.
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Appendix E
Final GA Configuration
Performance
This appendix presents the mean performance of image reconstruction filters evolved
with the final GA configuration described in section 8.1.1 across the set of fifty satellite
images. Fitness is assessed as mean square error. Images are decomposed and recon-
structed at a quantization level of 64. The leftmost set of three columns in tables E.1
and E.2 in this appendix present the Daub4 reconstruction MSE near object edges,
the mean MSE of the 30 filters optimized for reconstruction near object edges, and
the mean % MSE reduction near edges for each image. The center columns provide
corresponding information for the areas of images not adjacent to object edges. The
rightmost columns provide the combined performance of the near-edge and non-edge
evolved filters compared to the wavelet for reconstruction of the entire image. In each
case, the % MSE reduction is shown in bold.
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image Wavelet Evolved % Imp Wavelet Evolved % Imp Wavelet Evolved % Imp
1 17.72 15.35 13.38 133.53 109.91 17.69 151.25 125.26 17.18
2 30.47 25.53 16.21 92.48 74.41 19.54 122.94 99.93 18.72
3 47.49 40.70 14.30 105.25 86.82 17.51 152.74 127.52 16.51
4 72.81 61.73 15.22 110.37 90.55 17.96 183.19 152.28 16.87
5 127.10 101.73 19.96 126.39 104.19 17.57 253.50 205.92 18.77
6 87.43 71.90 17.76 106.65 87.42 18.03 194.08 159.32 17.91
7 49.09 40.58 17.32 104.13 84.42 18.93 153.21 125.00 18.41
8 64.63 53.94 16.53 113.51 92.90 18.16 178.14 146.85 17.57
9 61.50 52.02 15.41 118.11 105.03 11.07 179.61 157.05 12.56
10 102.22 82.80 19.00 109.53 90.57 17.30 211.75 173.38 18.12
11 69.16 57.36 17.06 106.38 88.10 17.18 175.53 145.46 17.13
12 45.81 37.60 17.94 108.76 90.75 16.56 154.57 128.34 16.97
13 100.51 82.12 18.29 130.56 111.40 14.67 231.07 193.52 16.25
14 60.96 49.96 18.06 102.03 84.99 16.70 163.00 134.94 17.21
15 35.19 29.71 15.58 96.74 77.28 20.12 131.93 106.99 18.91
16 25.30 20.04 20.82 98.15 77.67 20.86 123.46 97.71 20.86
17 66.57 56.08 15.76 95.82 79.58 16.94 162.38 135.66 16.46
18 97.19 80.17 17.51 132.08 117.44 11.09 229.27 197.61 13.81
19 80.82 64.92 19.68 114.61 94.08 17.91 195.43 159.00 18.64
20 74.82 62.13 16.96 102.49 88.41 13.74 177.32 150.54 15.10
21 28.70 23.52 18.03 107.06 88.14 17.67 135.76 111.66 17.75
22 63.88 53.60 16.10 101.55 83.27 18.00 165.44 136.87 17.27
23 47.08 38.84 17.51 104.76 88.72 15.31 151.84 127.56 15.99
24 11.91 10.11 15.10 110.17 89.51 18.75 122.08 99.62 18.39
25 61.41 51.09 16.81 112.54 93.96 16.51 173.95 145.05 16.61
Mean Performance of Final GA Configuration
Near Edge MSE Non Edge MSE Whole Image MSE
Table E.1: Mean performance of final, fully configured GA for satellite images 1-25.
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image Wavelet Evolved % Imp Wavelet Evolved % Imp Wavelet Evolved % Imp
26 44.51 37.18 16.46 96.89 81.31 16.08 141.39 118.49 16.20
27 35.63 30.28 15.02 102.73 87.41 14.91 138.36 117.69 14.94
28 32.80 27.45 16.33 109.02 91.21 16.33 141.82 118.66 16.33
29 37.92 31.63 16.58 85.60 70.13 18.08 123.52 101.76 17.62
30 96.08 79.51 17.25 101.21 86.89 14.14 197.29 166.40 15.66
31 60.37 50.17 16.89 103.79 86.00 17.14 164.16 136.17 17.05
32 37.95 31.20 17.79 81.64 67.24 17.64 119.59 98.45 17.68
33 34.51 28.25 18.14 126.28 109.92 12.95 160.79 138.18 14.06
34 23.18 19.46 16.01 90.05 78.55 12.77 113.22 98.02 13.43
35 43.09 35.05 18.67 112.03 95.85 14.45 155.12 130.89 15.62
36 89.93 74.58 17.07 103.00 86.33 16.18 192.93 160.91 16.60
37 33.00 27.02 18.13 83.86 74.67 10.96 116.86 101.69 12.99
38 56.31 45.81 18.65 102.08 85.94 15.81 158.39 131.75 16.82
39 77.30 61.58 20.33 111.01 96.76 12.83 188.31 158.35 15.91
40 67.45 55.71 17.41 107.95 87.42 19.02 175.40 143.13 18.40
41 45.60 36.67 19.59 113.44 97.97 13.63 159.04 134.64 15.34
42 21.18 17.91 15.47 124.50 114.79 7.80 145.68 132.70 8.91
43 61.01 50.94 16.51 100.29 84.64 15.61 161.30 135.58 15.95
44 53.69 44.57 16.99 112.02 91.02 18.74 165.71 135.59 18.18
45 61.52 52.46 14.72 109.06 92.62 15.07 170.58 145.09 14.95
46 57.36 48.24 15.90 107.16 88.95 16.99 164.52 137.19 16.61
47 96.37 79.90 17.09 112.41 94.45 15.98 208.77 174.35 16.49
48 37.46 32.75 12.56 115.16 96.44 16.26 152.62 129.19 15.35
49 39.95 33.64 15.79 99.77 84.16 15.65 139.73 117.80 15.69
50 35.16 29.12 17.19 95.88 78.70 17.93 131.05 107.82 17.73
Mean Performance of Final GA Configuration
Near Edge MSE Non Edge MSE Whole Image MSE
Table E.2: Mean performance of final, fully configured GA for satellite images 26-50.
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